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Summary 

A comprehensive review was made of the processes controlling the 

geologyj hydrography and chemistry of coastal lagoons. 

The Lagoons selected for study are along the Pacific coast of 
Guerrero, Mexico., On the basis of preliminary examination of lagoon 

type, the Lagunas Chautengov Apozahualco and Mitla were chosen for 

detailed examination. 

Parameters considered in the present study were; depth, Secchi depth, 

salinityt temperatures oxygeng alkalinity, pIII dissolved nutrients and 

phytoplankton pigments. General surveys were conducted on a seasonal basis 

in the Lagunas Chautenge, and Apozahualco and 24 hour studies were made in 

the Laguna Mitla. In addition, two methods for measuring primary 

productivity were examined and applied to the Lagunas Mitla and Chautengo. 

Studies of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus were also conducted on sediment 

samples from these lagoons. 

For each of the lagoonsl the overall seasonal variations in the hydrography 

and chemistry were investigated and described. For each of the surveys in 

the Laguna Chautengo, the distribution of salinity was investigated and the 

presence of stratification examined* From this, a general distribution of 

water masses was proposed. 

Data on the surface distribution of chemical parameterst productivity 
and diurnal variations, was used to illustrate the process of eutrophication 
in the lagoons studied* From the diurnal variations in the Laguna Hitla, 
the nature and magnitude of nutrient regeneration was illustrated and its 
importance in maintaining the high productivity was discussed. 

.W 
Finally, the results of sediment analyses were presented and the core 

sets from Mitla used to illustrate how the pattern of eutrophication 
may have changed during the history of the lagoon. 
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1* CONSTA TdOOCITS M TWMC=TTM 

Economically imporUnt areas of saline vater exist on 

both sides of the coastal margin; the continental shelf and open 

bays on one hand,, and semi-enclosed saline waters (lagoons, 

estuaries and fjords) on the other. In most temperate regions 

each of these areas is of economic importance to the coastal state* 

However, In the case of many tropical and subtropical regions,, the 

inherently low production of the near-shore environment,, coupled 

with the limited amount of continental shelf, highlights still 

further the Importance of "continental" marine erff Ironments. 

The satisfactory definitions of "coastal lagoons" and 

"estuaries" have led to considerable alff iculties since examples of 

both features were formed by similar mechanisms, though often 

showing somewhat different morphology and bydrography* Perhaps one 

possible solution to this problem votad be to consider all "lagoons" 

and 'estuaries" within a general classification of "partially 

enclosed saline waters". Historically the term lagoon is derived 

from the latin Incuna, (an expression covering all isolated basins 

of water) and is now regarded, in English, to mean "a salt water 

lake parted by the sea by a sana-bank or enclosed by an atoll" 

(Oxford dictionary). In other languages (French - legune, Spanish/ 

Italian - laguna) it still preserves its latin meaning, thus 

causing ambiguities in translations. The problem is by no meano 

resolved in scientific literatures Whereas Pritchard (1967) prefers 

to consider coastal lagoons as estuaries, Lankford (1976) groups many 

estuaries into his definition of a'coastal lagoon :- "a coastal 

zone depression below M. ILH. W.,, having permanent or ephemeral 

comiminication with the sea, but protected from the sea by some type 
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of barrier". The description of Emery and Stevenson (1958) J13 

narrower in concept, lagoons being "bodies of vater separated in 

most *uses from the ocean by offshore barn or islands of marine 

origin and are usually parallel to the coastline. " 

Lagoons thus defined fo= a very important aboreline 

feature asnociated with oceans, seas and even large lakes. For 

exarVle, according to Phleger (1969) more than half the eastern Wle 

of the United States, south of New York,, ond at least a third of 

the coasts of Mexico, are occupied by saline coastal lagoons@ 

EconomicaUy, coastal lagoons are very important, supporting 

sheltered fisheries, recreational areas and harbours (ewh as those 

of Alexandria, Egypt Miami$ U. S. A; Venice, Italy and Lagoa,, Nigeria),, 

Understwuling and management of this environment is thus of 

increasing Importance* 

Published literature concerning coastal la&cns is 

widely dispersed and inweessiblee This chapter is,, therefore, 

devoted to providing a brief review of the existing information 

on coastal lagoons, 

lel Formtion 

The fund=ental process leacling to the formation of a 

coastal IvZwon is a relative change in sea levelp either by coastal 

e=ergence or submergence (Zenkovitch 1969). According to 

Zenlmvitch the initial formation of an offshore bar depends on two 

basic procenses 

SUMOIent transport and deposition of building 

material (shells, sand or pebbles) into the zone 

of vwre action 7 and 

ow 2ý 



(ii) that the offabore, submerged beach is less 

inclined than the equilibri= profile for the 

depositing sediment. 

In the carse of an emergent coastline, bar formation follows 

effective shallowing of the water overlying the offshore submerged 

beach. In that of a submergent coastline, one of two maJcr 

mechanisms may operate :-A gradual sea level rise across a gently 

sloping coastal plain may initiate the formation of an offshore bar 

which sometimes migrates towards the now coast as the sea level 

continues to rise (Zenkovitch 1969) or with a more steeply sloping 

coast, the rising sea level may fill coastal depressions, a process 

which, under certain oircumstances,, may be followed by bar formation 

enclosing the depressions as lagoons (Lankford 197, -7). In the first 

case a continued rise of sea level may similarly fill coastal 

depressions enclosing coastal lagoons. Slowing or arrest of the 

sea-level change may lead to an offshore bar enolosingwbat is 

strictly referred to as a "bay" rather than a "lagoon" though It 

is convenient to consider the two forms together as "coastal 

lagoons". 

ThatlZh evidence from foraminiferal assemblages Indicates 

the presence of many generations of "fossil lagoons" ('Xaltcn and 

Smith 1969) many of the present day lagoons had their barriers 

formed in the Holocene sea level rise, 6000 - 7000 years B. P. 

(before present), (Curray et &1 3.969,, Emery and Stevenson 195% 

McIntire and 11o 1969, Phleger : L969,, Zenka7itch 1969)e The rate 

of rise of sea level during the late Mlocene was about 15-20 cm 

in 100 years and ao bar formation was often a gradual process, 

(Phleger 1969). The nature of bars formed depended on the abundance 
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of building-material* For e=pple, Irregular mVply of building 

material often led to the formation of multiple bar ridges (MoIntire 

and F4 1969); as in the ooze of Nayarit, Uexico* vhere a coastal 

PI 15 km wide tmd consisting of about 2Bo roughly parallel ridges 

was fo=ed (Curray et al 1969) Longsbore drift and coastal 

morpholoMr determined the initial length of off8hore bars 

(Zenkovitch 3.969),, the munber (xr inlets being determined by the 

amount of vater exchanged between the open ocean and the enclosed 

sea (montly river flow where there its a small t1aal range) 

(Phleger : L969)o 

Once an offshore bar has been establisheil the processes 

of Infilling begins to take place, passing through a stage vhere 

the IsZoon is f Ined with marsh and f inally ending with gradual 

landward migration of, tbe bar over the marsh mtjj the lagoon jfj 

eroded away (Johnson 1919, oited Emery and Stevenson 1958). The 

initial 8ýages of the ateing Process depend largely on the geological 

environment - for exm-aple the degree of Isolation and the m=ber and 

type of river inputs. Fragmentation of the lagoon by sedimentation 

typically takes place at null tidal points or by the Invasion of a 

river delta (Phleger 1969, Bm= and Pryant 1969)o Further 

encroachment of land talces place by wind transport of sand and in 

tropical conditions by the t; roývth of mangrove swarpso 

1*2 Sedirr. nUzz Trocessen 

The state ar maturity of a lagoon system depends on the 

extent to -which the various interacting sedimentary processes have 

acted and the balance between the rates of seftment deposItion and 

erosicn and transport to the sea* The major sealmentary processes 

may be summarisea as follmm t- 
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River trmnsL! 2rt of segments 

B=ept for particularly arid areas, the bulk of sediments 

in coastal lagoons are contributed by rivers (Emery and Stevenson 

1958b)o On discharge into the lagoons, deposition of the larger 

size fracticns of sediments generally forms a delta (Phleger 1969)0 

These fractions frequently include wood debris and the sediments 

are occasionally lwdnatea, especially in areas with irregular 

river flow (Shepard and Rusnak 1957). Delta growth is generally 

rapid (for example 0*3 miles/100 years - Shepard and ! bore 1960) 

and occasionally spectacular, dividing an entire lagoon in less 

than half a century (Bouma and Bryant 1969). 

1. o2e2 Sen trnngnortecl sedimmnts 

Sea transport of sediments into the lagoon environment 

generally depends on the tidal and wave regimes operating across 

the bar (Emery and Stevenson 1958, Phleger 1969)9 Where there is 

reciprocal tidal flow a sandy inlet delta may develop on both the 

seavard and landward sides of the inlet,, sedimentation being 

provoked by the abrupt change In current velocity either side of 

the narrow Inlet channel (Phleger 1969), This in turn, often ' 

leads to the development of a low Island in the lagoon opposite the 

Inlet channel. 

lxmgshore drift of sediments is cne of the moat Important 

factors controlling the form a lagoon takes and the nature of its 

inlet to the seae Changes In the equilibrium between the scouring 

action of the currents flowing seawards across the inlet (tidal 

currents and/or river run off),, and the depositional action of 

long-share drift and wave transported sediments (reinforcing the 
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bar), in extrema cases prodwes lagoons seasonally opening and 

closing to the sea (Lanýford 1977,, Warme 1969,, Lawson 1966). 

Theme changes are particularly pronou=ed in areas where seasonal 

rains produce a large variability in river inputse 

A second effect of Unaishore drift in to promote 

migration of the inlet in the direction of the prevailing long- 

shore drift (Phleger 1969), This migration has been measured in 

the Guerrero Negro lagoon (Mexico) as 200 metres in three years 

(Phleger 1969) anci in the Migu lagoon (California) as 1000 metres 

in 100 years with an annual cyclia migration of 200 zetres (Warme 

1969)o 

1.2-3 Wind trnns2ortecl sediments 

Wind transport of solid material, particularly dune sand, 

is often a significant sedimentary process., particularly in arid 

zones (Phleger 1969)o Where strong tidal currents exist, much of 

the fresh sand blom into the lagoon is transported out to sea by 

the strong ebb tiaes and much of this sand is probably re-deposited 

on the lagoon bar (Phleger 1969, Postma. 1965)- Wind-blovon sand 

is particularly important in the lagoons fringing the txabian desert 

where a wide coastal plain has been extending sea-. =ds over the past 

4000 years (Evens and Bush 1969). 

1*2-4 Proces%ea affectine sediment distribution within InZoona 

Iýmbably the most Lmportant sedImentary effects taking 

place within lagoons are as a result of water transpCwt of re- 

S=Pended sediments ond ar biological processes* After the 

initial input of sediments into the system, sediment re-sortinz 

do 6- 



ocou= &w to re-sumpension by current sad Twor satim ana subsequent 

depositim Thus it has been generany obsemd that the coe"*st 

lagoon mediments often occur at the entrance channel to the sea 

where the t1da2 currents we the strongest (Swry and Stevenson 

195ft, Meger 1969)o nere strong Udal cunvats ezist. vell. 

Cmt chamels cross the 2agoon (ndeger md SwLng 2962). Avay ý 
from reeicna of strong auvrent regime, re-suspension ce Wiments, 

by the action of vind-generated waves becomes very significant, 

providing that the depth of the water column is not greater than 

coo half of the length of the incident vaes (Shepard and Uocre 

1960)0 Postma (1965 found that the suspended material in the 

Guerrero Negro lagoon (Mexico) consisted mainly of suspended sand, 

phyto-plankton and material lorm tNn 0*035 = (probably 

conglomerates or clays wd Onanic material)* The finest of such 

fractions is often deposited In the sones farthest avay from the 

tidal inlet (Postma 1965, Ilbleger 1969) W In basins v&re tý* 

water depth to greater than 5 metrts (Emery and Stevenson 1958b)o 

Additionally clay f1coculation may ooaw In somw specif Le areas 

where high Ionia strength neomter mine with river water (Pbleger 

1969)o 

Biological processes a" generally Uportant factors in 

determining the f Inal. compositica of the lagoon sediments* For 

*=aple, g oyster reefs comixtly build up and atabilise Ingow beds* 

Shepard w3d Rusnak (1957) r*r4rt oyster beds corea to 
-a 

depth of 

12 metree In Texas lagoons* Calcium carbenate derived from shell 

debris vay acoomt for up to 47% of the sediamt dry veight In 

tropical regions though only up to ri, In teMerate or arctic areas 
(FAery and Stevemn 1958b)o Similarly,, organic detritas often 
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forms an important constituent of lagoon surface sediments* 

, Biological factors may often determine the pattern of 

sediment deposition in a lagocn, ? or example, so&-grasses help 

to bind sediments and prcvmt erosion (Wood et al 1969) and 

mangroves are Important in tropical zones for soil fixation and the 

establishment of new land areas (logo and Snedaker 1974, ruenzler 

1970.6 Purthermore,, a=acnifying bacteria associated with algal 

mats can promote the direct precipitation of calcium carbonate- 

grains (Dalrymple 1965)* 

One further process which my have a censiderable, effect 

on sedimentation patterns is in the violent change due to storms 

and hurricanes, as shmin by obsermticas on the Texas lagoons after 
'Hurricane Carle Oppenheimer 1963) and Murricane Beulah" (Scott 

et-al 1969). Both hurricanes resulted in a-considerable re- 
distribution and loss of sediments, the nuddy vmter from the lagoon 

durins'"Hurricane Carle ýbelng traced 3-4 miles out to sea. During 
Murricane Beulah", the lagocn barriers were breached at amral - 
Points and course-grain sedlimnts washed into areas of little tiae 

or wave action within the lagocn,, vhere they remain covering the 

former fine-grain surface sediments ana detritus.. 

Each of the various processes outlined above contribute 

to the state cf maturity of a lagocce The rate of infilling of 

lagoon oystems in Temcm (UeS. A)q has been extensively studied by ý 
Shepard and Moore (1960) using over 100 yearis or bathymetric dati4 

together with 
% dating of core sample4e The average'shoaling 

rate'was found to be about 38 c4/century with a range of from 7 cr/ 

century In isolated bayis to 107 cm/century near river inputs. 

Using this data it wns possible to predict that given present 
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sedimentary conditions.. it would take only a further 1000 years to 

completely f ill the lagocn system with sediments. This exply 

illustrates the dynamic nature of the lagoon environment and the 

consequences of any control of river sediment inputs. 

1*3 antell Tlmcesses 

In alwat every aspect of the geology,, chemistry and 
biology cf coastal lagoons, a tremendous influence is exerted by 

the physical processes of mixing and circulation. For astailed 

considerations of these processes the review of Bowden (1967) and 

Groen (1969) should be conmLIted, A general outline of some of the 

most important features is given beloiro 

Perhaps the moat important faotor determining the 

hydrography and hence the ecology of a lagom Lis the relationship 

between the fresh water input into the system, and the rate of 

evaporation. Them input (run-orf) e=eeds evaporation &n "estuarine" 

cimulat=7 pattern develops (Emery &-A Stevenson 1959,, Groen 1969),, 

that is to say there is a surface outflow of vater of low salinity 

and a imbsurfaoe inflow of seawatero 

The e=t nature of this pattern may be conalclerably 

mod if ied by the local tidal regime but generally yields the same 

resultant flow and gives rise to a lagoon having a mean salinity 

rather lower than that of the se& In cases where evaporation 

exceeds the fresh vater input,, an "anti-estuarine" circulation 

develops with a surface inflow of seawater and a sub-surface 

outflow of higher salinity water. In these cases the lagoon 

salinity is generally higher than that of the sea and the lagoon 

Maybe classified a3 '"hypersaline" (Emery and Stevenson 1958, 

Groen 1969). 
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Within the lagoon,, circulation may be modifted by the 

f6lloving fa*Urs s- 

Tlaeg 

, The tidslAnfluence on a lagoon in lwýply controlled 

'by the size or the logoong the tidal range and the 

muTbology of the inlet of the Ugoon to the'sou 

small inlet mq come strmg damping of the tide and a 

shallow lagoon may considerably modify the harmonic 

pattern of the Incident tide,, especially vhere, the travel 

time for the incident tidal wave islarge OOmparOd vith 

its period (Groan 1969). In the case of Ugoons with 
4 

deep channels and a large tidal range the tide may be 

obaerv*d in all parts of the lagoon, an In the case of the 

Ojo do Liobre are& of Baja Californim. 0 Mexico (Pbleger 

and L'wing 1962)o With lagoons receiving a Une run-off 

and haTU9 -a 8=31 tidal range, the W*1oving tide may be 

completely svpressod, leading to very low salinity 

conditicus (Phleger 1969)s 

Winds 

Winds oan exert a considerable influence en the lpatte= 

of cizvulatim within a lagoom, A steady wind stress mar 

tend to pile up vater at me side of a lagoon, sufficiently 

to cause periodic flooding of =3d flats (Copelend et al 

-1966)& In cases vbm there in a markod equilibrium slope 

of the vater surface, due to this effect$ a circulation 

pattem may amlop, having caLmter curreiats vhere the 

vater in raffiatently deep to overcome horlsontal 

m 10 qm 



ftioucn, (aroen 1969), 

(a) ? b'attftgttcsi 

In certain cases, vertical mixing effects =7 be 

overcome and give way to a istratifted water colu=* 

This effect haB been reported in Califb=tan Inocna 

(Carpelzin 1969,, Postma 1965) and in Nigeria (Hill and 

Webb 1958) but apparently nct extensively studiede 
, 

VM few practical studies of lagoon circulation ba" 

been reported, A stuly by Weer (1969) used various drifters,, 

emsisting of flarems aye and &vgws and suMsted that the flow 

pattem observed probably consisted of amumber of sepamte vind 

driven cens. 

The mean salinity of a lagoon in generally determined 

by the rm-41T of fresh water Into it (Groan 1969,1401; and WeAt. 

1958, Okmaa 1969,, Deamon 1955)o When ocnatclering the concentration 

of dissolved and suspended material In a lagoon, an important 

physical factor in the flushing time . an expressim usefully 

embracing all the mixing and dilution processes controlling the 

e=hwge between lagoon and sea water (Groan 1969), VM few 

values of flushing tim hwe been published owing to the practical 

diff Lculties of its estimation. Published values vary from a few 

dnys to iseveral months (Poener 1959,11ela ot --ftl 
1957a rostma, 1965) 

and values of the, order of years am probable In some isolated 

lagoons, 

ým 
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104 ChLmisal P-Toge-sles 

A coastal lagoon proviaes the site for a large variety 

of chemical interactions to taim place, These Include Inter- 

actions withint and between the three reservoirs of materials 

presentj the dissolved reservoir,, the mmpended particulates end 

the lagoon sediments,, Such chemical Interactions are generally 

mediated by geochemical or biochemical processes ana often a 

combination of both* 

The present state of Imoidedge regarding gewhemical 

processes in coastal lagoons appem to In very liatede It woula 

be anticipatea that the gooohemistry of a lagoon having estuarine 

circulation should be rather similar to that of an estuary but there 

is little putlished evidence to. inustrate this hypothesis,, In 

the case of a hypersallne lagoon,, where the rate of evaporation its 

high, compositional changes are effected by precipitation of major 

and minor tons. Change in chemical equilibria including gas 

solubilities eav also observed from changes in ionic strength and 
-tke composition, For example, incarbonate systera the ncn-linearitY 

of the relationship between salinity and alkalinity restats from 

successive precipitation of carbonates and boratex (Copeland 1967) 

with increasing wainity, an effect wbich by precipitation of 

calcium carbonate., also selectively removes some calcium from the 

systeru 

Biochemical processes have generally been much better 

studied than purely geochemical onese Uuch of the published 

literature regarding chemical processes in lagoons has been 

concerned vith dissolved and suspended nutrients, organic matter 

and the biochemistry of primary prodwtion. The present review 
I 
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will emaider the state of knowledge of those biochemical and blo. 

9000hemical processes wid,, vhere possible consider their wider 

applications to the general chemistry of a lagoon* 

? or the present consideration, a lagoon vill be regarded 

ax a basin having overall chemical inputs and losses and in which a 

variety of internal processes are acting., 

1*4,, l E2dernal soureeg 

The supply of dissolved and particulate materials to a 

coastal lagoon depends upon the external reservoir of the materials 

and the availability of a transport mechanism to carry them into the 

lagoon* 

In the cast of dissolved and particulate nutrients 

(particulate organic carbon, nitrosm and phospborus, and probably 

dissolved organic substances and trace metals, the principal source 

of materials is from continental reservoirs, nobilised by veathering,, 

biological processes and human activities (such as in agriculture, 

industry and dowstio activities) and transported during run-off* 

Th certain cases, vhich will be discussed later, the sea may also 

provicle a significant supply of materials. 

The supply of nutrients by river transport con easily be 

observea from the Increased concentration of these substances towards 

river discharges (Emery and Stevenson 1958), indeed In some cases 

(cog* Hommiller and Weiner 1968) it can be clearly seen that the 

phytoplankten bloom within a lagoon may be directly supported ana 

regplated. by the rate t)f river Input of nutrients* Conversely,, a 

lack of river input or a depleted continental nutrient reservoir may 

Icad tO a lagOOM haTiAg a low primary productivity (Tampi 1969),. 

A comparison by Okuda (1969)0 of two morphologically similar lagoons 



receiving respectively seasmal and continuous river run-off showed 

the livortance or a steaar Input of river water in maintaintmg a 

SUMO lAgOOn eOOBYStSN6 

The fora In whioh a river dimharges into a lagoon is 

often of importame to the resulting system, For oxwVle, in the 

came of & river flowing intoý a lagoon having an estuarine 

circrulaticn, (ioeo surface outflow of trackish water and subauxface 

inflow of sea water) a "sediment trap" may develop vbere sediments 

falling through the water column are carried river-wards by the sea 

water inflow (Postma 1969)o , Thus the fine river-borne sediments and 

detritus may be retained In the vicinity of the river discharge 

into the lagoon, often resulting in an area of looalised high 

nutrient regencrationo High nutrient inputs may also result from 

rivers passing through dense =angrore swiuTs as in the case of the 

"ItariLzots" of Brazil (Kato 1966), 

When considering the run-ctf into a lagwns it is cften 

necessarit to consider the effect of Ureot rainfall. According 

to Collier and Hedgpeth (1950)9 in their discussion of the lagoons 

of Texas$ such water bodies may receive as much as sixty time their 

volme in rain water in any one years WhLlst the effect of such 

an input is generally to "dilute" the lagocn byflushing,, the rain 

mq carTj an appreciable qunntLtv of nutrients, sufficient to cause 

cutophLoatLon'of estuarine-waters (Reinhold and Daiker 1967)o 

Despite the "basis on lagoon systems having riyer 

inputs or direct rm-off, there are many examples of lagoons 

dominated 'by evaporation and having an average salinity rather 

higher than that of the adjacent sea water* These hypersaline 

lagoons fall intcý two genaral classes, those with a permanent sea 



connection'and an anti-estuarine circulation# and *evaporation 

basins" - lagoons having an ephemeral sea connection and a period 

of intense evaporatiom, It Js evident from the many studies of 

hypersaline systems (etge Copeland 1967, Copeland and Nt=n 1974, 

Nichols 1966, rostma 1969) that the total concentration of dissolved 

and particulate nutrients within such a system is generally 

considerably higher than that of the adjacent sea& 

This effect generally results from long-term retention 

of irregularly introduced nutrients (from run-off) together vith 

a removal or concentration. of nutrient material from sea water., 

In a large evaporating basin such as the Mexican Laguna Maarewhich 

has been reported as attaining salinity 2950/oo after f Lve years 

isolation (Copeland 1967) or that of the Venezuelar Lagun& Unare 

in uhich salinities of 950/00 have been recorded after only four 

months of drying (Okada et 4.1965), there is clear evidence of 

nutrient ocncentration by-reductl= of the total watervolume and 

conservation of the total nutrient ccntente In the case of a 

lagoon having anti-estuarine circulation the situation is a little 

more complex since it could be supposed that the subsurface outflow 

should carry particulate matter out to son. This to not generally 

observed (Postma 1969) and furthermore, a study of phosphorus by 

Nichols (1966) revealed that the total concentration of this element 

(largely in the form of suspended particulate matter) increased with 

distance inwards from the lagoon mouth. 

An Increasingly important source of nutrivnt materials 

in the lagoon environment is from domestic, agricultural or 

industrial waste* For example, autrophioatton was observed ty 

Copeland and Toblechlag (1968) from industrial and domestic 
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contamination of the coastal lagoons of Texas (UoS*A)a The most 

generally observed source of introduced nutrients however,, in that 

arising from sewage discharges and agricultural run-off (Barlow 

ot al 1963)-- Even a minor source such an that from power-plant 

cooling water (Bader and Roessler 1972) can have a considerable 

local effect* 

The general biological effect of large additional 

sources of nutrient material In a lagoon is a lowering of species 

diversity within the lagoon, together with an increase in species 

population (Copeland and Woblachiag 1968), This has the secondary 

effect of reducing available oVSen In the lagoon -a factor very 

Important in determining its ability to support a reasonalle fish 

population* 

The introduction ce toxic pollutants in a fýwther 

product of intense human activitys Particularly high accumulation 

rates have been observed In estuarine invertebrates (for example a 

concentration factor of 70,000 is typical for D. D. Te. Butler 1966) 

and there is need for further research to understand the complex 

interrelations in the estuarine and lagoon environments (Livingstoine 

1976), 

3. *4,, 2 Dngsseg within the lagoon environment 

The fate of dissolved and particulate nutrient material 

in largely dependant on the hydrography and morphology of the lagoon 

into vhIch it is discharged* In the open ocean, the flux of 

nutrients is generally controlled by uptake or assimulation by 

living organia=, balanced by a supply from regenerations within and 

below the Photic zone, and combined with a vertical advection of 
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nutrients into it (Prtkmdcls 2975); This illustrates that the rate 

of incorporation of nutrient material in stronLr; LY affecw by the 

rate of vertical aavectim vhicb may thus become'& oontrol2ing 

faztor in primary proawticclo In the g1jp2est awo of an enolosea 

mid vertically mixecl shallow coastal 2*gwa vhere there are no 

river inputs nor losses to the sea, it should follow that the ovirsu 

rate of photosynthetic production dopende'direotly on the rate of 

regeneration cr the 31miting autriente 

Thin general picture may be modif iea In various vays I- 

By ocntinental supply of nutrients, 

By loan to the sea (flushing and direct outnow) or 

to the sedimentso ' 

(iii) By inhomogeneous systems 
(tv) By other produation lWtIng factors (light, 

teqpemture,. eto)e ' 

Bir considering -existing studies of the processes of 

rViTener&tIOn AM production in difTerent lagom environmentai it 

should be possible to see how these faotors, contribute to the 

overal-I chemistry of lagoonsý 

(a) IRMengMltSg Ma MkIllgation 

In a coastal lagoon there av two important sites 

for the regeneration of nutrients, the water column and the 

sedimenta, Whereas in the sea almost all nutrient re- 

generation takes place in the water column and material 

reaching the sediment is generally lost (Ryther and Dunstan 

1971)j, In a coastal lagoon the entire process may be contained 
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within a few mtres, the boundaries at the air/sea interfam and 

a few cont, imetres into the sedimmts* 
Various authors hewe attempted to study the z3gvemeAt cf- 

dissolved. materials wross the nediment/vater Intn-face- 

Experiments u. sing enclosed bottom chambers (Bruce and Rood 1951j, 

ITale 1975) sbowed considerable wrements of dissolved inorganic 

nutrient. % Generally speaking,, a large. flux of mmonia, out of 

the sediments was olmerved in all cases; in the case of nitrate 

and phoiiph! xte,, a flux In. both directions was : romds,. all fluxes. 

being xb=1zly temperature related, Similar studies using small 

quantities of radioactive tracers 32rO4 (Bruce 
. *ad jjo, ýd 3,9590, 

roj="y at a, 1965yj 60CO 
0 

59pý, -, %Un * and 
65ZA (parker 

. Lt . 011963)0 shoved that initial loss of added tracers 

eihibitea a half tize of only a: few hours,, finally reaching an 

equilibrium betimen the sediment and water column reservoirs of 

these matericase These, observations isupport the idea of Pomeroy 

St 0.1 (1965) that the sediment-water excbange of dissolved 

phosphate W act in a buffering equilibrium to control its 

concentration in the water* 
An yet there have been few complete studies of the site and 

distribution of elemmtal reservoirs in coastal lagwws 
OA 

rarker et 41 (1963) presented some fiewes for Zn,, Cot Pe 'A ib 

in a Te=s US= wd found these elements considerably 

concentrated in sediments and sea grasses with respect to their 

dissolved concentrationse rerhaps more Important than the 

sizes of these reservoirs are the kinetics of their e=hange. 

Regeneration of dissolved nutrients from the sediments can be 

controlled by biologicals, chemical andphysical factors* 
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Biological control may be by bacterial action (Hayes 1961*)s 

the total population of bacteria often depending on the texture 

of'the sediments (coarser sediments providing bigger spaces for 

thadevelopment of large populations) (Oppenheimer 1960)o 

Where the substrate is oxnenated., the overall reaction for 

regeneration is approximately : 

(CH20106 (NH3)3.6 HjM4 + 3.3802 io6o 2+ 122[T; p + 3'6MO3 + 'Tipok 

(Ilichards 1965). In the '4baence of oVgen,, baoterial oxidation 

of any thermodynamically convenient energy source will take place. 

The denitrif ication reaction, (Richards 1965) pravides a good 

exaip1e : 

(CH 0106 (MI 
3 

)16 H? 04 + 84* 81M3 lo6co 2+ 
42. )X 

2+ 
UB* 4H 

20 

l6t'R3 H3ý04 

A rather more common energy source in the bottom water of 

istagnant, stratified lagoons and in, estuarine and lagoon 
41L 

sediments in general in from reduction of sulphates to hvarogen 
x 

sulphide, a process vhich consiaerably changes the redox system 

of the substrate (MWeit 19%j Oppenheimer 1960)o 

The importance of biological control of regeneration is 

particularly wen established, for the phosphate cyoles In a 

simple adsorption - desorption experiment on estuarine 

sediments, Pomeroy et 11 (1965) showed that treatment of the 

sediments vith formalin considerably reduced their capacity 

for phosphate exchangeo For the nitrogen cycle, Okuda (1960) 

suggested that bacteria probably control ammontsrelease from 
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sediments, an effect particularly pronounced vhere sewage 

outfalls pivvide large amountB'cf organic detritus, (Nedwell 

1975)o' 11ovmver, bacteria are not the only organisms mediating 

the exchange of dissolved nutrientse Reworking of sediments 

by =ine animals (Hayes 19%) can be an important factor in 

sediment mixing and detrital breakdorne A particularly 

thorough stu3y by Kuenzler (1961) or mmsel beds (a typical 

feature of coastal lagoons)'showea that, these populations'of 

filter feeders are capable of turning, over all the purticulate 

phosphorus in a water colum In less than'3 daP,, regenerating 

around rr, of the material as phosphate and depositing the 

remaining part a3 faecal or cell tissue forms 'Ibis organic 

phosphorus may . then be subjected , to regeneration'b7 bacterial 

attVICk or may enter the food chain. 

Chemical processes are probably the least xmderstood 

Mechonir-= of exohange ana regeneration. For the case of 

phoapho= c=hange, Pomeroy et al (1965) talk of "sorption" 

but the formation of inorganic salts such as iron ana copper 

phoophates (Ilesse 1962) ma their equilibrium control by pH 

ona reaox potcntial (Hayes 1964) cannot be Ignored4 

Control of nutrient regeneration by physical factors is 

generally of two types, kinetic ccntrol (by temperature) and 

dynamic ocntrol (water rovements)a In laboratory experiments 

on ammnia release from sediments, Okuda (1960) found that the 

=ount of ammonia released increases in direct proportion with 

the tenperature (within his exrerimental range of 5cC to 3090* 

This observation, which probably relates to temperature effects 

on bacterial activity, is particularly important vhen comparing 
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tropical and temperate lagow chemistrys Additionally,, water 

movements may consiaerably affect nutrient regeneration. Re- 

mopcnsicn of isediments by turbulence may cause a local increase 

in aissolred phosphate concentraticne (Nicholis 1966)o Tidal 

exposure and partial drying of the gurface layers of mud'banks,, 

followed by re-I=ersicn# probably accelerates the regeneratim 

of nutrients (Oppenheimer and Ward 1963)- 

The f Inal co=ent regaraing nutrient regeneration is with 

respect to its ioportance In lagoon eutrophication, Ryther and 

Dunstan (1973. ) present considerable evidence to suggest that the 

regeneration cxr phosphorus is generally more rapid than that of 

ammonia. In a marine system. where nitrogen f ixation to 

generally thought to be limited and where nutrient limitation 

in observed., the-limiting nutrient will almost always be nitrogen 

provided that its principal source is from the decomposition of 

organic matter* 

PriM!! ZX Proftation 

rrimary procluation is of great chemical importance In 

the lcgo6n environment as it is the only means for fixation of 

carbon entering ýhe food chain and the principal pathway by 

which inorganic nutrients and carbon are convertea to cell 

tissue, 

PrIzaary production may be promoted by a direct Input of 

nutrients into the lagoon or by regeneration of inorganic 

nitrogen or phosphorwo This is particularly well illustrated 

in figure 1,1 from Pomeroy (1960),, The figure illustrates 

variation of gross primary produativity for stations of 
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different water coluan depth in Boca Ciega. Bay,, a large shallow 

lagoonoý Optim= productivity was observed In waters of 5-7 metres 

depth after vhich there was a gradual fan-off* This effect 

illustrates how a high produativIty in favoured by shallow 

conditims, conditions in which rapid tvrnover is most easily 

facilitated, 

Effects limiting primary procluoticn in a lagocu may be 

kinetic (the rate of regeneration of a limiting nutrient and its 

transport) or physicalm. The latter case includes limitation by 

lowered temperatures or by reduced light penetration* Light 

attenuation,, particulaxly in very shallow lagoons where windy 

conditions easily re-suspend sediments,, has been shown to restrict 

primary productivity,, in one case to lower values than in the 

adjwent sea (Nichols 1966). 

McasUreMent of prim=7 productivity bas generally been 

made by following oxygen changes, either in-situ or in light and 
dark bottles and bell-jarse A detailed presentation of these 

me-thods is given by od= (196o), ' Od= and Wilocn (1962) mid Od= 

ot al (1963)o 

Primary fi=tion of nitrogen does not appear to t=e 

been studied in the lagocn environment* In the very similar 

conditions found in the Waccasassa# a shallow embayment in the west 

coast of Florida Brooks et al (1971) measured up to 6 

nanogramn X/g- sediment-hour fixed by bacteria within the first 

2-5 cm of sediments* The results are of a similar magnitude to 

those presented by Herbert (1975) for the much colder Clyde estuary 

W Scotland and suggest that similar observations might be expected 

In many coastal lagooniso 
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Primary rroýiuaticn ýX spectsatsed tropical comam-ittes 

Of the primary producing plants in tropical coastal 

lagocna, three large groups,, not generally round in open ocean 

ecosystem, may account for a large proportidn of the total 

primary producticn in the systems Their presence may often 

completely alter the chemistry of a lagocne These are marine 

grasses,, algal mats and mangrove forests* 

Beds of underwater marine grasses are a common feature 

in shallow clear waters,, both in tropical wA temperate regionse 

Temperate beds however, are subjected to strong seasonal changes 

and rarely exhibit the closed co==Ity structure that develops 

in the tropics (Odum 1974)* Productivity of these grasses is- 

generaU. y very high (Wood et al 1969) and may be strongly 

influenced by the rate at which water currents present dissolved 

substances to the growing plants (Conover 1968),, Many of the 

Plants may be covered with epiphytes which can account for 25 to 

3riv of the total com=ity metabolism (Jones 1968)o 

The importance of marine grasses is in their role of 

producing detrital material* peIr secondary organisms graze 

these plants and as many an :% of the leaves or the Plants may 

fall each day (Wood et al 1969). These leaves are rapidly 

decomposed by bacteriaq the detritus entering the fOod chain 

thrmglh consumption by benthic animals and these in turns may 

be consumed by larger animals including fishes (Odum 1974)* 

Regeneraticn of nutrients from plant detritus, even through 

sulphate reducing bacteria (Wood et al 3.969). probably provides 

the main source of nutrient material for marine grassess An 

additional nutrient source results from the trapping of nutrient 
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005v* The mats are responsible for Mcing large emounts of 

carbon vhUst permitting an internal, upward transport of 

anaarobically regenerated nutrients in order to maintain photo- 

synthesis, Inorganic carbon may also be precipitated in this 

process (in the form of grains of aragonite) probably as a 

result of action by ammanifying bacteria (DalrMle 1965), ý 

Chemical information regarding these mats 13 very limited and 

many further studies axe required, 

Unlike the two previous exaaples,, mangroves have a wide 

tolerance of salinity conditions, growing in shallow water along 

most of the coastal margins-and along the banks of estuaries and 

lagoons between latitudes 250 S and 25PIT (Kuenz3. er 1974)q Their 

ecology has been the focus of a ocn3iderable amoxmt of research 

and is dealt with in an excellent review by Lugo and Snedaker 

(19n) and also by Kuenzler (1974)ý Their principal function 

in to fix coastal margins.. establishing, by grafta species 

succession,, marshes and finally tropical forests. In coastal 

lagoons, their role is also to provide a major is ource of detritus 

(from leaf and twig fall) ana thus are of direct importance in 

maintaining oyster, shrimp and fish stocks. The chemistry of 

mangrove systems is a relatively simple open cycle In which 

liarticulate nutrients transported through the mangrove roots by 

tidal or river flow movements are Incorporated Into the sediments 

by the associated benthic organisms (or by chemical and bio- 

chemical, uptake), from vhere they may be taken up by the mangroves* 

Net primary prodwtivity of between 10 and M SC/m2 day has been 

reported for mangrove communities (Lugo and Snedaker 197)+),, part 

of vhich tit carried into the vater by falling leaves and twigs*, 

River flow and current movements tend to disperse the detrital 
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material pxvdwea, and Its cradual subseqqent decomposition 

leads to the regeneration of nutrients* Por a large mangrove 

mywv in Plorida, (U*. 9. A), Heald (1971) calculated that over half 

the mmual proauction of manCrove debris in exported to adjaoent 

lagoons* The onset of the rainy oeazcn In a tropical area may 

produce chemical censequences In a lagoon by Introducing m=h 

of the organic detritus in a short time period, This 

considerably increases the bacterial population and the oxygen 

demm-A and thus reduces the wailable dissolved w7z=4 

Considering the various processes that take place within 

a lnmon,, it =y be -co=entca that the mnner in vbioh a nutrient 

cycle my hm dmloped. in any particular lagoon, depends entirely 

on its particular physical conditions, conditions determining the 

degree to which each of the processes outlined will act. The infinite 

nimber of combinations of these conditions =&. es it difficult, to 

form SeneralisatIons, concerning chemical cycles in lagoons- 

Lagocn3 are generally nitrogen limited# nitrogen reser Irs being 

located In sediments and plants, (see above) and additionally In the 

fo= of dissolvcd, organic nitrogen (Okuda et al 1965* Bonilla and 

Benitez 1972)* Considerable interchange between the sediments W 

water column is observed. mediated by biological and chemical 

effectse Logoonts having high primary preduation generally possess 

ecologically importent detrital cycles* 
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1-4-3 rrocesses irmlvinp,, loss of embstances from the Ingoon 

Dissolved and suspended substances may be lost from a 

lagoon by flushing Into the sea or by permanent incorporation into 

the sediments, Nutrient losses are clearly related to the 

flushing time of the system. Sedimentary losses occur from the 

production of non-regenerable minerals or sometimes as the result 

of sudden heavy sedimentation trapping former wwfaoe sediments,, 

for example during a hu=Icane (Scott et al 1969)o Various 

authors (cog, Birke 1974, Scott et al 1969) have discussed the 

possibility that the sedimentary pi-oces3es in lagoons might have 

been one of the factors responsible for the production of present 

hydrocarbon deposits. 

The various means of loss from a lagoon maintain an 

overall equilibrl= in the system. Any sudden change In the 

input of dissolved substances into the lagoon will thus have effects 

within it, causing eutrophication or impoverishment* A good 

e=mPle of impoverishment is given by Lugo and Snedaker (1974) where 

reduction of nutrient inputs into a mangrove system from change of 

land use, resulted in destruction of mangrove commxmitie3 within a 

period of 10 years* 

14#4 Mum 

The descriptien of chemical end biochemical processes 

given above gives a general impression of some of the most important 

features of the lagoon environment. Sufficient info=ation is not 

yet available to construct even skeleton mineral c7clea for the 

common elements. Xn the case of phosphorus howewer# it in 

possible to show the lagoon cycle in schematic fom In figure 1,62 
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the phosphorus cycle for the sea is comparea-7iith the lagoon cycle. 

Processes shovo for the open sea am described and referencea in 

Riley and Cheater (1971) and additional processes shovm for 

lagoons have been described ond referencea earlier in this section. 

On the present diagram, continuous lines Indicate major pathways and 

dashed lines minor oner. Ringed names are reservoirs within the 

environment ocncerned and other names are external reservoirs* 

it con be seen from fig, 1* 2 that the olreraU phosphorus 

cycle in coastal lagoons shows more pathways than that for the 

open sea since it involves interactions with benthic and sediment- 

ary processes, Exte=al inputs become more important and there is 

the possibility of is"age constituting a major phosphorus soume,, 

since the discharge is into a smaller volume cxr water* Interchange 

of sediments and particulate matter in shown (resuspension) and this 

factor makes chemical meamwements, of individual components of the 

cyae extremely difficult. 

The phospborus cycle om shovn is quite useful but lacks 

quantitative information, This Is often, vez7 difficult to obtain, 

requiring complicated tracer experiments,, results generally only 

being, valid for one particulnr environment. The istudy of the 

kinetics of such a system provides one of the most interesting 

challenges for the mrine chemist* 

1,, 5 The biolMy of -I! ZZWj 

A general review of biological processes in coa3tal 

lagoons in really beyond the iscope of the present study and general 

discussion of prisary produotion has been incluaea In the previous 

section. However, it is worth-wbile =king a few general co=ents. 
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Many of the secondary producers in coastal lagoons have 

at least part of their life cycle outside the lagoon (eigs renaoid 

shrimps, MAlet, Swimming crabs) and mv thus probably very 

sensitive to hydrological changes. Of these species, detrital 

feeders are oo=ercially very important, Hellier (1962) found 

some relation between primary production and fish production with 

a fish production efficiency (fish production/primary production) 

of 0,07419 but the results are not, ocnolusivee Many lagocnes 

depending on their physical, chemical and sedimentary conditions,, 

almo support large populations of filter feeding mussels and 

oysters. Useful reviews include that of general estuarine ecology 

by Odum (1971); of lagoon ecology by Hedgpeth (1957),, concerning 

potential production by Vanucci (1969) and regarding pbytoplanktca 

by Margalef (1969)o 
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TIM SURVEY MA 

According to Lankford (1977), there are some 125 coastal 

lagoons along the 6,2DO miles of Mexican coastline, These 

exemplify a large variety of lagoon types, both physically mid 

geologically. 

Geological classification cf all the Mexican lagoons 

is considered by Lankford (1977),, a review vhich represents the 

only coherent study of the area& He presents five basic types of 

coastal lagoon,, classified accoraLng to their mode of formation as I- 

I- Differential Brosica 

3: 1 Differential Te=igenous Scaimentation 

III Barrea Inner Shelf 

IV Organio - 

V Teotonio - Volcanio 

Many of these basic types have further sub-divisions according to 

their detailed geological structures Having presented this 

classification scheme, he divides the Mexican coasts into seven 

convenient regions (based on the geographical distribution, geo- 

logical, climatological and oceanographic features - see fig. 2.1) 

and examines the classification of lagoons within tbema About 

half of -the lagoons fan into the "type III" classif ication, a 

type particularly common in the Pacific Mainland coast (Region D) 

Type II lagoons predominate along the Gulf of CaliforniaLs mainland 

coast (Region 0) and that of the Gulf of Mexico (Regicn E)s 

General distribution is as follovvs t type Is 22 lagoonal type Ilp 

30 lagoons; type 111,60 lagoons; type IV# 6 lagoons and type V9 

5 lagoones 
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Fig=e 2.1 

COASTAL RWIalS OF liMaCO (after LUMMID 1977) 
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TOURIST FIAP OF THE 6UElZRERO COAST. 
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Unfortimately, no thormgh examination of the physlcaJ4, 

chemical or biological characteristics has been wide' to compare 

'with the geological observations. Physical characteristics tend 

to follow climatic conditions and coastlines towards the north of 

Mexico generally experience mch more and conditions than those of 

the south and east (Tamayo 1962). Thus, moist of the published 

studies of northern lagoons show then to have anti-estuarine 

circulation (eog. in llegion, A. Phleger and Ewing 1962, Postma 1965; 

in Region 0. Nichols 1966). or to form evaporating basins as in the 

case of the Laguna Madre of Tammi3ipas (Copeland 1967)9 Further 

south, rainfall to seasonal and occurs slant exclusively in the 

su=er months (Tamayo 2962)o Ubst of the larger Mexican rivers 

&ain towards the Gulf of Mexico* Rivers draining towards the 

Pacific often have a very limited and seasonal flow with the 

e=eption cf the Rio Balsas ivhich is one of the major rivers of 

Mexico. Lagoons in the southern Gulf of Mexico are thurs generally 

not hypersaline and are commonly mesohaline. Those of the Paoifio 

coast show a wide range of conditicna, including large seasonal 

variations, conditions which largely depend on the drainage pattern 

and local rainfalL 

The research area iselected was the coast of the State of 

Gur ro, Mexico. The choioe-of this area was based on two factors: 

(1) The relative ease of access of the coast hNm the : Laboratories 

in the City of Mexico (maxim= 10 hours drive) and (2) The great 

variety of lagocn environments enommtered along 'the same coastlines 
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2.1 RSgqr6tgttpj 

2,1A 

The coast of Guerrero (see plate 2.1) cmaists of a 

300 mile long n=cw, vandir coastal plain, broken occasionally by 

granite cititaropm and abruptly yielding'on its lanavard . side to the 

rocky h'Mj3 snalw=tains'of the Sierra Uaftv del Mwý The 

coastal -plain falls naturally into two resions of awroximately 
I equal icngtý (1) tho'ContaL Ormde, which stretoheis from the wide 

alluvial delta of the Rio Balsas (to the North-vest) to the rocky 

bay of Acapulco (to the south-east) *W (2) the Costa ChIca vhIch 

cOnti. nues'Scuth-easi Into the state of Oaxwa. The Costa Grande 

is'soneivaly narrow (0-10 miles wide) and more undulating than the 

Costa Chica (14-20 mUes vide), Both are" are covered with 

vegetation during A least part of the year* 

The Guerrero isea, coast is an almost continuous low vandy 

beach,, broken only where outcrops of the Sierra reach to the sea* 

Various small rivers cross the ooastal plain from vbere they 

seasonally ditcharEe into the sea or into the numerous small coastal 

lagoom These lagocnx,, with their associated drainage oanals,, 

occupy almost half the length of the coast, their viath never 

I meecling 5 I= 

2*1*2 21t! Miv 

The Guerrero coast experiences a tropical climate* 
i 

The average temperature is 260C (Recurson Hidraulicos 1975) vdth 

an annual range of 3 deg* C* between the summer maximia ana the 

vinter meximume Maximm temperatures in su=er =q rise to mere 

than 4600 ana a diurnal range or armW ldOG is generally observedo 
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aLIMRAL CLIHATCLOGICAL CONDITIONS AFFLCTING 

TIM- LAMIA CILAUTUM AREA 
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2-1-3 River titschameg 

River flows in the many small rivers draining the 

coastal plain, largely reflect the local seasonal rainfall and many 

of the rivera become completely dry in the dry season., Data for 

a typical ex=ple, the Rio Nexpa of the Costa Chica,, is sho-wn on 

fig* 2*2 (compiled from data loaned by the Secretaria de Recuraos 

llidraxaicos), The limited response to the initial period of heavy 

rainfall (June) is probably a result of I soaking' in the drainage 

basin (ie. the water which in required to give initial soil 

fiaturation)e 
The large annual variation in total rainfall is also 

reflected by large variations in total annual discharge of the 

rivers. This is illustrated for the Rio Nexpa in Table 2*1 

(data from the Secretaria de Recuroos llidraulicos)s 

In Total. anLugj discharge of the Rio lle2g2a 

millions of Year Disobarge cubic 
metres 

1969 1192*6 

1970 970.6 

1971 307-9 

1972 252#0 

1973 61W 

1974 1045*5 

4» 71 
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The effect of cyclones on these rivers may also be very 

marked, In the case of the Rio Nexpa,, heM rains from a small 

cyclens in October'1976 increased the flow rate of the river from 

36m3/zeo to 6480/seo in two days. Previous cyolcnes had 

consiaerably changed the course of this river,, diverting its 

discharge from one lagoon to anothero 

2.11*4 Coastal OCegogar 

Oceanographic observations along the coast of Guerrero 

have been limited to tiaal observations and predictions for the 

port of Mapulco and- a general consideration of wffe regimen 

(Lankfora 1977)o 

The average tidal range for Acapulco is about Oo5 metres 

ana reaches 0.65 metres in spring ticles (Tmtitute. cle Geofisica 

3.976), The fo= of the semidiurnal t1aal wm it, owh that the 

lowest low water is followed by the highest high water, an effect 

which would be expected to produce a current velocity, maximum on 

the flood tide in any lagoon Inlet which is not dominated by river 

run-off (Lankford 1977)6 

The wave regime on the Guerrero coast is, except in the 

case of tropical oyolCn'es and hurricanes,, generally dominated by 

the Pacif ic Ocean swell, The direction of this swell is seasonal,, 

a northern hemisphere swell dominating from October through 

March and a southern hemisphere swell dominating from April through 

September, This ch=ge my have important consequences on the 

long5hore drift of zediments'along the coast# 
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more probably a result of the high lagoon water leyel. (following 

prolonged run . off) Increasing the hydrostatic pressure on the bar 

and saturating the bar sands with lagoon water* This effeat'lovers, 

the resistance of the normally compacted bar sands to wave erosion 

and the bar breaks open as a result of Internal bydrostatic 

pressure and exte=al erosiom 

A great variety of salinity conditions are found in these 

lagoons* Using the depth data together with the Information in 

Table 2,2v it is possible to propose a general grouping of these 

lagoons Group (1) logoons are shallow, and with no direct river 

Inputs, Following bar closure and the start of the dry season, 

the volume of these lagoons is rapidly reduced by the high 

evaporation rate obserred along the entire coasto Thus hypersaline 

conditions are obserred in winter and spring,, before the summer rains 

refill these lagoons with water* Examples of this lagoon type am 

Cuajo,. Apozahualoo and in certain years Tecomates Group (2) 

lagoons am slightly deeper than those of Group (1),, have seasonal 

river inputs and a direct seasonal Inlet to the tee. The presence 

of rive4zputs maintains a nett outward flow of water across the 

bar during the rainy xeascn and follriving bar closure, helps to 

counteract the effects of evaporation from the lagoon during the 

dry season (until the river eventually dries up), The greater 

depth of these lagoons than those of Group (1) also riedhs; that a 

similar rate of evaporation will have a smaller effect on salinity. 
Hence Group (2) lagoons are generally byposaline, but may become 

slightly hypersaline In the dry season* Examples of the group 

are Potosi, ? lu=o and CbWjtengO. Group (3) lagoons are deeper 

than ttoze of the previous groups, they we isolated and if 

ca=ected to the sea are connected via long narrow channels and 
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may or may not have river inputas These lagoons are not generally 

affected by tidal movements, sea water probably only entering bv 

seepage through the sand bar from the sea or by a saline intrusion 

along the discharge channel to the seca They exhibit very low 

salinity conditions throughout, the year with only smA3.1 salinity 

variations,, Lagoons within this group am Mitla. Coyuca and Tres 

Palose 

2*2&2 Form&ticn 

Lankford (1977)m using the classification discus-sea 

earlier in this chapter describets almot all the lagoms of Guerrero 

as "Barred Inner ishelves"a The cnly meptim is the tiny lagocn 

"Salinas de Cuajo" which he describes an formed by "Differential 

erosLm" as A, barred droymea valleyo 

Of the barred inner shelf lVLgOW3 in Guerrero, six are, 

described as "Barrier lagoons"s the barriers having been formed 

parallel . to the coast (and probably connecting rock7 headlands) 

aro=d 5,, 000 years ago and as described in Section 1*1* The 

remaining two lagoons, Potosi and Apozabualco, vere formed as 

"Cuspate lagocna" with send barriers forming two sides of a triangle,, 

the apex being formed by a nearshore rock outcrop# 

The original barred inner shelves of the Guerrero coazt 

were probably long narrow lagoons that have since become divided ond 

isolated by the formation cr river deltas, some of these lagoon 

segments have now becom completely infilled or exist an marsheas 

This is evident from the oatellite pbotograph3 shmm in plate 2*2 

and 2-3 (IT. A. S. A. - E. R. T. S. photograpba, courtetsy of C=AL 

UeAco), Plate 2o2 shmm part of the Cuerrero coast, north-west 

of Acapulco, The photographs are taken en two frequency bands# 
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SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPILS GF THE GUERRERO COAST 
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the band 6 photograph waB taken at a frequency particularly 

sensitive to vegetation and that at band 5 was at a frequenc3r 

useful for observing topographical features including river beds and 

beachese The main f eatures, of each plate are miarkede On the band 

6 photograph, existing coastal lagoons can be clearly seen as black 

features and Infilled lagoons are seen an grey patches on the coastal 

plain, The band 5 photograph particularly clearly illustrates the 

narrcmness of the coastal plain and the intrusion of river deltaso 

Additionally, the photograph highlights the width of the coastal 

sand barriers, The sand barriers appear as almost breached in the 

case of the Laguna Mitla and the Laguna Coyuca but both features am 

former inlets,, the present discharge of the Laguna Coyuoa and flood 

discharge of the Laguna Mitla are through narrow channels to the 

outlet of the Rio Coyucas 

Plate 20 shown part of the coast to the south-east of 

Aoapulcoo The photographs shown a" on bonds 6 and 4. Band 4 is 

at a frequency particularly sensitive to all suspended material in 

water which appear as whitish patches in the photograph. The band 

6 photograph shows the various coastal lagoons together with their 

associated "marsh" areas (the photograph was taken during the height 

of the rainy season 1973) and the river oourses across the coastal 

plain. Both the Lagunas Tres Palos and TeoomeLts dischex%e into the 

sea through narrow channels on their easterly extremes* The sea 

inlet of the Laguna Chautengo, in in the central part of its barrier. 

The band 4 photograph shows particularly clearly the plu of the 

Rio Papagayo as it discharges Into the sea, This river is well 

ý: nown in the rainy season for the manner In which it gives a brown 

discolouration to the sea in the region of its disoharge (e,, go see 

T amayo 1961) 9 "erhaps more interesting is the discharge plume off 



the barrier inlet of the Laguna Chautengo. Areas having large 

amiounts of suspended material appear both within the lagoon and an 

a plume beyond ite This suggests an active process of transport 

of particular material from the lagoon and possibly of suspension 

within Ito 

The processes of division and isolation of lagoons are 

strongly reflected in their hydrography,, chemistry mid productivity- 

The present study attempts to relate the physical conditions and 

structure of the lagoons to their ohemistry. 

2.2* 3 Chemloal Pea-tmme 

The only reliable chemical data available regarding 

lagoons in the coast of Guerrero to that of dissolved nutrients, 

obtained in four seasonal surveys in the Lagunas Kwoo, Mitla, 

Tooomate and Chautengo &Wing 1975 by Mandelli and Botello (1976). 

They found that. very small concentrations of dissolved nitrates 

and nitrites mere a general feature of these lagoons and that$ 

in many cases, the only Inorganic nitrogen nutrient existing in 

measurable concentrations was amnionia. Resiotive and total 

phosphorus however, mere always present In appreciable concentrations, 

concentrations which were foxmd to be fairly stable throughout the 

year. These results are very similar to those reported by Okuda 

ot al (1965) In the comparable conditions of the tropical Lagma 

Unare in Venezuela. However'. the studies conduicted by OkWa et al 

(1965) and Bonilla and Benitez (1972) revealed that the largest 

dissolved reservoirs of nitrogen were in the form of organic 

nitrogen compouncla. 

A topic of special interest is the effect of isolation on 
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the chemistry and productivity of tropical coastal lagoons* A 

study of the Laguna Mitla (Randelli and Botello 1976),, a largely 

Isolated lagoon vith no direct river inputs, has shown that It 

appears to support a very large population of photosynthetic 

organimes. Purthermore, very large diurnal changes in dissolved 

oxygen concentrations were observed, suggesting a high rate of 

photosynthesis and respiration in the lagoon. Similar phenomena 

have been observed in other isolated tropical lagoons (eage Okuda 

et &1 1965). In contrast, seasonally opening lagoons appear to 

support a smaller -population of photosynthetic organisms (Mandelli 

and Botello 1975, Lioea. ej al 1970 but a higher species diversity 

of all organism is encountered. This implies that such lagoons 

mould also present more fnvourable conditions for the development 

of a mixed population of commercially important species (fish, 

shri. ap,, shellfish etc). 

The rather incomplete information regarding the response of 

chemical environments to different hydrographic regimes leads to 

many unresolved problems. For ex%mple, how can such an Isolated 

environment as the Laguna Mitla, support a large population of 

phytoplankton ? In the previougs chapter it was suggested that 

the productivity of a lagoon., closed to the sea &M without the 

influence of run-off, should depend directly on the rate of re- 

generation of the limiting nutrient, which should be nitrogen. 

If this hypothesis is correct then such lagoons an Mitla could 

provide the opportunity to test It and to study the chemical 

processes involved in the entire annual cycle of lagoons receiving 

periodic run-off and communication with the sea. The effect on 

chemistry and primary production of such physical changes an 

temporary isolation., changing river flows and seasonal flooding 



does not appear to have been investigated. Finally; the problem 

arises as to vhat happens in the case of lagoons where very high 

salinities are attained during the dry measone As has been 

discussed earlier, the total concentration of nutrient material 

within the lagoon should increase an the volume of water is reduced 

by evaporation. However,, it would be expected that the increasing 

salinity conditions should also change the entire ecology of the 

lagoon., The relationship between salinity and the total standing 

crop of prImar7 producers does not appear to have been investigated 

for this type of environmente 

The above discussion Mustrates the limited Imowledge of 

the chemistry of tropical lagoons in general and of these lao=s 

In particularo The great variety of conditions existing In these 

lagoolis provide an excellent opport=ity to investigate the 

chemical processes in tropical coastal lagoonso 
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3. 

36, Pr==32 or flad alwies 

rn order to establish the seasonal inwiations in each 

lag ocn, it =a decided to attempt one field trip per month during 

the period December, 1975 to January 1977t. Although this proved 

to be sli6tly anbitious,, a total of eleven field visits were 

completed,, ewh of approximately nine days durationo 

For the Toguna, Chautengo and the Laguna Aposahualco, a 

notimr of iswapling: stations vas established (figs* 3#1 and 3*2 - 

maps from originals in the Secretaria, do Recurson Mdrsulicosp with 

modifications)* The network used for LaLnma Chautengovas similar 

to that used by 11andelli and Boteno (1976) with stations 17 - 19 

incorporated to permit closer ox=ination of the Rio ITexpao 

Parameters neasured at each of these stations included depth, 

Seccht depth, splinit7, temperature,, oxygen,, pH, alkalinity$, 

dissolved nutrients (nitrate,, nitrite, ammonia, silicate, phosphate,, 

total phosphorus) and pigments (chlorophyll, and carotenoids), 

Additionally,, productivity wasurements were made from April 1976 

at station 3 in ChmAencoo 

Th the case of the Laguna Vitla, preliminary r1weys 

showed both the dWicnLlty & sampling a network of stations 

covering the entire lagoon and the large diurnal variations in most 

of the parameters mwmred (thus, makIng xurvvY remats 

diffimat to interpret)* It ims decided to concentrate the field 

program=x cc diurnal meas=emants. in the vater colum at station 

3 on f ig- 3.3# (sketch map plotted from serWL photographs) 
The same parameters were ocesidered as for the other lazoonso 
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Many problems vere encountered in the execution of the 

above program and it sometimes became necessary to make 

oonAderable amenclmnts to it &uing f Lela trips* Also aadLtimal 

sampling was made as each situation dictate& 

3*2 Fteld techntmies 

The general programme denloped for each field eurvey vm 

to drive from Mexico City to Laguna Mitla-(g hours), and immediately 

commence a 24 bour station, with all sampling and sample processing 

carried out in a small boat moored at the atationo. The equipment 

and personnel vouia then transfer to a small hotel in San-Marcos 

(see plate 2.1) vhere subsequent sample treatment was conducted, 

The remaining X hour atations were similarly conducted from a 

f ibre-glas3 luunch, or one occasion, a dug-out canoe, ana ., 
measurements of alkalinity and oMen vere made in the relative 

shelter of a fisherman' 5 hut* The final analyses of samples we" -- 

carried out in Ilexico, City. 

3*2*1 9mple collection 

Samples wre usually collected from a small launob or 

canoe f Uted with an outboard motor or,, where very shallow water 

was encovntered, by wadLnge 

Surface vrater samples vere coneoted by immersing I litre 

polythene, bottles. Samples from other depths vere collected using 

a2 litre Van Doorn aampler. A Kahlatco horizontal sampler vas 

tested but the design is not really satisfactory as it is not 

completely free-f1whing and probably encourages mixing, Very 

rudimentary sampling procedures were sometimes employed. For 

example, cu one occasion, a 10 litre trace metal sample vas taken 



frm a depth of -5 mot"s by loworij% a bottle veighted with a rook 

Ond RWUA12Y re=VlAg the top vhen the bott2e vns in plaoo. 

3*2.2 sMMjj trevAtm-emt 

E=ePý fcr OXYVM sapplesp where the standard WinIder 

t4CbniqW was 0zP'IO7edjj sa: Vlea were taken initially in I litre 

polytbene'bottleso Storage Cif then* sapples (generally for no 

more than 2-3 hours) fte on ice in'polystyrene boxes. and In the 

dark* The ftmation of the chilling (which was limited to times 

of Ice availability) ww to prevent, the bottles from attaining the 

air teMerature vhIch sometized exceeded 4OPC, and *to inhibit 

bacterial activity. In the cans of 24 hour stations filtration 

always Immediately followed samplinge 

- All dissolved nutrient and alkalinity sa: Vlea vere pre- 

filtered Vith sample-r-insed Uillipore pre-f ilterse Med1wane 

f iltors %or not generally used because of the great muker required 

and their prohibitive cost in Uexicxu In the case of 11itla namples 

the pre-filterea 5XVIes vere fwthm filtered using'Whatmen G? /C 

filters* These samples wore not used for silicate antaysis an the 

glass-fibro filters probably intrcftaea contazinations Wbere 

filtration was carried out mamy from electricity sources, a bond 

pump was used* , 
Various toobniques vere employed for the preservatien of 

dissolved nutrient samles* Dissolved pboispborus samples were 

stored in &old (21 washed glass'bottles vith. U 0*2 al of 

Iro sodi= axideA50 al of slaple (method of ToLum - personal 

com=mication)a - The SUss bottles were subsequently stored in 

, the daric at room tc=Verntura* Samples for other dissolved 

nutrients vare stored at. -, 20PO In polythene bottles following 
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treatment with a few drops of chloroforn6 For emmmia sampless 

this procedure vas foxind to be at least as effective as that 

ouggestcd b7 Degobbis (1972) In vhicb the owVIes are pre-treated 

Vith alcoholic phenol* 

The problem of freezing saMles under tropical field 

conattions was overcome by the u3c of a large insulated chest 

ccntaining about 50 kilogr=n of &T ice- in the few cases where 

this method vuz not possVble a ispace was provided in the freezer 

of a hotel and the samples were later tr=sferred to an ioe--cre&M 

factory in Acapulco, In the case of 211. hour stations, samples 

were generally filtered, pre-treated and frozen witbin an haur 

of samlings 
Particulate nutrient swepies vere filtered onto pre- 

treated 4-5 cm. Whatman OF/C filters* For the case of particulate 

carbcn and nitrogen analysis. filter papers were ignited at 45000 

for 3 hours in order to oxidLre and remove carbon and nitrogen 

contaminants, For phosphorus samples, the ashed filters vere 

subsequently vmahed vith 311 sulphuric &aid,, rinsed* vith distilled 

water and dried. This procedure was to remove phosphorus compounds 

solubilized by the ashing procedure. All particulate nutrient 

samples were stmd in acid -mmhea glass sample tubes in deep- 

freeze ccnditions. 

Particulate samTles to be walysed for pigwnts were 

faterca onto 4-5 cm Whatman GP/C filters- Before sample filtration, 

the filter surface vw coated with magnesium carbonate by filtering 

approximately 25 ELI of water to which was added 2 ml of ra USM3 

r. u. spension (Stricldand and Parsons 1968),, Ptgwnt ew3ples were 

stored in open ttles, sealed within a plastic box containing a boa 

of silica gels The vhole box watt i=eediately placed in deep-freeze 
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oonditions. The function of the silica gel =a to prevent eXOeBs 

water freezing aromd the f ilter p"rso 

Trwe metal samples were taken in 10 litre hard polythene 

bottles vnd transferred vithout pre-treatment to the laboratory in 

Mexico City vbere they were filtered using pre-washed 045 ym 

ed This procedure often required several filters m 'brone filters. 

owing to the large quantity of mpended material in the samples. 

3*2o3 In-mitu. stildie" 

Tn-situ measurements included depth, Secchi depth, 

wind velocit3r,, humidityp salinity and temperature* Depth vas 

meam%red using a calibrated sounding-pole or a lead line. Secchi 

depth was measured u3ing a small improvised Secchi disc* A small 

hand-held anemometer was usea for wind velocity measurements. For 

air, temperature end humidity, a direotreading*thermometer/ 

hygrometer (Beebaraoh Instrument Co) was employed. Salinity W 

water temperatum were measured using a laboratory calibrated 

MIX, MD5 calinometer (Eleotronic Switobgear Ltd). 

For o=en measUMments,, a Tenow sprinr,. s Imtr=ents 

polarographic oxygen meter was used* This vas air calibrated 

according to the makers Instructions,, The instru=nt was fo=a 

to be very stable and reliable and remats compared very vell with 

those obtained from the Winkler methods 

3.2.4 I. WiMi collection and treatment 

Sm-face sediments were collected by hand U31ng a 15 cm 

plastic tube Into which a wooden plunger was insertedo The 

samples =re L=Waiately sealed in polythene bags and frozene 

Sediment acres vmv taken using a speciallY but2t Ufwkcrlvtll 
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piston corer (Mmkoreth I=)* The cores taken vere i=edlately 

extrwtea using a Icng handled piston and not by the zwthod 

reco=ended in the original paper, Cores were extftotta and 

imaVlea tz each istation vw completea. The cores vere cut into 

10 cz vections stored in polythene baýp wo rro=I, wiess 

i=ediately required for further treatucts 'Where pore watcr 

eamples vero required the ewvlev wre taken to a nearb7 fisheries 

technoloa sAwl vbere a small centrifuge vu3 L; at up. Pore vater 

vw extrwted by centrifugation and its p1l im:: ediately measured 

ustný3 a Ile-Unicam portable p1l meter, The a=, -)le3 vere then 

trwaferred to small pre-4whed polythene bottlen, treated with 

two drops of chloroform and frozene 

3#3 ladtle-al mt2Mm 

3.3&1 Sdtntjj%-. pH Mil A=Inl 

SallnitY vas detc=ined in the labomtory U31ng a 

Beckman inductive salinometer standaralsea with CopenbUen standard 

sea-water* A sub-stanaard was prepared from C; U2f Of MmdOO 

surface water end this was used to calibrate the portable salinometer 

(see 3*263)o 

p1l moax=ments vere cmdo using a Pye4nicam pertable 

pH metero Alkalinities were determined using the method. of 

Anderson and Robinaca (1946) end the tables given by Strickland 

and rox=s (1968)o This method van often very unsatisfactory 

owing to'the calinities ana pH neawoements being veU beyond the 

range for vhich it -=t originally ae3igneae Por future atudies, 
the une of potentiometrio, titrations is reco=zended (using a g1wis 

electrode and stepwise awition or ailute acia)o 
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3*3*2 81ý31&EtMjg 

After -Iwmary 1976, a Technicon amel 6.6-chwmal 

auto-andlyper became available in Uexico City,, This vas set up 

to em=ine the follming parameterm- silicate, nitrate + nitrite, 

nitrite,, a==ia and reactive phosphate, * Analyals of reactive 

phosphate vw generally con&zcted using a ==udl method as this 

p=Y44 to be the most convenient teabniqLw for the vide r-ange cf 

naliaLties encounterecU 

Mkiqk§ 

Silicatca vim dete=inad using the method of Drewer 

end Riley (1966)o In this method a molybdenum blue complex 

is for=d following reoction of dissolved silicate In the 

nAMIe vith ===t= MOlYbdate to produce a B-silicomblybdic 

acid and the subseqwnt reduotion of tbiz, usIM metol-sodium, 

Maphite ablution (in the presence of o7zlic wid to remove 

intezTering p1hosphate), The complex Y= measured at 815 rau 

Elsk'12 ma ITUEMI 

Nitrate + Nitrite um determinea by the mofta of Breww 

and Riley (1965)o Xn. this wthod nitrate Is reduced to 

nitrite by a cadmium oolum,, the resultinZ nitrite being 

complexed &3 an aso dye and ma=red at W nme Nitrite vnis 

determined wing the saw bosto methcod, but vithout the use of 

the cadmi= reduotor column. For the lm%e range of salinity 

encounterea, it vw ficund necessary to group sorples of slcUar 

salinities and run them on the antoonalyzer, using standards 

and vwhes, of synthetic isea vater (Strickland and I'mons 1968) 
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,ý made, x3p to the appv)pr nalinitya 

Immis 

The doterminatten ar ammmis vmo made using the MetbOd 

of Granshoff end Joha=en (1972)o This method relies on the 

prodwtion of a blue Lndophenol dye (mamwed at 640 nz) by 

the rewtion (at 75cb) Of the smmOntL Irith 15011itm 17P'Ohlor'to 

vW rhawl In the presence of a soatum nitroprusside catalysto 

A lowr teMerature (500C) vas uBed for this reaction in the 

prawmt stuaye 
nilst this method yielded vM repraduoible results# 

it surfers from interferences b7 amino antas WO urea, 

Though this effect has been considered $unimportant' by the 

original authors,, a reassessment of the interferences revealed 

that, q even at the reduced temperature used in the present 

study, Mr, cf urea and 10,1 of alanine van detected as niao 

This effect may be of limited importance in the open-ocean 

situatione However, in coastal waters, siCnificant concen- 

trationa of the Interfering sWxtances may be present, 

especially %bero ==I& concentrations are ver7 low. 

powlt"Irinnhald 

Rewtive phosphate ww determined ustna the method of 

L'urphy and Riley (1962)o 711is method has the advantage of 

being very simple (requiring only one reagent solution) &M 

very rapido In a few samples it was found that ofter inittia 

dmlopwnt of the colour a very gradual increase continuea for 

sweral hour*,, possibly remIting from hyd=lysis of organto 

corpoundso It was thus deoided to meawire an samples 15-20 
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minutes after the reagent addition in order to istandarclise the 

resotion cmaitionso This time period was seleotea as the 
tim at vhich the initiml rapid colour &welopment was 

conýaetccl arxl a negligible aw=t cxr organic material had been 

hydrolysea. 

12141 21-Issolvica Mbs). enhMa 

ToUl phosphorun vas mamwea ez ortho-, phosphate 

follovrLng vmt oxidation of the zazples vith a mixture of 

0*53 potassl= pcroulphate Onla 0-5 al of W-o sulphurto vnicll 
50 za sample* The motion vw ca=Ied out at 120cb for 
I hour In en autoolme (Wand Water Directorate IM)e The 

ortho-phMhate =a meezured by, the single solution method 

descm-i1xd, above,, but leaving the colour to develop for I hour 

Wore mea=lngo Slower colour development vas cf ten a 

re=Llt or the more widla owditimuto Almat immodtate 

colour development is obtained if the reagent in Wed vhUe 

the outocluved sample in still wam 

303*3 punmasIg lwllimts 

Carbon ma ITIlimmm 

Carbm and nitrogen were aetermined simultaneoumay 

usIng a rerkin-Elmer CMi elementa malyser (Inland Water 

Directorate 19704, In thin'method, the 4#5 an GF/C 

filtergs holding the particulato material are coated vith 

m=C=cne aioxide, rolled up and pushed into a purpose 

built holder which is mibisequently insertea in the furnace 

of the onalyscre 
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Phosphorus 

Particulate phosphorus was determined by an adaption 

of the total dissolved phosphorus method described above, 

The sample, filtered onto a GF/C filter (see earlier), was 

inolersed in 50 ml of distilled water contained in a 100 ml 

pyrex measuring cylWero The potassium persulphate - 

maphiwic cold reagents were added (as for the analysis of 

total dissolved phosphorus) and a pyrex beaker Inverted over 

the cylinder* Batches of cylinders vere then autoolaved as 

in the total dissolved phosphorus method, and the ortho- 

phosphate reagent We& Phosphate was aetex inea spectro- 

photometrically at s85 nm foilowinz colour aeve-lopment ana 

centrMigatione 

This methocl has several aamtages over that reco=ended 

by Strickland and Parsons (1968)*' Since the reaction 

conditions am carefully controlled and a large batch of samples 

may be analynea, the method Is more rapidly performed, easier 

to atandardise and involves less risk of contamination* 

Furthermore, in the Strickland and Parsons (1968) procedure, 

it is necessary to distill off all the perchlorib acid used 

as the oxidant, since it oxidises the ascorbic acid in the 

mixed reagent, inhibiting colour formation. Where this step 

is incomplete, the reproducibility of analyses is very poor* 

This entire procedure is avoided by the present methods 

3-34 ri-mments 

Chlorophyll., (together with phaeophvtin. ), wan 

detemined and darotenoids estimated, by a modification of the 

Richards and Thompson (1952) trichromatic, method* 
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Filters containing samples and magnesium carbonate (see 

earlier) were treated with a 90,1 wetone/vater solution in glass 

test-tubes protected from the light* The tubes were maintained 

overnight in a refrigerator to permit the extraction of pigments to 

proceedo The following day the extraction process was completed 

by thoroughly breaking-up the f ilters with a Slass rod, The 

contents of the tube were then thinsferred into a filter tube which 

consisted of a dramn-out test-tile vith a s=all plug of glass wool 

inserted into its narrmmst parts A small hana-pump vas used to 

force the pigment extract (together with a 9Cro acetone wash) 

through the tube into a measuring cylinder* Following measurement 

of the extract volume, it vw centrifuged ana measured spectro-- 

photometrically (Strickland and Parsons 1968)o Pigment concen- 

trations vere calculated from the formulae af Parsons and 

Strickland (1963)s 

The mdified method presented'above in very isicpla to use 

ana has the advantaZa of produaing very low blanks without the need 

for an extended period of centrifugation. 

3-3.5 Tmoe 
-melaits 

Dissolved trace metals were determined by atomic 

adsorption spectrophotometry following preooncentration on Chelex 

resin colucms (Riley and Taylor, 3.968, modif iea Abdullah and Royle 

1971)o Water used for filter washing and dilution of onids, ' 

samples and standards was purified from distilled water by'passing 
I 

it through a double column of chelex resin in the a nium fcrmu 
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3&3*6 :.! Mim! -hmt IMAIT"J" 

Prozen neftmt samples retumed to the laboratory 

vmv thaved and sub-samples taken for the acte=ination of water 

Contcnt by veight ices after dryire to con3tcnt veight at 600ep 

and ignition loss by further heating the dry sample at 6500C for 

three hours* Tho remaining part or the samples vere Iyophilised 

and stored in polythene bag& A large subeample v= taken from 

each bog, aroma to a fine povder and howCanised in a porcelain 

vortare This sa: Vle vnn thcn armlysed for the following 

parameters 

CmLym mU. 'tromm 

Samples vore analysed u3ing a Perkin-Elmer C: M andlyser 

(Ibland Water Directorate 1975)* Ufore analysis# the samples 

were treated with w= 0*2,1;,, =, in order to rem= carbonate 

compounan, w"hea vith distilled water vna dried. This 

procedureAs probably the greatent source of error in the 

method, since other componcnts of the sediment sa; jile may be 

solubilinea wa the 'carbonate free' veight, used before 

submitting the isaople to analysis, is probably on under- 

estimation of that actudUy found In the scat=nt. 

lbosrhortri 

Vw wthod wed wo that quoted by Aspila ot -tj 
(1976)o 

The sarVle vms dry whed at 60000 and leached with dilute 

hydroctaoric acicl. Phosphate was then determinea on the 

wia voluticn by the single solution method described earliere 

It in very Important to regeate the ==t cf aold used In 
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this metbcd as a strongly acidic e=ple inhibits the formation 

of the molybdenum blue complm 

aet&U in the Mer olteae 

Thim effect to discussea in 

Carbonates were estimated an calcium carbonate using 

a simple volumetrio tecbniqw,, A weighea amount of e=ple 

was plaoed In a beaker with an aliquot of 0*2 It IM and 

v=ed gently# Then the evolution of bubbles W ceased 

the mixtare was oentrifuZed mO the centrifugate# together 

vith two distilled water vushings,, was tronsferred to a 

conical flask smd back titratea with dilute sodium hydroxide 

unint; phenolphthcaeln Indicator* 

This methoa is vM simple to use but in sensitive 

to other alkaline components in the sediments (eace ITyd=: cIdes,, 

borates end sulphides)o rbere large quantities of carbonate 

am encountered it provides a reszonable estimate. In 

practice, the method was generally emploved In sediments with 

a carbonate content of more than V. ' 

Thterstittal-water andnIm 
i 

Interstitial water waa coUeatea by the methoa out- 
lined earlier, The Interstitial vater samples obtained vere 

diluted and filtered and the nitrate, nitrite, ammonia. 

phosphate and total phosphorus vere determined by the methods 

described earlier* Salinity determinations were made using 

a small hana-held temperature compensated refractometere 
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3*4 IslWipm of 

PrimaT produativity was studied b7 tvo different 

=tbods; obsemation of divwnal oxnen changes and trwer uptake 

experiments vith 
3'4C* Whilst the former method was designed to 

prcwide vn estimate of gross primary prodwtivity and regeneration, 

the latter was intended to demonstrate the variations In primaz7 

productivit7 during the clay we with depth in the water cOIL=* 

3-441 O.. z= rmeiction mfl zi5rImýin-n 

OMcn, te=perature and salinity meazur=ents were made 
0& frw a moored boat 2-3 hourly intervals and at one metro increments 
A 

of depth throMhout; the water columm for a 21ý. hour perio& Gross 

produativit7 and roupimtIon ws oalcu1atea from this data using the 

method of Oaum (3.960). and for the special case of Mitla, using a 

modiftea version of the Oa= method* A full disewsion of thece 

methods its presented. In Appendix 7e Values for proawtivity and 

respiration we presented as S C)2/x22/dAy and not converted to 

carbcn pmductivLtlea. This was becmae converaim factors have 

not been well established for the type of plant c=mmities founa 

in theise envi=nmentso 

3.4*2 240 f ix"ttal 

The method used for UC 
istuaies vas a modifioation of 

the ven-entablished $light and dark bottle' produotivity method 

(St4emnn-IlieUen 1952, modifted by StricMend and Paracna 3.968)* 

The method ww applied as fbllovss- 

A number Of 29 111 cylindrical glass crew-cap bottles were 

prepared each with two smM pieces of Salvanised trcn wire 
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Plato 3.1 

SURFACT FLOAT AND SURVEY BOAT, LAGUNA MITLA 

PRODUCTIVITY STATION. 
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hour after which the bottles vere quickly detached from the 

suspending card and vrapped with sluminiumfoll* Starting with 

the bottom 'ItCht' bottlep the bottles vere opened and a 10 01 

sample vas druvn Into aI0 al disposable. syringee This was then 

connected to a 25 mm plastic Swinnex f 13. ter holder containing a 

25 w 0*45 Pm zerabrane f ilter and the sample was filtered using 

gentle pressure on the syrtzge. This van followed by two 5 =I 

distMed water washes and a5 W1 volume of air to remove vater 

trapped in the filter holder, The filter was then removed Wid 

placed In a screv-cap sointUlation vial which vas immealately 

transferred to a cheat of dry ice* The tLme taken to complete 

the filtration and sarple storeze for the entire bottle cast was 

betimen four ancl five minutes*-, During the exposure period samples 

were taken for alkalinity ana piement determinationse 

Cn rot= 'to the laboratory, 10 ml of OBray* liquid 

scintillation solution uns added to each cf the vials. Wben the 

filters hzd completely alasolvea, the vials vere co=ted in a 

Packard Tri-Carb vointillation co=ter for four minutes using 

aut=atto internal standardivaticn,, The internal standardisation 

=3 checked with a toluene UU 
sUnd" Vor sample counting, 

the general counting efficiency of the machine vt3 between 5Vý and 

5VOO The total 240 
activity of the sample vtn calculated and the 

rate cr photoglyntheats caticatea from the fo=mlaa given bY 

Stricklond md rarsom (1968)* 

The methoa des=lbea above has amral oAvantages crer 

that given by Stricklana =d I)arocns (1968), The s=ll bottles 

usea enable p-mauctivity to be =asvz-ea in IsZoons with a very 

dense populatim of primary produccra without the neca for la%a 
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quantities of radtocarbone The hanaling of samples in reducOd 

to a minLum ana the presswe filtration technique enables 

inwalate filtration of samples to be perfo=ed in a canoe or 

smIl Itimche Scintillation counting of the samples reduces 

self-absorpticn effects ona the absorption af)3-radtatton by 

imsp=dcd particulate matter - important factors Ifi diroot Geiger - 

counting piocedurcs. 

Reproducibility of duplicate =a=ements was of theý 

order or, + ': z experiment was conducted to compare the e"ect 

on produotivity measurementS of Changing the exposure perioa of 

the sa:: ý)Ies froz I hour to I hours Results (Table Plo Appendix 1) 

show an. average difference between proauctLviiy measurezent3 for 

equal depths end at the same time of day az_t 21; "o This 

difference probably Pzrtly results from two o'curc I es* - The f Irst 

is that the effect of any IlEht ezposure during sample' handling 

is proportionaJay greater during the shorter exposure, timo 0 

minutes ar ItCht exposure could produce a lqý, error in the half- 

hour measurement of jsurfnae productivity)a, The second is that 

experiments were conducted under natural It'ght conaitions and the 

intensity variattais during the two periods mayhave proaucea 

significtnt differences in the rate of carbon fi=ticn in the two 

groups of ownpleB. The similarity between the half how ana hour 

values In the experiment also autZests that the saw paramter is 

being =nsurcde This is usually assumed to be a measure or the net 

productivity during the measurement period. 

Values of productivity for etch depth vere plotted as 

dartim curves,, These curves were then integmted to give the 

total daily net productivity for each Of the depthB cho3en- 
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Integration of these values with depth gov an approximate estimate 

of the total daily primary pro&wtivity for the. station. The 

wcuracy of'this estimate clearly depends on the nunber of measure- 

ments made, both with time and depthe ýDepth profiles for the 

present study may not have included some subsurface productivity 

max1ma and estimated values am probably low,, both from this 

effeot and from the-effeot of sample enclosure wia shadingo Wbilat 

thix method is of limited use for productivity measurements, it has 

a considerable advantage over the oMen method in that it shows 

the pattern & produotivity vith respect to time and depth in the 

water columo 
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4o Reaults 

4.1 forts 

It was decided to choose lagows repre3entative of each 

of the rrot; p3 presented in Chapter 2* The IaCOM3 Selected Mere 

the LeLmnas Chautengo, Apozahualco vM Mitla* Vaps of these 

lagoons are presented in f igs, 3*1# 3*2 and 3*3. 

4*2 IMientatton of -dnla 

Data tables tre presented in Appendix 1. The tables 

=e ar=Zed in the following cmder : Tables M- 13 end AI 

show seascnal variaticas in chemical and physical parameters in 

Chanteneo end Apozatmalco respectively; Tables CU - 16 and 

6 ere records of 24 hour stations in Chautengo wA Mitla 

respectivelyl Tables PI -9 a" remats of productivity 

experim, cmts wa Tables S1 -2 present chemical analysis of 

uedi=tu end tnt=stitial wateroo 

IUIm= detecticn limits of chemical annlyscs are 

generally as nho= in the manual of Strickland and Parsons (1968)o 

ITovmver, these limits, vhich are bazea on manual methods aid not 

alvap zq)ply to the automated ones,, especially where an irregaar 

base-line on the auto-analyser chart recorder made it difficult to 

iqterpret 1rery small analytical pealm. Detection limits for 

dissolved nutrient analyses vcv generally an follows :- 
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Tole L. 1 -C omnari, an ef thp wen mirfrxe viOurs of pre, cl-mleal r%mr""trrq In the rrr %ent 

ip tudy with prvvimii at*Ole p In trrrtcnl lep-wns. 

Present Study PLandelit & rotello (1976) Venezuelan tropical lagoms 

PARAWTM Choutenip Apomhumloo Uttle, Chautengo mitla BCDUIS & Okuda $A 
Benites (2972) 

-4 
(1965) 

salinity 26.5 46.9 9.9 3-37 38-3 LLI 
Range 0-0 - 33-45 24.1 - 228.0 L 25 -62 

S. Dev. 7-75 31.2 - 

Reactive W&A 1.68 L2 0.31 2.62 0-32 0.46 
Pboarhate 
)18 at p I-, Range 0.55 - %0 0.64 - 6.5 0.22 - 0.41 

S. Dew. . 0.7.5 Lk 0.08 

Total dissolved MUN 2-53 La - L21* 
Mophom 
ps at P 1-1 Range Ll -. %2 L02 5 

S. Dev. 0.90 2.8 

IV MAN 'U3 Le LO 7-8 L23 3-6 We 

ps at N r, Range <0.2 - 20.0 0.4-7.7 0.5 - 2.3 

S. Dew. 2.9 3-3 0.3 

No; NUN * 
. 

0.51 0.32 <0.05 0-39 O. X L2 L74 

ps tN 171 Range 
. 

0.05 -10.9 
S. Dev. 2.0 

NO; WAR w6 <0.02 <0.02 0.14 0.29 0.05 0.36 
ps at 3 272 Range <0.02 - 2-3 

L Dev. 0.29 

Dissolved 
manic N 

-1 US at NI 
wo - - 274 23.2 

j 

Silicate 203. 250 

pg at silý' Range 3. - 230. 0.1-20.0 

L Dow 5L5 

Chlorophylla 26.1 20.6 121.0 
3 longs, 2.22 - 122.5 0.5 - 87.8 U. 8 - 172-0 

S. Dev. 23.0 22.9 53-2 

Not Productivity W. 91 0.72 2.3 

g C/02 / day Range 0.32-2.4 2.2 -2.8 
S. Devo 0.5 0.8 

'S 
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Ue3domn lagoons and the concentration order for all lazoons 

pre, oanted 13 MI, + NO The mean concentration cf 4ý 1103'* 2, 
nitrate in Chautengo was inflated by some ver7 high values at the 

start of the rainy season ma fbr mst of the year the nitrate 

level =s below the minim= level for analystes The large 

variability a dissolved inorganic nitrogen is illustrated by high 

standard deviations (with respect to mean concentr'ationa) of 

results frora the three lna(x= studied. Conversely, phosphorus 

andlyces for the three Up= show a more cven distribution with 

a r0latiVelv =ral standard &*viation from the zenno Phosphoru3 

concentrations acre sitziler for Chauterzgo s-, nd Apozahuslco 'cut much 

lower for Eitlas The value3 quoted for Mitle, were similar to the 

Venezuelan examplesp althouZh their other characteristics (nalinityv 

nitrog, en nutrients) were incomparablee SLItcate concentrations 

In the Guerrero lagoons appear to have some inverso relationship to 

salinity valuese Both factors are probably related to izolation, 

Apozahualco, the lagoon most Imol, ated from river inputs of silicate 

Ana subjectra to flushinZ fin= the can hw the higheist salinity ancl 
l0wat flilicate conoentration, Mitla,, the lagoon most isolated 

from sea water exohmiee has the Immst salinity ma highest silicate 

concentration, since the small river input of silicate is not 

woo=panied by a loas to the sea, Measurements of salinity, 

phospboru: 3, nutrients, nitrite and nitrate (Chautenzo) are very 

st. zilar to thone Dresented by Manaelli and Botallo (19,76)o 

However', significAnt differences are observed for a nia and for 

nitrate andlyzes'in Uitla& The higher values obtained for the 

earlier study =yreflect the longer storeZe time of the saxples 

Ixfore filtration,, allowing more time for breakdom of some of the 
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4.2 Overall arannnal vartattons in t'he Lagnina Chmutenvo 

loan mean Reactive Total 
Month Date Depth Salinity Phosphate Dissolved silicate KV NO 

j7 
N027 Chlorophylla 

rhosphorus 

aa1. pg at P 271 " at 11 1-1 Fg at Sirl j,, g at N 1-1 PS at N 1-1 Jg at N 1-1 g. ý-3 

JAZ6 U 0-77 19-51 L64 2-78 10" 8-7 

ilamb 2 0.75 ig. 86 2.7 3.0 - - 

AprU 4 o. 68 27.15 2.6 2.85 75- 15-7 

*&Y 10 o. 6o 25.14 2.71 2.30 102. 1.3 <'O. 1 <0.05 16-7 

Jm* 16 L45 lo. 33 2.62 3.18 117. L4 1.2 o. 59-3 

July 28 3.02 166 56 2-37 2.69 51- 2.3 L0 O. M 10.1 

SON 3,3 L02 15.42 2-73 2.06 153- - - - 9.2 

Nov. 1 O. C4 IL35 L18 L77 120. 0.6 0.1 0.05 4-3 

Dec. 9 0.92 19.64 2-57 2.02 100. 0.2 C62 0. Ok 3-5 

4-3 Overall seasonal vartattems in t'n,, Lammq Apormhualco 

mean Reactive Total 
Month Date salinity Phosphate Dissolved NIV Chlorophyll 

o/. Phosphorus 
PC at, P 17, Pg at P 1-1 Fg at Ngs; -3 

Nov. 29 (2975) 29-44 2.47 2.92 5.9 

Jul. 15 4C671 3-21 io. 6 

Feb. 29 59-6 19-7 

April 6 SL2 3.80 6.42 77-7 
may 9 128.0 "38 - - 17.8 
June 15 24.1 LI L90 0.45 47-3 

July 17 27.8 L0 105 2.0 2-5 

Sep. n 34-48 2.14 3-05 7-7 U-7 

Oct. 31 31*8 0-78 L17 L1 

Dec. 8 32-1 
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organic end particulate matcriale 

IS Se=mal variations in the mean concentrations of 

dissolved nutrients, pigments wid salinity are shown In Tables 4*2 

(Chautenaý =3 40 (Apozahualco)* 
. 

Ileon nutrient values are 

calculated by matiplyins the mean concentration for. eaah station 

v#h the rezpeottve 4eptb, m=Ing these values and finally 

dividing by the mm of the depths a all the stations used* Mean 

values of salinity for each station (see Appenaix 1) were obtained 

Iry integration of the zalinltr prof iles where stratif tcation W03 

observed* The overall =-. cn for the salinity was obtained trom 

thece values In the www mxmer as the mean nutrient valum 
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FIGURr. 5*1 

IXIAINA13E AFFXTINU TIM LAGUNA faMA. 





Fialwo 5-2 

DRAINACt An=. ING THE LAGUNA CIIAUT, 'e!; GO. 





through the mangrove chame3A is probably from the lagoon to the 

river-'bar, delay1m the time at vhich the lagoon direotly opens 

to +, be- sea* No Information is avallable on the dratWe affooting 

the Lacuna Apozahualcoe The iwediate drainage ba3in appears to 

be very small and there is no co=mmicaticn with the nearby Rio 

Uwquelia, e=ept in save flWs (awh as ocourred in Ootober 

1976)o 

A desoription cf the boaic hydrographical changes which 

took VIcce in the seawnally 'opening wid clostne lagoons in 

Mustrated by ocnsiaering the vartaticas In mean na2init. Y (Table 

5*1)0 FollowInS the bar closure, the s; ilinltiep of both 18900ns 

shawed increases due to evaporaticne In the case cxr Laguaa 

Apozahualc*,, the sannity renow n6O/. in miq ma mm 
evaporation ponds were dug by the local population to colleot 

crystanine oalt* 

with the g'itart of'the rainy season, in June, the lagoons 

vere rapidly filled to levels vell above that of the seae The 

salt content vu strongly diluted (Z, 4 times for the caw of 
Cbsutengo sM 8*4 time for the case of Apozahualco) and low-lying 

IOW smrrOmding the I&SOms vas flooded* 'Both Itgocas opened to 

the sea in the f irat veek of Julp Laguna Mautengo ww openecl 

mechanically because it vas startinS to open aarigerously close to 

some construction wcrk cn the bar* Pollowing a period of vater 

discharge across the bar, t1dal exchange processes In=eased the 

salinities of both lagociax to their July values* The lack of 

rw-off into the Laguna Apossbualco, resulted in the Ixw reclosing 
in Augusto May rainfallt coupled vith flooding froze the Rio 

Uwquelin caused the bar to "n again in October and it finally 
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Closed In Into Decembero The bar of the Laguna Cbmtengo remained 

open throuzhaut this period,, probably as a result of ocatinuous 

river input from the Rion Nexpa end Copalas The bar f Inany 

closed In U=h 1977* 
The3e general observations are very similar to those of 

Mandelli, ana Boteno (1976) fbr the previous yettre, They 

described the Lamma Chautenco an having an Anmial cYcle Of fWr 

stages t 

Bar closure and a period vhere evaporation 

meads rm-offe 

A perLoa vhere hqM precipitation causes the 

lagoon to be rafMe& 

M- The -bcw opens and the 2zgom disabanes to the nest. 

3: 7 A period of t1dal'emobange togdther with river 

, discharge into the Ugoon* 

Evaporation during the first stage of the lagoon cycle, 

zW be estimated from the salinity changes &=US the period of 

19COM isolatiane The data (TaMe 
-%I) gives mean salinity 

values for swoessive mmthso Since it its difficult to measmV 

vith areat preoinicn, tba chwým , 
in the mean depth of the lagoon 

from cne =nth to another (the istatim grid voula iieed to be 

PreciselY 10catcd), = irlaiMt method =3 employed, based on cne 

mean aeptb end the calinity chwiSe. If the total salt in 

coniseivatives 

sl v181*" 'q2 V2 ý2 

Where 9 in the salinity at times IW2 mapeatively 8 Is the 

opecif to gravit7 and V the lag= volumoo 
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Por Mauterigo the wmual clmge in surtme uva of the 

lAgoon in smaD * flenoo s 

81 ýl 81a 132 12 8,2 

Where a is the depthe 

It follmm that the net evaporation rate H over time 
I 

perW T in givm by s- 

-x 

E-22 

Hot evVoration estimtes are given on Table 5*2 for 

the period during vhich the Ugoon was isolated from the sea* 

The evaporation dgýta ishom is for the periocl then river input 

into, the IWon was reduced to a small stream along the Rio Copolu 

Tablg 3592 - E&tLmtton of IMEltign jý= tht LgjMA Ch! g - 0.0 . 
ten - 

Daily Net Total Daily 
Perioa L, "Pomtim Rate Not Evaparatim 

WD/fty m3 

Mar - Apr* 2* 2 8.1 x 10ý 

lay 2*3 AIV ý. Y 8.5 x 104- 

Durina the first vecks of the rainv isea3cn the lagoon 

volumes rapidly increased duo to direct precipitation and rm-o" 
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from the anIcbment urea imwaiately adjacent to the logom, there 

being an inItUl lag Utween the f irst. rains we a large river flow 

due to the oodkins effect, * This U mil Mustrated for the case 

of Chautere, o. vhere an* vMroximate water b*%et may be presented 

for the period fromIOth May to l6th Jme 1976 s- 

1) Run-off from Rio Nexpa, measured as 

Run-off from Rio Coplact, egstimated an 

Evaporaticn, estimted as 

Total 

4) Total Irs=ase In vater volum, 

meamwed as 

Difference, assumM to be direct 

preoipitation and immediate run. -off 

+ 505 x 10623 (1&, p) 

+ 2»3 x 106j 

m 3., 1 x 101M3 

4., 7 x 106 

30,2 3.07m3 

2.6 xjo7x3(7V) 

PiLpres in parentheAs indicate the contribution of each of 1) 

wd 4) to the total bxreeLse In. vuter volumao. 

Sot=en of irtrormation am (1) lien3uremmts mas by 

the Sec tt, ia cie nec=os mehltmitcos, (2) restimatton fmm (1) 

by comptirlson of the catchment areas of the two riverx$ (3) 

TaMe 5@20 Uay data, (4) Veon depth changes frm field surveys, 
It can be seen that d=1mg this Initial period 'direct 

precipitation we J=L-aiate run-off are the nost Important uot=ex 

uf water mVply to the lagoon* It neems reascnable to suppose 

that dissolved substances miSK aloo, be transported tr tho same 

processeu 

On bor opening, then vw a lwee dtAcharge cir lagoon 

gabw (together vith diswlved ona ompended sub3tances) tO tht 

to 70 40 



seas Prom the change in the mean depth of the lagoon between the 

June ana July surveys,, it in possible to calculate that the 

discharge to the sea was at least Wp of the June volume (some 

2*5 x 107m3) a 
Following the opening of the bar the lagoon water levels 

quickly equilibrated with that of the sea. This can be seen in 

diagr= (i) of fig. -5,3, 
The water level of Chautengo is shown 

to vary during the 'bar open' period accoraing to the annual 

cycle of offshore mean tide level (diagram (U) ). These 

variations have the effect of reducing the January 1977 mean 

volume of the lagoon to about Wo of its July value* Diagram 

W also illustrates the effect of evaporation and refilling on 

the depth of the lagoon during the 'bar closed' period. 

The eff ect of input and tidal exchange on the resultant 

lagoon salinity is illustrated for the case of Chautengo by 

diagrams (III) to (V) of fig* 5*3- Diezram (III) illustrates 

the total salt content of the lagoon* During the 'bar closed' 

period this can be seen to very stable. Ponowing the drop in 

rainfall and river run-off during the period Immediately after bar 

opening, there wan an overall increase in the salt content of the 

lagoonG As run-off gradually increased the salt content of the 

lagoon gradually decreaseas probably reaching a minimum in 

October* Unfortunately no data is available for the period of 

maximum. rainfall and run-off in mi&. October4, Data from previous 

years (Uandelli and Botello, 1976) show that an average salt content 

as low as loO x 105 tons (eallnitw 30/00) may be encountered in 

Choutengo during high rainfall periodoo 

Consideration of the parameter 'total salt content' is 

often more useful than salinity for studying the e=h=ge of 
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Ficure 5*3 
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dissolved substances with the seat as it is not affected by simple 

evaporation and dilutions ? or the perio&when the lagoon is 

comammicated with the sea the "% fresh water " (defined in diagram 

(v) ) may be used to ohm the relative importances of the run-off 

and sea water sources controlling the mean salinity of the lagoon 

and is particularly useful to Illustrate horizontal distribution 

within a lagoon (see later) 

For the case of the tagvna Mitla,, salinity values am 

difficult to interpreU This is because the conductivity - 

salinity relationship is not accurately defined at the low 

salinities involved (2; 5 - "60/00) and that the development of 

anoxia conditions may significantly alter the chemical composition 

of the water* From depth observations In the lagoon it wav seen 

that it has an average depth of about 3 metres. Following the 

first rains in June there was only a very slight increase in the 

lagoon depth* This was probably due to the unusually low local 

rainfall, coijplea with drainage through the Canal Carrizal* The 

second period of heavy rainfall in October,, resulted in an increase 

in lagoon depth of about 1*5 motres, Blockage of the Canal 

Carrizal trapped =mh of this water in the lagoon for the remaining 

part of the sur7e7 period* 

5*2 Cimtlatign ancl MixIM 

For the case of the Legnma. Chautengop the seasonal 

variations in the salinity distribution may be obtained from 

fig* 5446 The figure shows the surface isohalines during the 

period from just before bar closure to just before bar opening* 

In the Januarv mwrey, the river flow in the Rio Neipa had 
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decrea3eci to ca l*6zPlxec& The diagram shove tbrec ba3to arean t- 

A lane, rouebly semicirculrx wea of salinitY 
0 20-4 Yoo rmliating from the bor Inlet. 

A region of closaly-packed isobaltnes near the 

discharge of the Rio Xwep, Tj), --sc jsoh&jjneq g" 

wrO widely spaced tynrd the North,, xuggesting mixing 

In that airecticna 
(M) An area of Widely spaced luohatnes Cir decreasing 

smitnity to=ra the Rto copals (at ttia, sast of the 

loccon)* Sinoe the nio Copala is amller than the 

Rio ITempa, this distribution terxla to inaicate a more 

stable salinity regim in the eastern lxwtn of the 

lazoons 

The March am-fey was about three veeks after bar closure* 

The high salinity (21"1%0) in the region of the Rio Tfe2pa 

discharce illuntrates the very =11 flow of the rivere The amll 
flow of the Rio Copala. however, maintained a Inrce wainity gradient 
in the eastern bazin of the lagoon.. May =diticna were very' 

similar to tbotic of Marcbjvider opsoing of the isobalines and the 

smaller calinity rw%e reflect the effect of 3 'conths evaporation 

ancl the consiclerably reamed input of the Rio Copalas 

The June survey followed the istart of the rainy season 

an described earlier* The lagoon can be seen to have a very si=33 

salinity range (ca 8-12o/oo) and though there was a general decrease 

of nalinity towm*ds the two river discharges,, them was no clear 

evidence of theam as the original sources or the lane water input. 

Following the mpening of the bar inlet in July,, an 
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overall salinity distribution developed similar to that shown for 

Jam=7 (fig* This overall distribution was found throughout 

the 'bar open' period* However, the detailed distribution in 

Interesting,, as it shoym the effect of stratification in the lagoon, 
5 

Pi9**&5 shows the horizental distribution of isohalines at three 

discrete depths, (surfaces 0*5 metres,, 1.0 metres) for a flooding 

tide in July 1976, The surface distribution shows the long plume 

of river water stretching towards the bar inlet* A 24 hour study 

at the inlet in September showed that this plume may extend'througb 

the 

inlet to the sea during the ebb tide. A second w-A smaller river 

plume may be seen extending from the discharge of the Rio Copula, 

The 0*5z distribution of isohalines may 'be seen to be entirely 

dtfferent* Both river plumes are absent and a smaller salinity 

range is encounterede The river water therefore, was spreading, 

above this laver and its total depth never exceeded 35 cme The 

distribution at IeOm. (vhere the lagoon was sufficiently deep) shmm 

the eff eat of sea water entering the lagoon, sinking and mixing as 

it spreads Invards along the lagocit floor, The sharp salinity 

increase denoting this bottom layer was generally found at a depth 

of 80-100 cme 

A further exDmple of the effect of stratification is 

given In Fig* 5.6 for on ebbing tiae in 11ovember 1976,, The same 

general features may be observed in these diagra= as those in 

Pig. 5*5 but the surface river plume is not strongly prcnm=ed,, 

despite the bigber river flow in this period, This is probably a 

result of the November survey being conducted during the strong 

afternoon onshore breeze which tends to break up the thin surface 
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Imter 1wro The zalinity distritution pattern for Im depth 

illustrates particularly clearlys the mmer in vhIch higher salinity 

vnter spreads wross. the lagoon flocr,, extending into the two basins 

forming the ltzooru 

The salinity aistribution presentea herep give little 
I. 

information as regards circulation in the lagoons An experiment 

to observe tidal vartaLtions in a salinity profile at the bar inlet 

had to be dmndoned owing to the high current velocity (up to 4 

knots) and the presence of sharkso Hovmver, it was found that the 

Inlet depth varied seasonally from I metre to ca 6 metres and 

considerable stratitfication was observea vhen the Inlet waz at ItJ3 

deepest both on the ebb and flood tides* When tl-. e river r1ow is 

mdTiciently lm%e it appears to be capable of wippressina the 

flood tide ad leading to very low sallnitic3 in the lagoone A 

24 hour station, at station 3 in December is illustrated in Pigs 

5*7* In the diagram, variaticne of salinity, tezparat: ure ana 

oxygen am shovm with respect to depth and tLmeo The salinity 

plot shmr* the very strong stratification that exLstca In m=. v areas 

of the lagocn,, ae3pite it being very shallow* From about 13.00 

hours to 16.00 hours there was a steady increane in the depth to 

vhich the lower salinity vater (15*5 - 16,71co) penetrated., 

This effect does not appecr to be dw to mixing since mixing of 

the water column at 13*00 hours vculd produce a salinity of 22*7oloo 

ana not the l6eeloo found at 16*00 hours* it survey of the entire 

lagoon revealed that the cnly immediate source of this water would 

be fr= the area beyond the discharge of the rivers (Fiso 3-1)* 

There are tm po=ible effects causing this movement, tiaal move- 

ments and vind wtiono The letters L. 4110 wid IM on ? is* 5-7 

Indicate the timcs, of 14v Water, Loover High water and Higher high 
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Vat= respectivelve Since thin postulated water movement occurs 
IIGtWCcn 'low Water and the lovei, hich vater, an even larser chwme 

votdd be eipectod betwen low water and the higher high water 
(23*00 hours to 0,5,30 hours); this however to not observed. The 

other posalblc effect in that of the wind, During the afternoon 

period (from 22*00 hours to 16,00 hours) a str=Z onshore breeze 

(3cvclopc& The effects of this were particularly pronot=ed in 

the centrnl part of the laaoon,, Y., bere the absence of palm crcves an 
the barrier allous the wind = uninterupted passage 0=33 thO 

Inocne A turface water moveixmt vas observcd in the direction 

of the vrind b7 observing the paftamy of =Al vaumintum foil floats 

but no quantitative experiments Ymm oonduatedo it in suEZestea 

that a combination of both the effect of the vind ond that of the 

inoomina tide (suprressing the outflow of river vater from the 

lae-oon) OV be respensible for these observations. 

The teppcrature diagram in Pig* Sol Oves little evidence 

as to circulation and mixing. Bottom tempemture3 vie always 
higher than thove or the mulace 1wre This effect may result 
from heating; of the sedimcnts and their subsequent bmlc-rWiation 

Into the overlaying vater or refracticn of rnAiation,, bv the higher 

salinity lower water laycro reducinr, its back radiation Into the 

MUTOCO layer* Tho dTcat was particularly pronounced during the 

aftexmoon period vhcre the water ran less highly stratified, 

uuMeatlnr, a vediment influence in the temperature control of the 

vater colunu The o. Vgen dtagr= (Fig* 5-7) is similarly of 

little use in describing the general mixing end circulation since 
lmTe diurmal. oxygen changes are cbrerved as a result of the 

processes of photosynthetic prckluction and respiration. 
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sea zuter Umn in the western basin, despite the 2=-gcr r2ow of 

the Rio Tleva than of the 1110 CopA1a* This ougf; csts a lonZer 

residence Um of fresh vater in the eastern bnain of the UZ-oons 

It is LnteivatirC- to compmv this finding with the very isimilar 

obemvattom in Pic, * 5A. vhcn the lagoon was im . 01ated : rro= the 

WO. It to possible that both observations are a result of a 

pattern of circulation %ihich limits the c=hango of =ter bafteen 

tho two halves of the lagoone 

in the rima aiazram (diner= (tio) or f IE- 5-0, a 

sobematLe dLoor= In presented of a typical water mass dL3tributLon 

in Chtutcneoo TIwcc seterr masses are rcoognisca: sea vater 
0 (Inclui3ing partially diluted oca vater, salinity 27-33 /, 

Do); river 

0 
00); tmd ral=d Irgoonimter water (irrludirg vater salinity 0-5 / 

ubich is a mixture o: r the two source vaters. Stratification to 

shown by superposition ond a tidal zone In illu3trated which,, 

weorclinýg to tidal state and bar r=, pholoFy, my be occiVied b7 

sea vuter, m1=41 lagoon water or a stratified system Including 

Iýotb* It mmt ba stressed that the scheme precented in this 

dineram is only intervaed to give a very general iMpre53ion ar 'the 

unter ma3cs Imolveds 

The mizing mm circulation in the rog= A-pozahuaco, 

Nppeurs to =h leas complicated tK-m for the cazc of Chautenzoo 

No stratif L=tion ims observed, e=cpt in a c=11 I-P 8 =tre basin 

(Station 1) follming tho lane ruwff of vatcr into thz lorcon 

prior to 'bar openingo At this station, the follming obaervations 

were mmda %- 
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Depth Teops PC Salinity 0 /00 

Sur: race 31e8 14o7 

0,1 5m 33-8 28o5 

le2 m 40.5 95sO 

Though this =. -Al bnzin waz of minimal Ircrortance to the overall 

water mass distribution in the Lag= Apozabualco,, this effect 

may be =7 important for basLns in other larger bypersaline 

aystemso During tl-. e perioa of co=unication with the sea, salinity 

values for Stations in Apozabualco were generolly within the r=ge 

2ý/00 - 33-flDoo This clemonstrates the very limited run-off 

into the Irgoon cmd the largo influence of oea-viater exchange on 

its re3ultant solinityo 

The circulation and mixing pattern in the Laguna Mitla 

contrust3 wttb tho t= previoua examples. In Mla. there is 

almot no marine influence ana throuSbaut taost of the year,, the 

snlinity did not exceed 4P/Oo# Ilowevcr, stratification vas 

observea ancl the mixing process played an Lurportant role in the 

chemistry vM biology of the lagoon, Fieure 5-9 show aiurnai 

variationa vith dcpth of temperature ana oxygen during mwweys in 

Janunry wA September at Mitla Station 3- In both auxveys, there 

-Ymre homogene= salinity conaitionz and hence temperature was 

probably the mat invortant Indloation of water =ns structure. 

The man mirf ace tc=perature for JtLnuar7 (28*4FC) vas lower than 

that for Septombcr (32o5ct), reflecting the air temperature 

variaticna (Fic. 4, -3),, and the temPerattl" 'ranC* 'n S"Pt*b! 'C' 
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vas slightly larger (1 dee C January; 1*7 deg C September) than in 

the Jw=ar7 survey. Similar overall conditions may be seen for 

the tvo surveys., Gradual cooling of the vater column during the 

night gives a temperature minimum at dawn. Rapid surface beating 

occurs during the day and the heating process affects the entire 

vater column by the middle of the day. 

During the period from October through December 1976,, the 

Lagima Mitla bec=e completely stratif Led, This followed a 

large run-off into the lagoon during the intense rainfall 

experienced in mid-October, The lagoon stratificd into two 

layers* The top layer, 3 metres deep was of salinity ca 3.1ý)/Oo 

0 and the lover layer ca. 1,44 /00 This effect, coupled with a 

terperature stratification, prevented the diurnal mixing described 

earlier* A Cradual breaMown of tht-i stratification occurr, 7d so 

that the diurnal mixing cycle vas restored by the time of the 

February 1977 survey. These observations will be presented in 

Smatcr detall in the next chapter. 



6o Chemle 

6*1 njasonnj vartatlona 

The pattern of seasonal variations in the Laguna 

Chautengo is presented in table 4*2* Fig., 6*1 illustrates the 

seasonal variations in phosphorus, silicate ana chlorophylle 
Results are expressed in terms of estimatea total quantities (xr 

each constituent in the lagoon and of its coneentration in the 

water* These tý90 quantities do not always exhibit the same 

variations* For emmple, there is a large increase in the amount 

of reactive phosphate in the lagoon in June after the first rains 

increase its volume but the mean concentration of phospbate to 

aligbtly Imwer than for the previous month* 

From f ig(, 6*1 it can be seen that during the dry season 
(. Tanuary - Uy) there vas an overall decrease with time in the 

total quantitr of dissolved phosphorus and dissolved silicate 

present in the lagoon. During this period there vas also an 

overall increame in the total suspended chlorophyll a 
in the lagoon, 

Insufficient data exists to show vhether there is a direct relation- 

ship between the Increase In the standing crop of primary producers 
(shoym by chlorophyll a) and the overall decrease In the dissolved 

nutrients presenteas 

The minimum total dissolved silicate was observed in 

. Anril,, co=esponding with the maximum total suspended chlorophyll, 

for the 'bar closed' periode This observation is probably related 

to the silicate required to maintain the large diatom population 

of the lagoon, shoun for the previous year to form oa. 7V, of the 

total phytoplankton population Licea et g(1976), A slight 
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Fig=e 6.1 
14ONTHLY VARIATIONS III DISSOLVED VMSPHORUS 

AND ZILICATE 111D SUSP24DED QlLOROPR= 
a 
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increase in the total dissolved silicate in the lagoon between the 

April and Ilay surveys may have resulted from silicate entering the 

lagocn by run-off or by re-solution of particulate silica following 

the death of diatomso Using the average concentration (ca. 250 
jug 

at SL 171) found In the water from the higher reaches of the Rio 

Nexpa it vAnad require an input of ca 10 x 100 m3 Of the vnter to 

produce the 10*43 ton (3-4. x 1011 jig at) increase in the silicate 

concentration observed* This is about three timen higher than the 

river flow measured for this period (Secretaria de Recursas 

Ridrau'licos) ond as there was no other source of run-off into the 

Irzoon this suzzests a consiaerable cantributian to the silicate 

supply from scumes within the lagoon* 

During the ac= period there was a steady decrease in 

the total dissolved phosphomm In the lagoon, This suggests a 

process Involving continual loss of this constituent from the 

dissolved to the suspended particulate and sedL=-nt reservoirse 

The decrease in the dissolved phosphorus concentration continued 

during the period April - May despite there being no change in 

the total standing crop of phytoplankton (expressed in terms of 

chlorophylla). b Apart from a sharp increase at the time of the 

survey following bar closure, the mean concentration of reactive 

phosphate was very stable throughout this period and throughout 

the entire year of observations. 

The large increase in the volume of the lagoon, following 

the f irst rainfall, Was also marked by an Increase in the total 

quantities of all the dissolved nutrients studied and by a heavy 

bloom of phytoplankton, the standing crop (as measured by 

chlorophylia) increasing to about eight times its May value* 

Following opentnS of the bar# discharge of the lagoon to sea level 
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end emhwige with the sea, the July survey shoved that the 

chloropbyll, level had dropped to about its May leveL This 

Indicates a very large decrease in the standing crop of primary 

producers within the lagoons Presumably nuch of the suspended 

particulate material was lost to the sea. 

During the period when the lagoon communicated with 

the sea,, there mas a grrdual decrease in the total dis"Olvecl 

phosphorus., the inorganic dissolved nitrogen and the suspendecl 

chloropbyna within the lagoon. The dissolved silicate 

concentration rose to a maxim= in Septe-ziber and thcn steadily 

decreased in the November vnd December surveys. A rough Idea of 

the nutrient input to the lagoon may be obtained fr= table 6.1 

vhere station 19 (river discbarge) analyzes txa presented together 

with the river flow for the sux-vey date* 

Tnbl, g 6.1 Vfýcrlntion in the in-put 
-of 

dissolved 

nutrient. -s - Rio TTe2Mn. 

River Silicate Total Total 

Date flow dissolved Inorg. N 

q/sec, ug at S il-1 ug at P 3.71 ug at IT ri 

is July h, 6 212* 4118 18.1 

11 Sept. 8,5 245o 2.6o 

1-2 Nav. 14. *2 ca 260 2*93 '2,2 

9 Dee, - ca 300 2* 
-9* 

2,0 

This table shovs a grrAunl decrease in the concentration of inorganic 

nitrozm nutrierts in the river water, though it n=t be noted that 
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organic nitroeem my be the main sowce of the element to the 

lagoone A very alight decrease In the total dissolved lphosphOruS 

concentration in also noted tut no decrease in the concentration 

o: r silicate v= dbaerveds 

If the concentration of dissolved phosphorus and silicate 

nutrienta at any station within the lagoon in a result of a mixture 

betvcen the rLvcr and sea water sources of these materials,, it 

abould be possible to calculate the concentration of nutrients at 

any station, knowing the concentration of nutrients in the Bea 

water and the river itater and tbeir ealinitLcs, together with the 

salinity at the station in questione This is attempted in table 

6*2,. The predicted and measured concentraticni am abovm for 

atation 12, close to the Rio Nexpa; station 10 in the middle of 

the loeow ma for the overall mean of all stations in the lagoono 

In the f Inal column, the anomalLes betueen the measured end 

predicted volues are shomu These wx=alLes may result from 

(J) Biological wtivity - the uptaice ana regeneration ar 

nutrients* 
(it) Incorporation and release of nutrients to or from the 

sediments* 

(tit) Short-term vuriations In the concentrations of nutrienta 

in the river or sea (Weoting the original assumption)* 

For the case of silicate the laMent ano=Iles vere found 

at station 10 ond for the overall moan for the lacoon- Lwcest 

anomalies were generally negative end suggent losses vithin the 

lagocnj possibly related to the production of diatoms, though the 

period of bigh negative anomalies In Noven. abcr w= not nocoop =-led 
by an increased concentration of chlorophylle However, the 
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Table 6.2 - Me-ksur^4 -mA r-rAlttrA niitrjent eer-entnitton-v ml tbeir nrommIt" in thf4 Tsj, -, ý, n% Chnutem! o 

Measured 
Concentrations Station 12 Station 10 

1 
Overall mean 
for Lagoon 

Anomalies 

urvey River Sea % Concentrations I Concentrational % Concentrations 
. Fresh - Fresh - Fresh I STA. S! "I Mean 

Water Water Water Predicted Neasure4 water Predicted Measured Water Predicted Meazuredi 12 10 . for 
SiliL ftte tig pkt St 1-1 Lagoon 

: Uly 212 10 56-5 124. 117 44 100.52.0 45 101 51 -7 -48 -50 
Sept X5 10 56.5 243 166 52-3 133.143.0 53-5 136. 153 + 23 410 +17 
Rev. 260 10 77-8 204 223 56.8 152 142.0 66 176 120 + 19 -10 -56 
Dec. 300 10 37 117-3 136 39-L 52.80.0 41 129 100 + 19 +28 -29 

July 4-18 1-3 56-5 2.93 3-82 44 2.70 3.04 45 2.60 2.69 +0.9 +o* 3 +0.1 

Sept. 2.6 1.3 56-5 2-03 2.37 52.3 1.98 2.28 53-5 2.00 2.06 +0-3 +0-3 +0.: 

Nov- 2-93 1-3 77-8 2-56 2.60 56.8 2.48 2.14 66 2.38 1.77 0.0 -0.3 -0.61 1 
Deo. 2-54 1-3 37 1.76 3-97 39-jý 1.80 2.03 41 1.81 2.02 +2.2 +0.2 +0.21 

',. 



large fýow rate of the Rio Ve3pa during this period (table 6el) 

my hnve remated in a faster rate of loss of e=pended 

obloropbyna to the sea, thus reducing the effect of any blooms A 

Awther poratbility (affooting the "whole lagoon" estimate) is that 

the Rio Copola dischraMe has a lower silicate concentration than 

that of the Rio Nezpa, thus remating in an over-estimation of the 

silicate input to the system and a consequent over-estimation of 

the magnitude of the on=3 tes. 

The obeervationn for total diasolved phosphorus anomalies 

do not parallel those for silicates, the only negative anomalies 

OCCUrring at station 10 and for the mean value in November, The 

general occurrence of positive anomalies may reflect processes of 

nutrient release from detrital material transported into the lagoon 

by xun-off, 

In su=mry, the seasonal variations in dissolved nutrients 

mia sumpendea chloropbyll a 
in ChautenZo follow the annual bydro- 

graphic cycle dissolved earlier s- 

Stage I (Dry season, lagoon Isolated) : There is a general 

decrease in the concentration of aissolvea nutrients scoomp- 

anted by a gradual increase in the suspended chloropbyna! 

Stoee II (Start of rainy seascn,, lagoen f ills) s There is 

a lm%e inercoze In the total quantity of aissolvea 

nutrients ancl suspended chlorophylle 

Stage 3: 11 (Bar opens, discharge to sea)* Disoharge of 

dissolved and suspended particulate material to the sea. * 
Stage IV (River run-off into the lagoon and tidal ezahange 

with the sea)* The concentration of dissolved nutrients 

In the lagoon is controlled bythe mixing of river water 

ond sea water together with the processes of uptake and 
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Figure 6.2 
LAGUNA APOZAHUALCO & G121ERAL SEASONAL CHANGES 
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Firms 6*3 
LAMA, APOZAHUALCO 

CCN=IMITICII Cr VARIOUS C=, 41ICAL 
PARAWaS DURING EVAPORATICHe 
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'the cenft(lence level quotca and for the range of s., linitics 

obl-Acrvcd therc eppears to be a linear relatim between caltnIty 

md conceritratim for each of the parmieters presented e=cpt for 

d, SDOIVCCI trOne The dissolved Irm concentration increased with 

salinity I; nr to a calinity or ca 680/oo. reyand this point there 

rms a steaav decrease in the cmccaratim or dis; oivra ircn vdth 

A al In i ty. The point of Inflexion occurs at about the salinity 
(700/00) at -. -AAch the iron chmarl precipitate as PqO3 

(Copelr-ncl 1967)- 

The c=mplcs inircatigatca dirl not exhibit I best fit' 

lincs parzing throu,, -h V, e, oriEln (the effect ()f aoubling the 

nalinity was not to double the ccneentration of the other 

parameter)* This nu, -z. csts that the concentration of each 

pnr=ctcr,, at lovicr calinities, Is ccntrolled by other effocts auch 

an bioloZiera rMcl chcmical equilibria with their particulate 

(orennic tnd Inorrnnic) rcDervoire, 

FolIcmInZ the start of the ratny season, the lagoon 

rkpidly filled# the algal mat dispersed and therc was a bloom of 

phytopUnkton. The dis--olved rhosphorus concentration decreased 

tut this did not rcflcct the total qi=tity of diasolved rhosphorm 

in the InLroon since thcre had been a ImTe increase In the lrqcxm 

volume" Unfcwtunately it in not po,.; slble to calculate thin increase 

in volu--e from clmnSe In depth since the lagoon area also ch=gcd, 

The salinity change from '. 4-xy to *Ttme su-Cests about a nine fold 

Increnre in volux,, ITsina this ftgtwe nna the data in f ig. 6.2 

it can be emen that thcre vins a net increaze in the total 

reactive phosphate in the lagoon (ca, 2 x) ma that the total 

rairipmIed chloropbylla in the lagoon was probably greater in June 

than in the April bloom of phvtoplanktonk 
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Th* nm%htnr of the lac-, wn ty the sea fo'llawinS: the 

opening of the trr Tetulted in the high ss3, inity (22.30100) 

me=urcd in the J%iLy vuxwyo This ww accorpmicd ty a low total 

aLSSOWN1 Phan, -pI== concentration end a very lovt mmrer4ed 

chlarophAl. level* Falloving rc-clo=m cir the lmr, them vas 

a ln=asc in the rewtive phosphnto concentratimo Thin 

eWoot W also 1>--cn obacma in tho February u=vey or Cbmutengo 

(fie* Col) u1no following bar clos= a-. A mW I)o a rcmat ce run- 

off aftcr bar clos=c or the reVemeratim of phosphate ftvo 

partia4ato oreanto ruatcrtvao During the ta, -. olnomd rortcd there 

was caso tin Increase in the comcntration of ampencled ch3. oxv, -5byn,, 

egain wuMcxtLnC the in-nit or dloodlycd nutricnts by rtvjmý or 

rc: eeAic=tlcn, * 
, "Me f in. -a atace or the legoon cycle vas the ro-opentre 

or the b4r w-ol a further perlor3 a fitwhinr, to dc=ribed for the 

July muvoyo 
'Ibba bar wet rixianv cicaea in iew December. 

6.2 Fix!, 3 

Tba data ror emse lecocne Illustratets various espects 

, of the ploccaa c)? Cjjtrophjc&tjcn in trcpicaa cotstal laZomse Thla 

atotion vlU cm-nid"Icr the apattal clistributim of nutrientS NA 

, olaomphylia tlr acoacnal rM dju=4 voriations In prodwtivitY 

md 4atallcd dl=nl vartattow of chtmical rar=et=, & 

Ge "" , 512 itm! 2t! Jtau 

The nost detailed nbily a tbe distribution of nutrients 

ana claoroplqll, van ccoducted In the LrZm-. Choutengoo Distributinn 

vM be almm ty izoltne diagrawl station positions ula AucL--. c= 
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are those chovm in tig- 3-1- 

For the dry season, on example of the distribution of 

salinityl nUicate,, mmpended chlorophylla, and total dissolved 

phosphoru3 is given byfig. 6*4. (April sur7ey)* This sur7ey was 

made after the bar had been olosed for about two months* The 

salinity in the eastern basin of the lagoon vns lower than in the 

vestern basin. 

The highest chloroPhA'a leVOIB wer observed Ln tbe 

central part of the two basirms the highest level being at atatim 5 

in the deepest part of the lagoon* Chlorophy"a levels below 

10 rdm3 vere observecl In the isouth-western part of the lagoon, the 

lowest values being found adjacent to the lagoon barrim 

Silicate shawed a patchy distribution with the lowest 

values at the NoWs and Sr. * extremes of the lagoon. There appears 

to be no simple correlation of these results with aither the salinity 

distribution or the suspended chlorophyll, distribution,, Total 

dissolved phosphorus similarly shm little correlation with any of 

the other parameterse Values presented wer alightly higher in 

the vestern basin than in the eastern basin of the lagoon,, possibly 

reflecting the higher phosphorus demand of the larger standing crop 

of phytoplankton in the eastern basin, but the data is not 

conclusive* 

The rain conclusicn from this survey is that the highest 

chlor'*, 711, levels are associatea with the aeeper water areas and 

that the distribution of vhat are =, sumea to be the non-limiting 

nutrients,, is patchy. 

The distribution of nutrients for the June survey,, at a 

timo when the legoon had been ref Med (following the start of the 

rainy seamon) but in which the bar was stM closeap is illustrated 
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Figure 6-4 
LAGIUNA CHAIUTENGO 

GENERAL C=CAL PARAMETERS 
APRIL 1976 
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in fip* 64 wo 6*6* The salinity distribution has been discussed 

in Chapter 5* 

Ahe silicate distribution can be seen to be opposite to 

'that of salinity, The hirbest silicate concentration. was observed 

off the dir-charr-, e of the 11to Nexpa and a concentration gradient may 
be seen extending to the lovest valms In the Wdle of the eastern 
basin o: r the loaoone A second in-put may be obeemd fn= the 

Rio Copolas 

The distribution of suspended chloropbyll, aid not relate 

to that Or dissolved silicate* The bighest values (100-121 mMO) 

vere observed extending in a plume fým= the northern bank of the 

lecoone TAMst values were In the eastern extreme of the 2nsoon 

and the eastern basin or the laZoon, in Central exhibited =uch lomr 

chlorophyll, 2evels than the venteTn basin* ftm the ditCraz it 

vmad a,, ipear that area of the most intense phytoplankton bloom 

in not directly azoociated with the discharge a the two rivers. 

lk=ver, the ponnibility arises that the bloom does not occur 

directly following river dischane since the water mov nt from 

the rivcr flow coed c=ry the otan4inf; CM awV fmm the dtoobm%e 
tkrea* 

This peasibility cmy be terstea tV ex=Imtion of the atate 

of r3mlopment of the bloom at the data points* This =q be 

whicyod by the type of relaticn suM-cotcd 'by XMalef (1163 ) vhm 

a chlorophyll. /carotenold ratio is established* In a givcn bloom, 

bich vvLlues of this ratio indicate the wst recently produccd 

orcantoms. Thin relation to illustrated in fig. 6.5 (iv) for the 

DUMey under constr3eraticno It can be seen from this diagram that 

the are= of bighest production cr new organisms ara in a, plume ofT 

the north bank of tho lag= and In a smaller plume f! rom the Rio 
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Figure 6.5, 
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Figure 6.6 
LAGUNA CHAUTENGO 
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Nexpa. This suggests that there should be a nutrient 00=0 frOM 

the north bank of the lagoon. This nutrient s(x=e is confirma, 

by fig. 6@6 where plumes of nitrate, a==Ln and total dissolved 

phosphorus may be observed centred on the area of discharge of a =all 

seasonal stream which drains the area inmeatately to the north of 

the IvZoon (see fizo 5*2)o 

At the time of the survey, there was extensive flooding 

to the north of the lagoon and it is suZgested that run-of: r from 

this flood zone provided the principal source, of phosphorus and 

nitroZen nutrients to the lagowe This observation tis also 

supported by the hydrographic study in Chapter 5, where it was found 

that the major input of water into the lagoon in the period before 

the June amvey was from run-off from the imnediate area surrounding 

the lagoon and not from the two major riverBo 

The final diagram of fig. 6 6.6 shows the variations in the 

ratio between the reactive end organic forms of phosphorus* From 

the diagram, it can be seen that the area with the highest proportion 

of organic phosphorus it; that close to the northern bank of the 

lagoon. This may result from a high proportion of organic 

phosphorus in the original-run-off or from high e=retion by 

secondary producerso Areas with the highest proportion of reactive 

phosphate are in the 11.6177. ona S*r,. * extremes of the lagoon, away from 

the main run-off* 

The third exemple of distribution of chemical parameters 

is taken from the July survey,, v1hen the lagoon had communication 

vith the sea and received a signif icant river nul-off, The 

survey was =Ae cn a flooding tide and at a time of low local rain. 

fall Ond hence 2mmr local run-off than that observed in the June 

survey* 
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Prom f izo 6*7 a 131milar pattern may be seen for the 

distribution of silicate ana salinity in the western part of the 

lagoon. A plum of high silicate river vater extends towards the 

bar inlet* The river vater rewhing station 14 from station 19 

has undergone Or* mixing with sea water* The silicate concentration 

for the now water to however reduced to ca, W, ý, of its value at 

station 19,, This suggests rapid uptake by diatom bloom off the 

river mouth,, An area of low silicate concentration is also 

observed in tho eastern basin of the IaZoon, off the Rio Copala. 

discharge again possibly due to uptake* These areas of uptake 

probably resat in the silicate anomalies shomn on table 6*2 and 

disamsed. earlier* 

The chlcropbyll, distribution in the survey shows the 

effeot of the sea water exchange in the lagoon* A large area of 

low chlorophyll, may be oeen extenaing to-jards the eastern basin 

of the lagoon from the bar inleto An isolatea patch of very high 

chlorophyl. l. vas founa at istation 12 In the extreme 11*'We of the 

lagoon,, probably reflecting some northvards mixing of the water from 

the MoNexpa (see table 6*2)* In all areas the chlorophYlla 

increased with distance mmy from the bar inlet, 

Dissolved nutrient distribution is shown on fig. 6,, 8* 

The dissolved nitrate levels vere generally below the mini== 

concentration for deteotion, as in almost all of the surveys 

conducted* The effect of the two rivers may be seen hovmver, by 

the presence of two distont plumes,, a strcq; plume from the Rio 

Nexpa UsdharLm and a veaker plume for that of the Rio Copalva 

A similar picture e=eMes for the cx=nLa distribution* 
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The distribution of reactive and *organic' pbosphorus 

does not exhibit the strong river plume seen for the inorganic 

nitrogen nutrients* This difference to probably a result Of 

strong uptake of the inorgania nitrogen nutrients as some of the 

vater mixes towards the north. In the case of phosphorus, the 

northwards mixing is reflected in the resultant phosphorus nutrient 

values end the river plume appears to be wider. The concentration 

of reactive phosphate in lower In the eastern basin of the lagoon, 

than in the western basin and there is no plume of phosphorus 

nutrients associated with the Rio Copala discharge. The general 

observation may be made that the effect of the Rio Copala on 

nutrient concentrations in the lagoon to always considerably less 

than that of the Rio Nexpu This may result from the fact that the 

Rio Copaln passes through a large area of mangroves which would be 

expected to take up nutrients, directly, or indirectly from the 

river water& In contrast,, the Rio Nexpa is not associated with 

extensiv* =angrove areas. Por the case of organic phosphorus,, 

the highest conocntrations in July were associated with the Rio 

Ilexpa. dizcbarge with the e=eption of a localized high value at 

station 5 in the cast of the lagoon. The latter value was also 

associated with a silicate mInIr: um, suggesting a patch of high 

production and e=reticno 

The three seasonal ex=plen presented above Mustrate 

the general features of the distribution of nutrients and 

chlorophyll a 
during the three major stages of the lagoon oycle. 

Some additional features are illustratea on fize 6*9 which presents 

the chlorophyll., distribution during the January, May ana Havember 

curveyso The January and November surveys show the basic 
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distribution reported for the July survey. In both cases an area 

of low chlorophyll, levels mwks the area of direct e=hant; e Of 

lagoon and sea watero The cffect of both rivers may to observed 
tip 

and also of/mixing or the Rio Ne2pa vater towards the north. 

The chlorophyll, levels for the Jan=7 survey were generally higher 

than those for November, despite the laner river flow in the latter 

cases This may reflect a lovering of the concentration of 

nitrogen nutrients In the river vhen its flow is increased coupled with 

the effect of the Increased river flow in increasing the export of 

=zpended particulate matter from the lagoon* 

DurIng the January survey a large area of RuZ]2ta maritima 

(sea arass) beds was observed* The approximate extent of these 

bean is sbom in fig* 6*9* In order to obtain vL rough iaea of the 

biomass of these bcdo, two I m2 quaaronts of the grass were out ana 

their weight meazured following vwhing rzd freeze-arying. The 

vmerage dry vmight was about 250 g/A Subsequcnt carbon and 

nitrogen enalyses of sul>-samples showa them to contain ca* 34% 

Carbon and Nlra Nitrogen (by veight)o This voad represent a 

reservoir of approximately 85 C&2 of Carbon ancl 84,5 g/m2 of 

Nitrogen in the PunDia beaso Following bar closure the beas began 

to Ireak up and large quantities of the decaying plants were 

observed both floating in the lagoon ani deposited along its northern 

shorelines The faators causing the death of the plant beds are not 

knom Gradual decay of the dearl plants may have provided an 

imnortant souroe of nutrients to the lagoon in subsequent months* v 
The chloropbyna distribution fcr the May swvey was very 

similar to that observed In the preceding month* The area of 

hlEhest chlorophyll, does not appear to be associated with any 

fiver dlzch=Se ancl the posalbility exists that this ch=acteriatio 
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distribution may be associated vith areas of differing nutrient 

regeneration which is the only other possible source of limiting 

nutrientso 

6*2e2 Primnry rroauctivitv, 

Studies of primary productivity were conducted In the 

Lag=a Chcutengo (staticn 3) ar4 the Lasma Uitla* 

Procluativit. v cmves for the Laguna Chautengo are shown 
in fig. 6., 10* The first experiment was conducted during the MAY 

survey when the lagoon was at its sballoviesto The I s"urfacel 

measurements were made at a depth of about 5 cm* Following a 

high morning productivity, the productivity steadily declined 

throughout the day until ftsks This observation probably results 

from a combination of t; 7o factors. The first is inhibition by the 

intence mid-day sunlight (observed In the other measurement of the 

present stucly) and the second is the greatly increasing turbidity 

of the vater during the afternoon, This was caused by sediment. 

material suopended, by wave action due to the afternoon sea breeze 

and vas illustrated by the decreasing Secchl diso readings shown 

in fig,, 6.10* This effect has previously been shovm as a major 

factor limiting productivity in some coastal lagoons (Nichols 3.966), 

The second study was conawted ten days after the June 

general survey and one or two days before bar openinge Early 

morning productivity was inhibited by heavy cloud cover, Some 

surface light inhibition may be seen around 34.00 hours, followed 

by a second productivity maxim= at about : L6*30 hours* The greater 

depth of water during this survey prevented afternoon sediment 

re-suspension. The effect of shading restricted the productivity 
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at Ie5 m to cnly I,;: of the surfaae value. The shading vas probably 

largely self-sbadLng by the large standing crop Observed dUring the 

June survey. 

The July istuay followed oPening or the bar nnd the 

subsequent reduction in the standing crop of phytoplankton, 

Surface and 0.7.5 = productivity curves are almost Identical# 

resulting from tho clearer water of the lagoon, The September 

study shows a higher productivity level than in the July study but 

with similar pro&mtivity values for the ourface and Im experiments* 

The surface curve exhibits the effects of strong light inhibition 

with limited recovery in the afternoon. The December curves are 

similar to those of September, with light inhibition in both the 

surface and I metre experiments. 

I'Tocluotivit. v curves for the Lagma Mitim mv illuAratea 

in fig, 6., ll* With the exception of the May curves, the diagrams 

clearly show the effect of surface light inhibition. A rapid 

decrease in the productivit7 with depth is evident from all of the 

studies* The I metre curve for September for exwople represents 

only 0*2! r,, of the productivity menswed in the surface experiments 

This rcauction is almost certainly aue to aelf-ýshadtng by the very 

large population of ph7toplankton which gave the entire lagoon a 

strong green appearance and reduced the Secchi depth to M-30 cms. 

Sub-suzfaco productivity curves did not# vith the exception of the 

September study, show the effects of light inhibition. The similar 

magnitude of productivity in the lk-ty, September and December 

experiments may be clearly seen despite the different form3 of the 

oumelle The November productivity is clearly lower than that for 

the other studiese 
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A comparison of the results of all the primary productivity 

studies is made in fig. 6*12* The bar diagram show the estimates 

of 
34C 

proauotivity and the gross produativity and respiration (from, 

the oxnen methoa) for the dates on vhIch the stuates were ccnauoteae 

For the Laguna Uitln, a similar patte= of results in 

observed from both the Oxygen and 
140 

proauctivity estimates* 

The oxygen measurements show the highest produativity in Jar, =7 

1976 and February 1977t slightly lower values for May and September 

and the lowest volue for the November study, The November sto3y 

followed the heavy October rains uhich caused a large increase in 

the volume of the lagoon and its subsequent stratifications The 

respiration estimate for the study was significantly higher than 

that of prochmttvit7. 'Respiration' is rather loosely u3ed here 

and refers both to the biochemical and chemical demand for oxygen 

in the sy3tem. This observation is very similar to that made by 

Odum at al (1963) fcr a lagoon area in Texas (U. S. A) vhere a heavily 

polluted ship canal discharges laree am=ts of detrital material 

with a large oxygen demando It to suggested that a similar process 

to imlvcd here, the discharge of detritus resulting from sudden 

reduotion in the standing crop of phytoplnnktono Pwther evidence 

to oVport this hypothesis will be presented later* 

The seasonal pattern of produotivitY for the Lcbmna 

Chautengo is quite differcnt from that of mLtla* The highest 

productivity vas observea In the June study following the start 

of the rainy season and the input of fresh nutrients into the 

lagoon., The effect of e=hanZe of sea vater in the lagoon may be 

seen by the low productivity in the July and December studies. 

The location of the productivity measurement station (station 3) 

was cho-nen so an to be avtq from the direct effect of river run-off 
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and from the area of i=ediate tidal Influences The relatively 

high prcduativity in the September stLOy probably refleotx the 

increased river run-off In that month, The productivity estimates 

for Hay (140 estimate) and April (02 estimate) are both about 

double the esti=tes for December. That is to say, the product- 

tvit. y for the period vhen the lagoon is isolated and with a 

negligible river input to roughly twice that for the period when 

the lagoon is oor=micated with the sea and receives a small river 

input* This illustrates the efTeot of bar closure In retaining 

dissolvca W pnrticulate material within the lagoon and the effect 

of regeneration within the closed lagoon system, maintaining a 

relatively high primary prodwtivity despite the lack or external. 

nutrient sources. 

The pri=rv prodwtivity: ror the Lagma Mitla was much 

higher than that a the Laguna Chautengo,, possibly reflecting the 

isolation of the former lagoon from the seae No data Is available 

reGardins the primary pr)duotivity In the p4jacent, sea water# 

Values for the open ocean (rnatan ocean) at the same latitude range 

from 0.06 to 043 go/m2/day with a mean value of Oe-16 g C/M2/day, 

(Ryther at !a 1966)o Y-ývcluctlvlt7 In the Laguna ChautenCo (station 

3) waz only clightly higher than this f IT= In July and December 

though it must be noted that the use of area-based productivity 

measurements to ria1ce such comparisons Is mislevilings the product- 

ivity in Chauteneo, in concentrated in a water column of 0#5 1*5 

Octres and that of the sea Is often dispersea over more then 100 

Metreso Proauctivity estimates for Chanteneo by the oMen method 

are of' similar magnituae to those In the Te=s lagoons (Copelana 

ana Ilixon 3.974), ' Estimates for Mitla. are so=vwhat higher than 

so ga.. 



those presentea in the Ter= atuates. 

A rough comparison of total chlorophyll, (representing 

the standing crop of phytoplankton) for the water column and Ibe 

14C primary productivity has been made in table 6., 3. The ratio 

of the two parameters given an approximate idea of the relation- 

ship betrxcn the productivity and the standing crop that it is 

maintaining (ans=ing that the standing crop in the water collum 

is being supported b7 production In the saw water coluzn)o 

Table 0.3 - ComnarlsOn of -prorhictivity Pnd -cbjqrqpb! 
ftj 

estimites for stntionn in the 

. Mcl T, =a Chautenqo. 

iMmýI CIUýUT, '2, 'GO 
Month Produat- Chloro. Itatio Produot- Chloro- Ratt0 

of Ivity phyl, Ivity phyl, 
r. t VZY, cc/J/, a a7 e/M2 g O/M2/day 2 

g( m 

May, 2- 7 0., 68 3-9 o. 6 Ot. 012 1>7»5 

June 1*4 0.031 45*2 

July 0-32 0.003 107- 

Sept* 2*13 o, 65 4*3 0,98 0-0075 15L 

000TOV. 1.1 0*20 5-5 40 - 

Dec 2.6 0* 51 5*0 0-33 0,0015 220* 

Lower valuen in the ratio indicate lower prvIuctivity/unit of 

standing crop providing that the specics composItten does not 

changeo For the case of Mitla. vjhere, according to Licen et KI 

(1976) there is a continual blcx= of Cywophyýa -I throughout the 
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vould seem rather surprising since maximum Oxygen values are 

normally attained towards sunset* The lack of high Oxygen 

production during the afternoon period however,, probably reflects 

the efTect of sedi=nt suapension and surface light inhibition of 

produ, ctLvLt7 that was demonstrated for the May productivity study, 

The results of phosphorus analyzes sbow a small, but 

rather inconclusive variation* A steacly, though very small 

decrease in the reactive phosphate concentration was observed 

throughout the days possibly Indicating increased uptake of ortho- 

phosphate by photosynthetic organisms during production* 

A comp&rison of the sbapes of the ammonia and silicate 

curves shows a similar pattern of variations after 0800 hours, 

almost certainly resulting from water movements, The am nia 

curve before damn however, exhibits a large maximum. which may 

result from the regeneration of ammonia during the night coupled 

with the limited am nia uptake during the might period* 

Whilst the data In fig. 6.13 are not conclusive they do 

suggest that diurnal variations in nutrient concentrations may be 

an important factor in the chemistry of a lagoon. 

, emperature, the oyygen concentration and the ammonia concentration 

are plotted with respect to depth and time* Additional diagrams 

show depth profiles of pigments, phosphorus salinity and in one 

caseo P116 General features of each of the diagrams will be 

presented ond finally the system will be discussed as a whole* 

Fig. 6.3.4 shows the diurnal variations for a studY in 

May 1976, The lagoon depth was 4.5 metres and the study was 

concluctea towaras the end of the dry eseascn. The temperature 
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sho= the type of variation discussed in Chapter 5,, with the 

minimm temperatures around dawn. The ox7gen diagram shows the 

effect of high daytime production near the surface and a high 

mqgen dc=nd during the night* The bott= water, during the 

latter part of the night ana early morning bcc=e completely 

aMxic dim to the high oxygen demand coupled with the limited 

oxygen supply to it &=ing the day. 

The a=onia concentration in the lagoon was generally 

below 2 ). z at 111-1* Txwing the night however, high a=onta 

proauction was observed in the bottom water, coinciding vith the 

anoxio region* 

The conctintration of suspended pig=ntswas found to be 

practically unLforz throughout the water column. Similarly other 

parameters (Salinity,, pill and phosphate) were found to be 

practically homogeneoualy distributea. A small phosphate 

maxim= was observccl In the bottom water &wing the anoxic perloa. 

A 24 hour study of oxygen and temperature variations 

in Septem'ber was presented in fig-6 5-9* This showed very similar 

features to the May survey but with a longer period of anoxio 

conditions, affecting the bottom 1-11 metres for 18 hours from 

19.30 hours until 13-30 hours the folloving day* 

The November istuay (f ig. 6--15) : rol'lowed the large rtm- 

off into the lae-con during October and the water i! epth during this 

studY was 7 metres- The temperature diagram shows the usual 

pattern of surface heating throughout the day and cooling at nighte 

Below 3ý metres however, the vatcr column may be seen to be 

stratified throuZhout the 24 hour periodo 

The o=en diagram shows the dayt1w pmcluction of 
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oxygen and very low oxygen values, even in the surface waters, 

during the night, The water below 4m van completely anoxic during 

the entire study and water samples smelled strongly of hydrogen 

sulphidee The very low omen values during the clay and night 

suggest a very high oxygen demand in the water column. The 

differentiated oxygen curve dramn for the calculation of product- 

ivity by the oxyZen method (fig. 6.18) exhibited a sloping 

respiration line,, suggesting that the respiration during the first 

part of the night was higher than that during the period Just 

before dazm* It is possible that the respiration just before 

darn was limited by the rate of oxygen diffusion into the water 

colu=. 

Both =monia and clissolved phosphorus levels were very 

high below 3-31 metres. The maximum level of am nia. recorded 

was 320 ug atN 1 -1 and of phosphate (the predominant form of 

dissolved phosphorus In the anoxia region), 5-8 ug at 11 1--ý10 

The pigment profiles exhibit a reasonably uniform 

distribution clown to three metres where there Is a rapid drop in 

the chlorophyll concentration to aft 10 mglm3 after which it remains 

uniform throughout the anoxia layer. The chlorophyll/carotenoid 

ratio also drops very rapidly betvmen the 3 to 4 metre depths, 

illustrating the decay of cells falling into the anoxic water. 

The Integratcd chlorophylla, level for the water column (204 mr. /m2) 

Is considerably 'lower than that for the September survey (646 ma/m2) 

indicating a large reduction in the standing crop* 

In view of the anoxic conditions below 3-4 metres, it 

is difficult to determine whether the salinity values illustrated 

in fig. 6.15 are an accurate reflection of salt water stratification 

or are an artifact of the chemical conaitions of the anoxia zone. 
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The data from the December study (f Ig. 6*16) is In many 

respects similar to that of the previous month, However it can 

be seen that the temperature stratification was not as pronounced 

as In the previous survey and the division between oMenated and 

==to conaltions was not as clearly defineao 

Various factors contribute to this observationo The 

I 

depth nt vlAch anoxia conditions was observed shoved a diurnal 

variation with the maxim= depth of wqgcnated water founa during 

the afternoon (as In the surveys of May, and September though not 

reaching to the bottom of the lagoon). The change from very low 

to vcry high &--nonia and dissolved phosphorus uns not as clearly 
I 

marked (in the nrea maVIced 100, ý, 111114'tý j, ' concentrations of 

between 21 end 81 yr, at IT 1-1 of O=wnia were found). Finally, 

the pigment prof Ile dicl not undergo such a sufflen change on 

entering in anoxio conditions, only the bottom 21 metres of vihioh 

appeared to contain hydrogren milphidea 

l7lie bottom vater adjacent to the sediment, /water interface 

during the December study exhibited higher nutrient concentrations 

than in the previous =nth with a maximum w=nia concentration of 

MO )15 at 11 1 -1 and a maximum phosphate concentration of ebout 

12 )ig at P 171* 

O=cn ccncentrations in the upper water colunn bad risen 

to higher lerels than In the previaw month and very Ica night.. 

time values vere not found in this study., The total chlorophyll LI 
level had v1so risen to 52D mZ/m 

2 
showing partial recuperation of 

the st=dtnc crop, 

By the time the final study was ury-lertalcen in early 

February 1977, the vater column bad completely returned to the 

state obser7ed in MaY ona September. Fig. 6.17 illustrates the 
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data obtainod for the Fe, ". Tmry atudy. -A long peried of nnoxic 

bottom vat= conditlons =, a cbserved as In the Septeiber ntuay, 

Ito U-me conacntmtton af,. " hyft-oZen culphide was obacrved and the 

awx1a COWAIttorm r. --. e cccomp. -adea bv n:. -=nta production,, witb a 

cowentrntLon Cm. Jlcnt inCicating hiEber tamonia levels towmnds 

the sedimcnVivat= interfwe. Poth ptC=nta tma tonlinityl 

(concluctlvit7) exhibited a vez7 uniform distribution with depth$ 

a3 in the ', ", ay v=ey. 

The cotuce of the w=nta pro&mO in ewh of the surveys 

ap, mara to be fram its rerencratton ns rart of the process of 

bmWom or cellular materlia an4 metobolic proauats* The 

Lnercome in ==nla tk. --x the scalment/vuter interrwe in approached, 

may indicate mrencration from materinl collceting on it. The 

n=nLa reCe. n. cration promns mmt be bnoterially mediateds Part 

of the procerm of ctll L-reacdorn may be corried out by benthic 

organts-4a,, notably ostracodes ol' vAitch thcre in a large 

pormlation (11"Unez, et al 1976), p It seenn unlikely thnt the 

ontri-voa romdatton could curvive the lonr period of stratification 

throuý, -h Ctlobrr irwl r. cc=. 'bcr, especially In the prcrence of 

hydmr!, en oulphWes , 
'r.. vcn In order to =vlvc the short diurnal 

pcriols of moxio conclitions elurInF,, the rest of the ye. -w they mu3t 

be alle to tolerate very lov oxyr. cn levc1r... 

Tn ordcr to irmcs*ir t. ý, ate the rccý, cllnrn p, --cce-. -, = in rreatcr 

depth It rrz necess&ry to establi-sh the relationchip between 

111troeem, Carbon, rhosphorus end Chlrvopbyll, In the stwAing crop* 

Pesults of (plo, 3uplicate rnaysen or n surfr. ce n=4e indicate the 

fo, Tloving, relatirmnlilp s- 
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iTs chl, a '31s 
1 

(which are very dtfTercnt from those encountered in the'cpen sea 

but probably relate to the special encountered in thýs lagoon). 

These ratios may be usca to investigate the carbon and 

phosphorus equivalents of the &=onia and phosphatc produced in 

tbe nnoxio . raters* For the MW end Pebrunry surveys,, the net 

a=lonium stock =z ca 0*5 j: ITIm2 and ca 0.45 g 1112 respectively* 

This illustrates the rnpid production of a=onla In the bottom 11 

metres o: r the lngoon auring the night. Uning the above ratios 

the carbon nnd chlorophyll equivalents were ctaoulatedo Table 

6*4 compares the a=onla production with the aj-, xmt of suspended 

organic =terinl (represented by, carbon and clilorophylld that 

". uld have bccn broken Oomn to releaze It* ThIs assumes that the 

lagoon was in overal. 1 equilibrium and that there were no external 

souroca o: r detritua nor dissolved nutrients at the time of the 

Studicso Since the atudies vere conducted during the dry season, 

this assumption Is reasonableo 
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Table 6 4- The sirnif ic--, nce of t3itrrnnI wnnnin MroAnction 

in n IVMter -colum, clurinfr 122 stuflieq -in -the 
7, =n MitIN 

May stildy Pebs study 

. Ammonia prodwtion 0- 59 ITIM2 0o459 li/Z2 

EmAvs. 1--nts. bn-ircl 
-on 

the muspended or... -mic rmterin r 

, /= 2 Carbon 3- 4[r/m2 3*29 

Chlorophyll, o. ol 6 Lr/M2 0-015z/zi 2 

Pciatureq of the wifter colum, 

Total Chlorophyll 
a 

Trot productivity 

Gross procluctivity m 

o. 676 a 09728g/M 2 

2.65gc/=ý/da. v 

gc/mý 20.43 Yday 25*59CMVday 

jC The convcrsLon factor 13802 = 106C has bccn used (Richards 1965) 

Prom the table it may be sccn that the carbon cquivalent 

of tho a n1a produced is of about the sa= vzgnLtude an the 

daily not productivitye This exemplifies the overall equilibrium 

of the systcn and suggests that the dissolvcd nutrients from the 

material decomposed arc returned to the water column, where they 

bcco= available for subsequent uptake and hence maintain the 

large standing crop* Though this process cxplains the overall 

eutrophication of the vater, the magnitudc of n nia production 

Is insufficient to account for the large gross productivity which 

must be maintainedty a rapid regeneration and uptake of nutrients 

within the watcr column, By comparing the Ichlorophylla, 
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equivalent' ana the total chlorophyll, (table 6,4-. ) the overall 

daily change in the standing crop may be seen to be only about 

2ek'oe Since the zooplankton population in the water column in 

very small (Martinez ý-. % 3.976) it seems reasonable to suppose 

that grazing is very limited and that dead organisms fall 

through the water column to collect on the sediment/water 

interface* The high ammonia Production during the night may only 

reflect a process of regeneration which continues throughout the 

day* Since no concentration gradient of ammonia vus observed 

during the day it seems likely that any inorganic nitrogen regen- 

erated would be immediately taken up despite the probable absence 

of photosynthesis below a depth of two metrese This rather 

curious observation, coupled with the limited mobility of the 

small (1 x2 jam) Cyanophyýa ý and the apparent viability of the 

cells below the photio zone (from the uniform prof ile of the 

chlorophyn. /carotenoid ratio), suggests that there may be an 

active mizing process in the vater colums during at least part of 

the day* Such a mixing process vould reintrodwe cells into the 

photic zone ond transport regenerated nutrients from the lower 

water layer* 

The complete stratification of the water columns which 

occ=ed between the September wd November studies, resulted in a 

large decrease in the total stancling crop., The dissolved nutrient 

increase in the water column would appear to result directly from 

regeneration of the nutrients previously bound in the proportion of 

the stanaing crop lost on stratification, The change may be shom 

as follows I. 



Standing crop losVm2 

Total chlorophyll, September study o. 65 s 

Total chlorophyll. November study 0. " 21 g 

Difference 0., 44 g 

Nitrogen equivalent of difference 13-7 g 

Phosphorus equivalent of difference 04,50g 

Dissolved. in=anto nutrients recovereem2 

Ammonia (g-N) 15*2 g 

Phosphorus (gor) a 0* 58 9 

The similarity of these figures suggests that the standing crop 

lost from the previous sm-vey baoterially decomposea, unaer the 

anoxia conditions, f lna3-ly releasing the equivalent concentration 

of inorganic nutrients. 

Tho above presentation also illustrates the importance 

of mixing cnd diffusion in the water column* With the increase 

in depth of the water column and Jt3 istratification mixing 

proaesses were impeded and oMen was required to diffuse over 

a greater distance,. The high oxygen demand of the bottom vater 

(and sediments) and the redwed supply of oiygen resulted In 

anoxia conditions forming. The limited mixing from the anoxia 

layer had the effect of reducing the nutrient supply from nutrients 

regenerated an the sediment/water interface, This in turn limited 

the productivity of the system and a large q=tity of the standing 

crop beenme non-viable ond sank into the ano3dc layer* This 

process continued until eqtlilibrium was achieved. A change in 

the pattern of stratification resulted in partial mixing or the 
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vater column in the Doo=bcr stuay and a higher stw-Ang crop was 

obnervade J3. v the tim of the retruary Maveys the pattern 

obscrved in the vater colum returnea to the form of the may and 

September stuaies with a similarly bigh standir43 crop supported* 

6*3 smitmot 9bm'f"= 

The clwalf teatim of wirface seatments in thp Ugma 

ch=tcrCo (Loa-fora et -011975) 
tis presented in fig-, 6*19# 

-. ---thm vith the dintributiona of vater content m43 of the Tlý 

pereentnp carbonate* 
""be distriýutton ef mwfuce sedimcnts In the . lagoon 

SbOv3 that the finest sediments are fwnd in the central (deeper) 

part or the too banins formina the lacoono The co=se CrAtnOd 

scaiments are found in the part of the lagoon arljwcnt to the 

uwA barrier with a tonSw cr thin mandy sediment extending 

imucea from the bcw Inlete A region of fine acdiments is located 

off the delta ortbe 11to Copola& The dischane of the Iftio ITexpa. 

in =11ced by an area of uwAy sediment3o This probably remats 

frm the faot that it has a biebcr flow rate (during the reAny 

sawan) than the Ilio, Copela uhlob dinabMes through a n=ber of 

swIler ohannelso 

The diatribution of percentage carbonate show a large 

percentaCe of carbonate in the aeatments of the ca3tern ba3in of 

the IvZoon. This results Pr= 'the extensive cmeel beas 

atria, --itn) found in this part of the Iceoono It to 

poonible that these beft have an important fl=tton in the chemistry 

of the : LrZ= aince mu3sels have been sho-m to be carable of 

filtering verv large quantities of pbytoplankton, e=rctiM rwh 

of the filtered material an organic detritm (EuenzIer 1961)o 

m no w 
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The distribution of insoluble organic carbon end nitrogen 

and total phosphorus is shown in fie, * 6.20., An three parameters 

show a similar distribution with biqhest concentrations tOTVIa3 the 

north and east of the lagoon* An area of particularly high nutrient 

concentrations may be observed from the discharge point of the Rio 

Copalao This may restat from the long term deposition of 

detritus, carried by the river from the adjacent mangrove arease 

Almost no plume ww ascoolatea with the faster-flowingRio Nexpao 

Within the lagoon higher sediment nutrient values appear to be 

associated with areas of finer sediments wa in the deeper areas 

of the lagoon vbere there is very little resuspension of sediments 

by wave action, 

The input of detrital material to the lagoon, may have 

important consequences for its productivity, The gradual 

regeneration of nutrients from the detritus may provide an 

important source of nutrients to the lagoon, This regeneration, 

thougb continuing throuehout the year should be particularly 

important during the dry season vhen there are limited external 

sources of nutrients to the lagoon. The greAunI increase in the 

standing crop of phytoplankton observed during the period of 

isolation may result from this effect* 

In order to examine variations in the nitrogen anacarbon 

reservoirs in sediment cores and the phosphate end ammonia 

reservoir in interstitial waters,, three I metro cores were obtained 

from the bottom sediments of Laguna Mitla. 

Core I was obtained in 3 metres of vater at station I 

of Ultla., in the middle of the largest section of the lagoon. 

The first 35 cm or the core consisted of a brovm, poorly consolidated 

4w in 40 
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sediment with a water content of about 9CF, ' , (see fig. 6* 21). 

Following a transition region of about 5 cm, 10 cms of af iner 

grey coloured material was encountered containing a few small 

shell fr*Ments* The final section of the core consisted of a 

much coarser mud containing a large proportion of broken and 

complete mussel shellse 

Core 2 was obtained in about 3ý Metres of water at the 

entrance to the deeper "Camalote" basin (see fig* 3-3)* The 

first -50 ems of the core consisted of the brown sediment aescribed 

g earlier and the remaining part was a grey colour with a very few 

shell fragments present* The final core (core 3) was obtained in 

51 metres of water In the "Camalote" basin and consisted entirely 

of the brown sediment of average vater content 8%,, 

Figure 6#21 Mustrates the chemical changes encountered 
in the cores. The different sediment types are reflected by the 

sharp changes in water content from the brovn unconsolidated 

sedimnts to the grey and f inally carbonate-rich sediments, The 

general level of carbon and nitrogen in the first 20 cms of each 

of the cores was similar (in core 2 it vas a little higher than 

the other), reflecting the sedimentary corulitions of the present 

timee The percentage carbon In the surface sediments was about 

75 1' (dry veight) showing the high detrital content of the material 

sedimenting at present, Dissolved nutrient concentrations in the 

interstitial waters were very high, the concentration increasing 

from core I through core 2 to core 3* This shows the continuing 

regeneration from the detritus rich sediments* 

Changes In the concentration of carbon and nitrogen 

within the cores illustrate the ecological changes within the 

m 3,12 ý 



Figure 21 
LAGVNA HITLA 

RESULTS OF CORS ANALYSES 
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lagoon. The high carbonate at the bottom of core I resulted frca 

the growth of filter-feeaLng organisms and indicates a time vhen 

the vater was vell oxnenated and had a higher diversity of 

planktonic organisms* An increase in the carbon and nitrogen 

in the middle of core 3 my be the result of a time of even more 

intense eutrophication than at presents Since nitrogen its 

Usually mobilisea faster than carbon in aerobia conditions,, 

variations In the carborV/nitrogen ratio may reflect major chanzes 

in the eutrophication of the lagooru Valms of this ratio am 

shown on table 6*4 for the cores under investlEationo 

Core I Core 2 core 
Depth G1, 

0ý 10 
4W 8,0 9.0 

10- 20 8*7 9*2 

20- 30 819 909 9.4 

30 - 40 804 9*2 80 

40 - 50 10*7 9*3 9e7 

50.. 60 n., 4. 9*5 8.9 

60 - 70 1892 9*9 8,1 

70 - 80 15*7 10*9 m 

80.. go am as 905 

The increase in this ratio towards the bottom of core I 

ougEpsts that nitrogen vmn lost from the sealments after 

depositiono Even in the vell oxnenated conr3itions of the Law= 

ChautenZo this ratio rarely exoeeded 10 for the surface seclimentso 

13.3 



This Implies that the 
C1, 

ratio of newly deposited detrLtus in 

generally belcw 10 in both lagoons. The ratios of above 15 at 

the bottom of core I thus sbaw that the conditions cif deposition 

w)d subsequent regeneration of Nitrogen permitted a net loss from 

the sediments at an earlier stage In the development of the lagoons 

This process in comparable with the situation presently observed in 

Choutengo vbere removal of nutrients occurs during the period of 

commmioati6n cf the lagoon vith the sea., It to postulated that 

conditions within the LrZuna Mitla were comparable with those 

presently fourA in Chauteneo during the sedimentation vhtoh 

produoed the lover part of Core lo 
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7. Conojutona 

The foregoing discussion inuntrates how the tropical 

seasons influence the hydrography ma consequcntly the chemistry 

of the lagoons studicdo The norphology of the lagoons and the 

wzount, of run-off thich they receive determines whcther or not 

they connunicate, with the sea during the rainy scason (June 

ITovcmbcr). 

In the case of the two lagoons which open to the sea 

during this period, there develops a pattern of mixing Ond 

circulation which remats in munh of the dissolved encl particulate 

material within the lagoon being carried out into the sea* At 

the sa= time,, there appears to be a certain ammmt of detritus, 

originating from continental sources,, mangrove areas, bentbic 

plants and filter feeling animals, vbIch is deposited on the 

laCoon floor. Following bar closure,, nutrient recycling by the 

organisms within the lagoon,, coupled with the graftal regeneration 

of nutrients from the deposited detritum maintain3 a higher 

stmOLng crop than that encountered immcdiately before bar closure. 

This nutrient recycling was found to be particularlv 

Important in the case of the isolated Laguna Hitla. The absence 

of com: minication with the sea had restated In a Z=dual acou=xlation 

of mtrients in the lagoon, leading to the high standing crop of 

pbytoplankton observcdo This stnnding crop appears to be almost 

entirely maintained by nutrient regeneratione The large oxygen 

demand of the planktonic biomass, and of the bacterial flora of 

the associated detritus, lead to a vater colu= in which the water 

layer aajacent to the sediments may become diurnally anoxic or, 

following seasonhl stratification of the lagoon, completely anoxLc. 
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DuriM periods of diurnal anoxia,, ammonia was produced 

in the anaerobic section of the water column. The net quantity 

of ammonia. produced was of similar nagnitucle to the nitrogen 

equivalent of the net productivity. This augeests that the 

nutrients, bound within the detrital material falling from the 

water column, "re recycled daily in order to maintain the steady 

standing crops The occu: rrence of complete stratification 

Inhibited the procens of nutrient transport from the zone of 

regenerations The consequent reduced nutrient supply mVpcrted 

a smaller, steady-state, standing crope 

If the LaZuna, 11itla is at a steady state, the annual 

oupply of nutricnts to the lagoon should be accompanied b7 an 

equivalent annual loss to the sedimentso This in supported b7 

the high content of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus found in the 

sedimentse 

The effect of temporar7 isolation on the Laguna. 

Apozahualco,, which is shallower than the other two exazples wul 

does not rcceive a river dischargel is to produce very high 

salinities. The nutrients contained within the lagoon appear to 

become concentrated as the water volume is reduced by evaporation 

but the chlorophyll, (representing the suspended standing crop of 

phytoplanlcton) does not necessary mirror this concentration change, 

This results from the ecological changes caused by the stress of 

the bypersaline, system, which cater the proportions of phyto- 

plankton, invert0brates and blue-green algal mats in the system., 

It vns observed that entrophication, in the coastal 

lagoons studied was limited by their degree of communication with 

the sea. In the Laguna Chautengo, the natural seasonal clo3ure 
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of the bar# coupled with fast nutrient regeneration, maintained 

a high productivity despite the limited input of nutrient material 

to the lagoon* It in proposed that, bed the bar remained opcn, the 

p ihmtivity of the system- would have decreased, due to the roc 

flushing of suzpended particulate material from the lagoon* For 

Chautengo, the onset of the type of cutrophtcation found in U-it3. a,, 

was observed in June following a large Input of nutrient to the 

lagoon, The losa of suspended material to the sea following 

the opening oC the bar in July. effectively prevented the 

eutrophication. from further developing,. An understanding of the 

processes involvcd in such eutrophication to essential before 

decisions concerning lagoon management (the control of the inputs 

and outflows of a lagoon in order to optimize its produotion) may 

be made* 
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Table Cl - Chovit-go Slxr-T 16th JaruvrY 1976 

Btation Tim 

ys 

Depth 

a 

ical Prcr 

Seechi 

Depth 

a 

ertles 

Salinity 

a 

Alkalinitr 

PH Total 

Alk. 

rhomnhants 

Reactive Total 

Pg at P. 1" 

Pigm 

CHLA 

4V, 3 

ents 

Carat 

dJ 

silleatm 

Pg at skj-, 

1 12.25 0.4 - M05 7.4 1.2 0.80 1-57 13-1 &0 77-0 
2 13-50 Q-8 0.6 28. )&S 7.9 1.5 1.92 3.19 11-3 6.5 55.0 
3 21"00 0.8 0.45 ZL. 29 7.6 2.5 1.19 2.59 8.8 4.6 123-0 

4 3,620 0-7 0.4 22.09 7-7 L9 1-48 2.77 6-1 3-5 86. o 

5 33-37 0-7 0.5 19.81 7.8 1-5 0.91 1.46 n. 7 6.6 . 23.0 

6 23-25 0-3 la. 91 a-3 L5 1.92 2.51 1.6 0.9 71-0 
7 23.05 0o4 0-3 22.49 8.1 1.2 0-55 1-47 22.7 15.2 151.0 

a =46 0-4, 0-3 2647 ELI 1*7 0.62 1.50 10-8 8-5 43-0 

9 15- 00 0-7 0-3 20-34. 7-5 1-7 3-13 4-18 6-8 54 W. 0 

3.0 24.4-6 1.0 0.9 23.07 7-7 1.9 1-37 2.38 6.9 3-7 117.0 

31 15.12 0.6 0.2 1& 21 7-9 1.9 2.83 3-74 10.9 6.9 U&O 

12 25.25 0-3 0.2 24.99 7.9 1.5 2.49 3-31 19.9 12.0 68. o 

13 16-50 0.4 0.2 3-57 7-4 0-7 L53 2-59 4.6 2.4 173-0 

34 17. C4 0.6 - 23.58 7-7 1.95 3.45 5-7 3-1 159.6 

25 17.12 L0 0.6 22.26 7-7 1.9 1.65 3-35 4.4 !. 6 106.0 

26 U. 29 0.3 - 24-03 7.9 2.0 1-50 3.12 2.4 LU - n&O 

17 17.22 0.6 24.49 7-8 1.9 1.77 2.66 4.0 2.4 127.0 

28 16.58 0.4 . 0.4 23.08 7.8 1.9 1.87 3.60 V"o 8.7 147.0 

29 16-37 0.5 0-3 0.15 7.7 0.7 1.51 3-49 2.41 L5 189.0 



Tabl* C2 - Chantencto 9in-vey 2nA Mamh 197 

rb"ieftl rr(", erttes Oxygen ph", Rrhnniq pirwnts 

Station Time Depth Secchi Temp. Salinity Reactive Total CHL 
a 

Carat 

Depth 
oc a, 

. P. P. M. P9 at P. 1 -1 mL7/23 dm3 

1 13-30 0.9 0.5 2a. 7 13-74 7.1 1.10 1.52 - 

2 11.20 1.0 1.0 77.2 19-57 5.8 3-73 4-35 - 

3 11-40 0.8 0-7 27-5 21.96 5.3 4-39 4.47 9.9 7.8 

4 12.15 0.75 0.5 27-9 19-85 5.0 4.08 4.31 - - 

5 12.25 1.0 0-73 28.1 18.65 5.7 3.31 - L4 E63 

6 12.55 0.5 bottom 28.4 12.18 9.6 3-00 3-27 - - 

7 13-00 0.5 0.1 29.9 3.53 6.5 2.64. 3-39 19-5 16.9 

a 13-20 0.6 0.45 29.5 10-13 6a 0.73 Lis - - 
9 14.00 0.9 0.2 28.8 20.63 7.2 2.11 2.45 -- - 

10 24-50 0.8 0.1 29.0 25.89 5-5 2.09 2.25 8.3 6-3 

11 2" 20 0-7 0.1 28.4 25-44 5.7 2.80 - - - 

12 U. - 30 0.4. 0.1 29.4 264-2 7.0 1.45 - - - 

13 15-57 0.2 0.1 31.6 24-74 6.4 1.71 2.14 - - 

14 16.08 0.9 0.3 29.3 24.04- 6.4 1.48 1.84 8.5 7-9 

25 16.13 , 0.8 0.3 28.5 23.67 7.1 1.66 1-93 - - 

11-55 0.75 0.5 27.6 22.99 5.1 5-00 5.20 2-7 2.7 

17 

18 16. o5 1.00 29.5 24.44 7.8 1.83 2.10 

19 15.45 0.25 32.0 24.08 9.1 1.20 1.55 7.8 7.8 
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Table C3 - Chautenizo Sn"er Itth April 1974 

Phy sical Pmrerties Oxygen Phm-mhorus ploments 8 il tefAe 

3tation Time Depth socchi T emp. Salinity Reactive Tot&l CHLa Carot 

Depth 

a a 
cc 0 P. P. M. 

?a at P. 1-1 W/. 3 gl. 3 F&. t S117, 

1 17-01 0.5 0.2 31.2 16a6 6.0 o. 96 1.86 18-7 15.9 95-0 

2 17.23 1.4 0.2 31-2 20.16 6.0 1-51 3-72 20-3 20.9 76-0 

3 17.44 1.2 - 31.2 23-03 - 1-41 2.7k 17-8 13-7 52.0 

4 15-15 0-7 0-3 31.2 24.02 7-0 1.00 1.82 i-4 - - 

5 15-35 1-3 0.2 31-5 21.88 7-6 1-46 2.46 27-7 20.2 90.0 

6 16.04 0*75 0.4 32.2 22.47 8.1 1.26 2-33 3.1.4 9.3 39-0 

7 16.25 0-5 0.1 32.2 13673 6.4 1. % 2.58 12.4 13.4 34-0 

8 16.47 0-7 0.1 32.2 34.64 6.5 0.67 L67 19-4 18.2 77.0 

9 07-40 0-7 0-4 26.2 26.06 4.6 3-00 " 23 18-7 11-5 92.0 

10 07.20 o. 6 0-3 26.8 26. % 4.1 1.93. - 3.00 23-3 16.0 65. o 

n 07-05 0.4 0-3 26.0 25-84 4-6 2.04. 3-19 8.0 7-5 57-0 
12 06.4.0 o. 6 0.2 25.2 q5.96 4.6 2.24 3-57 10-8 10-4 41.0 
13 09.55 0.2 0.2 28.0 25-U 4.5 1-53 2.40 3-9 3-3 62.0 
24 10.20 0.6 0.4 - 24-70 - 1.98 3-46 3.2 - 67-0 
15 10-35 0-7 o. 6 29.0 24.62 5-8 1.82 3.02 9-7 8.6 68. o 
16 - - 

17 10-55 1-7 bottom 28.2 25.21 4.8 1.70 2-72 50-3 

18 10.10 0.4 0.3 28.9 25.26 6-3 L61 2.73 7-6 4-8 - 
19 09-35 '0-3 0-3 Z7.5 25.49 5.8 1.63 2-73.13.4 9.0 40.0 

a 



Table C-4 - Chvitengo Siirvey 10th Mry 1976 

Station Tim 

Physical Pr 

Depth Secobt 

Depth 

a 

operties 

-Temp. Salinity 

Oc 

Alkalinity 

pH. A. 1k. 
-_ 

Pho%rhoru. q 

Re&cttve Total 

pg at P. 171 

Ptgwnts 

CHL& Carot 

mg d-3 g i-3 

Tnorganto Nttroqen 

R N037 11027 

pig at N. 1 .1 

Silicrte 

pat S11-1 

1 17-55 0.60 0.25 31.6 20.0 1.25 3-6i 23.2 18-71 4-4 C 0.1 0.6 98.0 

2 12.40 0.9c) 0-50 30-4 25-2 7.5 1.8 1. % 2-77 19.1 12.4 1.1 0.1 0.02 119.0 

3 13-00 0.80 0-30 30.6 25-4 7.4 1.8 1.90 2.58. 24.5 15-3 0.6' 0.1 0.02 , 92.0 

4 16-20 0-80 0-30 31-7 26.6 7.4 1.8 1-4.9 2.11 13.6 9.8 0.6 '0.1 0.02 102.0 

5 16-33 1.00 0-30 31-4 24-3 -- Lll 1-87 20-3 3)"0 0.6 0.1 0.02 121.0 

6 16.45 0.40 -0-40 32.0 26.0 -- 1-00 1-70 9-9 4-3 2.4. 0.1 0.02 22.0 

7 17*07 0.50 0-15- 32-4 19-5 -- 0.63 1.36 16-3 '15-9 1.0 0.1 0.02 ne. o 

8 3.7.40 0-)-0 0-10 32.2 18.1 -- 0.63 1.65 22.6 19-5 3-0 0-1 0.25 86. o 

9 13.3J+ 0.60 0-30 30.5 28-3 -- 0-75 1.52 15.1 8.4 0.1 0.1 0.02 99.0 

10 1" 05 0-70 0.20 30-6 28.0 -- 2-35 3.11 16-7 IL3 1.6 0.1 0.02 98.0 

n 13-27 0.50 0-10 30.8 27.5 -m 3.03 3-71 12.1 10.2 3-3 0-1 0-04 91-0 

12 13-40 0.25 0-10 31.4 27-3 -- 2-77 3-50 25.9 22.8 2.0 0.1 0.04 118.0 

13 14-47 0.20 0-15 32-7 27.1 -- 1.98 2.64. - m 0-3 0.1 , 0.02 121.0 

14 1% 09 0-50 0.20 30.9 26.7 -- 2.1,5 3.20 9-5 8.4 0.2 0.1 0.02 99.0 

15 15-19 0.80 0.25 31.1 27.0 -- 2-51 3.09 8.0 9.0, 0.4 0.1 0.02 118.0 

16 16-00 0-40 0-40 31.9 26-5 -- 2.97 2.62 n. 6 10.8 L6 0.1 0.02 99.0 

17 15-30 0-0 O. ko 31.0 26.7 1.89 2.38 N9 li-. 5 0.2 - 0.1 0.02 89.0 

18 15.01 0.30 0-15 31-5 26.8 --1.80 2.33 15.6 15.0 0.3 0.1 0.02 111.0 



Tabi* CS - Chptutenv- Sur"T 16th Jime 1976 

Station Time 

rhy 

Depth 

a 

sical Fr 

Seacht 

Depth 

a 

cperýtes 
_ 

Teup. Salinity 

cc 0410 

_ 
Malinity 

pH Total 

A. 1 k. 

Oxygen 

. P-P-M 

phosýhmlfi 

ReactkXe Total 

rg at P i-' 

pipmýnts 

CHL 
a! 

Carat 

neiý se. 
3 

Tnaroyanto Nttrcýrn 

WV N03' N027 

rg at N. 1-1 

Silica 

Ps at sti-I 

1 16.25 1.6 0.80 34-0 11.4 6.1 0.9 8.0 0-80 2-40 12.6 12.8 0.2 0-05 0.02 80.0 

2 10-46 L7 0-60 32.4 12.6 7-7 0.9 10.4 2-07 4-87 55-0 32.3 1-7 0-05 0.02 87.0 

3 IL12 2.6 0.65 31-8 22.1 8.1 L2 M6 1.97 4-50 70-3 40.5 2.2 0.22 0.21 121.0 

4 15.32 2-5 0-70 32.6 n-7 &6 0.9 11-7 2-78 345 53-0 43-4 0.6 0.05 0.02 108.0 

5 15.42 2.0 0.60 32.8 12.1 8-5 0.9 13.2 1-70 3-73 %. 9 39.1 0.5 0.05 0.02 74-0 
6 25.52 L3 0.60 32-4 11-7 0.9 13-3 1.19 1-89 L2.8 35-5 0-1 0.1 0.02 77-0 

7 16.02 L2 0-70 32.2 9.2 8-4 0.9 12-3 2-23 3-76 21-5 21-7 0-1 0.05 0.02 231-0 
8 16.12 2.6 0.60 33.4 10.4 &6 L2 11.6 1.02 2-73 21.7 M6 0.6 0.05 0.02 n&o 

9 U. 27 3-5 0-50 32-3 10.8 &1 0.9 10.3 2.26 4.64. 121-5 63.6 L5 9-25 0-85 126-0 

20 2428 1.7 0-75 32-0 9ol 8.2 0.9 15-0 1.68 3-23 109.2 57.9 1.1 0.05 0.14 134-0 

21 11-44 2-5 0.60 32.0 9.0 7.6 L2 9.8 2.31 4-74 55-7 31.2 12.4 10.1 1-3 127-0 
12 12.08 L3 Mo 32-4 8-5 8ol 1.2 14-3 1.50 2-31 '53-5 38o2 0-3 0oO5 0.02 IX. 0 
13 13-29 1.0 0-50 32.9 7.5 7.6 0-7 13.4 1.45 2. X , 6"0 47.1 0-2 ý NO 0.02 191.0 
14 13-44 1-4 0-80 32.4 8-7 8.2 L2 34- 5 1-56 , 2.86 69-3 53.0 0.1 0.05 0.02 144.0 
15 13.52 1.4 0.60 32.4. &9 8-3 0-9 15.6 1.52 2.88 82.0 %-7 Ool 0-05 0.02 239.0 
16 1%23 L5 LIO 32-5 10-3 8.1, - Vo. 6 1.76 3-46 42.8 34-3 0-1 0-05 0.02 134-0 

17 15.05 2.1 1- 3q 31-6 11.4 1 1.2 M2 L% 3-57 62.1 35-4 0.2 0.33 0.12 12L. 0 

18 13-37 1.2 0-70 32.6 3 8.2 0.9 13-9 L 31s. 2-47 Me 53.0 0.6 0.05 0.02 144.0 

19 23-05 1-0 0-40 32.2 * 2-3 7.2 0.5 9.2 1-93 3-72 32-0 16.5 0.6 0.05 0.12 151-0 



Tal, le C6 - Chvitenm Survey iRth Juir 1976 

Station Time 

physical Properties 

Depth Seochi Temp. Salinity 

Depth 

a 
00 0 

Alkalinity 

P& Alk. 

Pbo-qrhonis 

Rewtive TotAl 

ps at P. 171 

pip"nWnts 

CHL 
a 

Carot 

. /. 
3 

"/. 
3 

Tnc)rvftr. ie Witmperi 

Nlý, + Noý' 14027 

pg at N. 1-1 

Silicate 

us at Sil 

I - LIO 0.80 33.1 25.0 7.5 2.5 2. Jý2 2.50 15.00 12.96 0-3 0.05 0.02 29.0 

2 20-01 2-30 bottom 31-5 2" 7.6 3.2 2-39 2.31 6.23 6.16 0.5 0.05 0.02 65.0 

3 09-48 1.50 bottom 30.0 17.9 7.6 1.5 2.45 2.57 2.46 2.24 0.5 0.05 0.02 65. o 

4 09.35 1.20 bottom 29.6 29.0 7.7 2.2 3- MY 2-36 1.22 L92 0.4 0.05 0.02 6t,. o 

5 10.12 L50 bottom 30-8 16.0 7-6 2.2 3.33 3-50 5.17 3.90 0-t 0.05 0.02 11.0 

6 - LOO bottom 
. 

33.7 22.0 7-3 0.7 1.21 L97 ILS 10-31 0-3 0.05 0.02 74-0 

6 (1.02) - - - 32-9 2Q. 75 7.5 3.5 2.46 2.57 16-36 13-12 1.2 0.48 0.02 200.0 

7: 10-45 0.75 '0.75 32.7 6. o 7-5 3.2 2.24 L84 7.52 5.40 1.1 -- 0-0 0.2 89.0 

a 10-53 LOO 0-80 32.6 ILO 7.3 0.5 L)4-0 2.24 10-03 8.40 0.5 0.05 0.02 32.0 

9 07-50 LOO bottom 30.7 23.0 '7.85 2.9 2.56 3-M 13-8 IL70 0-6 0.05 0.02 53.0 

10 08.00 L20 bottom 30.0 22.0 '7-95 3.8 2.57 3-M 5.65 5.86 0.8 0.05 0.02 52.0 

n 07-35 0-95 bottom 30.8 22.0 7.85 2.0 1.4 L76 - - 0.5 0.05 0.02 37.0 

12 07.18 0.60 bottom 30.0 U-5 8.2 2.7- LM 3.82 72.3 57.4 0-3 0.05 ý 0.02 117.0 

13 CY7.00 0-50 0.20 29.4 0.0 7.2 0.4 L% 4.09 18.69 13-4: 5.9 - 1.0 0.30 68.0 

24 06.44 0-90 0.20 29-3 2.0 7-4 2-3, 3.69 3.34. 8.99 5.50 5.7 10.9 0.14 87.0 

25 06.31 LIO 0-40 28.7 6-5 7.3 - 3.73 3.50 6.20 4000 20.0 5.2 0.20 15.0 

16 09.26 0.75 bottom 30.6 33-45 7-9 2-3 Lo6 L51 2.2 L88 0.1 0.05 0.02 3.0 

27 06.17 L50 0-50 29o2 15-5 7-7 3.6 1-55 2.96 "06 4.10 1.0 2.0 0.08 68.2 

18 06.48 0.85 0-30 29.3 , L5 7-3 0.6 L66 3.55 10.40 6.20 6.2 4.95 0.16 212.2 

28(0.5m) - - - 30.0 29.0 7.6 L7 2.67 3-30 7-7 7.50 6.7 L16 0.14 24.2 

19 07-10 0.50 0.20 29-3 0.00 7.5 0.2 2.25 )"is 7.54 4-70 1-5 15.2 1.4 212.2 



0 

Table C7 ejýftut,. rjm gur. "y 13th Sertember. 1976 

Pb"t(-nl Tlrrýertlrs Oxygen Phosrhorus 

Station Tim Depth secchi Temp. Salinity PH Remetive Total CHL, Carat 

Depth 
oc; 0/0', P. P. M. 

aa Pg at 17, W/. 3 W/. ý )IS at s il- 

1 3-33 0.2 32.8 10.1 

2 28.40 L50 0.3 31.7 12.2 7.5 

3 17.19 1-60 bottom 3L7 15.5 7-9 7-9 

4 26-35 0-80 bottom 31.7 14.6 7.8 7.8 

5 . 17-36 2.50 0.3 31.8 12.4 - 6.4 

6 3.7-50 0.75 0.2 32.0 IL6 7.0 6.8 

7 2&n 0.85 0.25 31.6 Li - 6.3 

8 

9 U-00 1-00 0.40 33-7 13.7 7.0 8.0 

20 24.16 1-30 bottom 33.1 15-9 7.8 8.0 

2-1 U-41 0.90 0-30 YýO 15.9 7.2 7.2 

22 24-52 0.90 0.20 33-5 34- 5 7.9 8.4 

23 25-29 0.50 0-40 33.0 1 .5 7.5 - 
34 35-45 

. LIO bottom 32-0 27.0 7.9- - 
35 15*53 3-0 bottom 32.0 2"4 7.8 7.8 

'16 16*20 0-4-0 bottom 30-3 33.2 7.8 7.3 

1-72 2.15 7.48 7.22 194.0 

L 33 2.66 11-68 9.04 12" 0 

1-53 1-93 4.87 6.36 3.41.0 

L 65 2.06 6.29 S. 68 189.0 

1.75 2.13 7.46 6.92 274.0 

1.69 2.01s. 8-05 7-56 2D& 0 

1.13 2.45 9-15 7.92 36.0 

- 2.13 11-58 9.56 154.0 

1.93 2.28 9.21 7.76 143.0 

2.17 2.54 14-30 13-12 130.0 

1.95 2.37 20.63 19.0 166. o 

2.06 2-33 16.14 10.556 202.0 

2.16 2.77 9- 53 & 94 163-0 

2. M 2.00 2.57 2.56 216.0 

0-98 1-32 1-31 1-4 9.4. 

17 16.01 2.90 bottom 32.1 17.1 7.7 7-7 1.52 L82 3-55 3-88 155-0 

is 15-36 . 0-90 0-50 32.2 20.0 7.6 8.6 1.83 2.15 15.77 17-52 207.0 

'19 15.22 0.50 0-40 33-7 0.0 7.8 &7 2.26 2.60 15.58 8.84. U5.0 

a 



chautep; go sur"r ist mil ? na Nov. -aber IY76 

Station Tim 

Pbysical Properties 

Depth Secchi Temp. Salinity 

Depth .0 
aa 

do 

PhosphcrU3 

Reactive Total 

lag at P. r, 

Pigments 

CHL, Carot 

Inorganic Nitrogen 

NH4+ N03- No; 

Fg at N. 1 

3iltcdo 

Pg at 3il 

I U-15 2.02 0.75 34.2 3-8 0.55 LIO 7-73 7.31 1.3 0.1 0-05 118.0 

2 34-30 1-19 1-0 33-5 6.2 0-90 1.52 4.90 5-50 0.8 0.1 0-05 39.0 

3 34-50 2.29 3-0 32.6 8-3 0-73 1.23 3-95 4-20 0.4 0.1 0-05 145-0 

4 =25 3.00 bottom 3L4 25-7 0.92 3-57 2.63 3-30 0-5 0.1 0.05 90.0 

5 24-30 2-30 bottom 32.4 5.8 0.66 1-30 4.81 3.81 0.6 0.1 0-05 94.0 

6 0.60 bottom 32.2 7.8 0-88 1-58 4-72 4.96 0.8 0.1 0-05 4.5.0 

7 3Aw 50 0-75 butt- 32.2 0.8 - - 3.60 4.09 0-3 0.1 0.05 58.0 

8 25.00 0-77 6-70 32-8 2-3 0-77 1.32 4.96 %37 0-7 0-1 0-05 51.0 

9 15.00 b-95 bottom 33.0 9-5 0-80 1.48 5.65 6.46 0.4 0.1 0.05 - 

10 25.15 L16 bottom 32-4 14-4 1.50 2.14 4-17 4.31 0-3 0.1 0.05 W-0 

n 3, %30 0.91 bottom 33.3 IL3 L 63 2.20 3.62 4.13 0.4 0.1 0-05 217.0 

22 15.50 0.73 bottom 34.0 7.4 2.00 2.60 4.29 3-71 0.5 0.1 0.05 223.0 

23 16.3D 0.62 O. J62 32-7 0.0 2.41 2.95 6.19 3-97 1.0 0.7 0.12 - 

u 26.47 0.83 0.80 32-8 14-0 2.65 2-32 4-09 4.45 0.6 0.1 0.05 216. o 

25 26.55 1.18 2.10 32-5 29-0 1.75 2.35 1.86 2.45 o. 6 0.1 0.05 109.0 

26 2&15 0.69 bottom 3L8 25.6 L30 1.83 1-52 3-00 0.4 0.1 0.05 140.0 

27 27-15 1-0 bottcm 32.6 17-4 1.55 2.09 3.08 2.95 0.4. 0.1 0.05 IM. 0 

18 16-40 0.89 0-40 32.9 7.6 L90 2.42 6-22 5-51 0.7 0.1 0.05 , 
193.0 

19 16.20 0.68 0-50 32.7 0.0 2.43 2-93 1.66 1-53 1.0 1.1 0.14 

I 



Tiktle C9 - Challtenm sirvy 4th 197 

Physical rrore rties 03wgen llborhorls Ptv! ments Tnorranic Nttrcc! en stlieRts 

Station Time Depth Seochl Teap. Salinity pH p. p. m. Reactive Totel CHL 
a 

Carot FH4# "3- N027 

Depth 

m 
cc 

Fg at P. 1 -1 , gl, 
3 

, V, 3 
)Ag at NXI )19 at Sti 

1 17-50 0.90 0-30 31-0 16.5 7.5 &2 0.84 1.89 4.84 - 0.1 0.07 0.08 63.0 

2 U*30 L40 bottom 30-1 18.6 7-75 7-1 1-07 1.76 - - 0.1 0.20 0.02 177.0 

3 12. C4 1.20 bottom 2967 14.5 7-4. 6.5 0. E4 1.59 2.22 0.91 0.1 0.05 0.02 33.0 

ji. 16.44 0.90 bottom 30.5 M-7 ý 8.1 &3 1.99 2.44 5.67 - 0.1 0.05 0.02 lu. 0 

5 16-55 2.50 bottom 30.4 13.8 7.9 9.1 1-33 1.89 9.17 5.29 0.3 0-05 0-08 560 

6 17-09 0.60 bottomý 3i. 0 16-5 7.6 6.1 L68 2.43 - - 0.3 0.05 0-08 61. o 

7 17-21 0.60 bottom 31-0 1.4 7-2 7-3 0.77 1.23 1.62 1.19 0.7 0-33 0.02 45.0 

a 17-34 1.00 bottom 31.1 1LO 7-5 8.6 0.88 1.40 1.73 1.12 0.1 0.05 0.03 116.0 

9 M26 LIO bottom 30.2 2390 7.9 6.5 1-53 M4 3-93 2.17 0.1 0.05 0.03 83-0 

10 13.09 LOO bottom 31.3 20.2 8.0 6.6 L27 2.03 1.95 - 0.1 0.2 0.21 80.0 

n 12.40 LOO bottom 30.0 23-0 8.0 8-3 1.67 2.48 2.25 2.04. 0.1 0.1 0.02 114--0 

12 12.5ý 0.60 bottom 30.6 21.0 8.2 9-3 3.30 3-97 7.10 3-8ý 0.9 0.05 0.02 136.0 

23 34.01 0.40 bottom 30.8 0-3 7.8 8.4 2.01 2-32 - - 1.0 1-3 0.08 230.0 

24 1"19 1.00 bottom 30.6 24-. 2 7.8 8.0 1-31+ 1.91 1.60 1.47 0.1 0.6 0.08 132.0 

15 3. " 30 0.80 bottom 30.2 23-5 7.9 7.6 1.4.3 1.89 1.00 1.12 0.1 0.53 0.03 1%. 0 

1" 55 0.55 bottom 30.6 22.8 8.1 9-3 1.29 1-93 3. V 2.17 0.1 0.05 0.02 135.0 

17 2"45 1.40 bottom 30.8 18.8 7-9 9-3 1-36 1.92 1.0 0.91 0.9 0.46 0.02 IC" 0 

is IA. 12 0.60 bottom 31.4 19.4. 7.4 8.2 1.80 2.10 L 55 - 0.2 1.95 0.05 173-0 

19 13-35 0.40 bottom 30-3 0.0 8.1 8.0 2.17 2.54 1.17 0-63 0-6 1-3 0-09 300 

i 



TW* CIO - Salinity wA Tenrerabire rmfiles in the 18th July Chautenra I. Ru=e 

Station Depth Depth of ' Temp. Salinity Station Depth Depth of Temp. Salinity 

observation observation 
I'd 0 Oc 

2.1 3 33-1 15.0 9 1.0 All 30-7 23.0 

(). 5 32.7 15.0 
1 10 L2 All 30-0 22.0 

LO 33-0 U. 6 

integrated 3"9 n 0.95 All 30-8 22.0 

36 3 3 32.5 16.1 0.6 5 30-0 V"5 

2 (0.95) L 33-8 27-0 12 0.5 31-4 17-0 

integrated, 18.6 Integrated 16. o 

L5 a 30-0 17-9 0.5 5 29.4 0.00 

3 (0-95) L0 33-0 29.0 23, 0.5 31-11- 18.9 

integrated 21.6 Integrated 5-7 

4 3.2 An 29.6 29.0 0.9 5 29-3 2.0 

u (0-3) 0-5 - 18.0 

L5 3 30-8 16.0 integrated 21.6 

5 (0-95) 1.0 33.4 25.8 

integrated 19-3 2.1 5 28.7 6.5 

- (0-15) 0-5 - 29.0 

L0 S' 3L7 12.0 1.0 31-0 

0.5 31-0 13-75 Integrated 22.8 

L0 32.6 20675 

integrated 25-1 16 0.75 All 30.6 33.45 

17 
0.75 8 32-7 6.0 

08.50 hro 1.5 All 30.2 3345 
7 005 32-6 14.5 

Integrated 22.5 0.85 3 29.3 1.5 

0.5 30-0 19.0 

L0 3 32.6 11.0 Integrated 22.8 

0.5 32-7 15.5 

Intsersted 

A 

15.5 19 0.5 

-- 

All 20.3 C. 0 

, got* - FiZures in Parenthesis IMIcats the extension or the upper mIre(I layer. 

U 

0 



u 

Tatle CII - grainity RnA Tprrerpthaý proMPS in the 13th September Chnlitpnro Surve 

Statlem Depth Measurement 

Depth 

m 

Temp. ' Salinity 

11C o/. 

Integrated 

Salinity 

o/. 

Statten Depth Ideasureirnt 

Depth 

a 

Tecp. 

*ý, 

Salinity 

a/ 
00 

Integrated 

Salinity 
0/, 

0 

2 2-33 A12 32-8 20.1 10.1 2.20 3 32.0 17-0 28.8 

0.25 32.5 26.5 
2 3.50 An 31-7 22.2 12.2 24 

0.50 32.1 31-4 

2.6 s 31-7 15.5 15.9 0-75 32-0 31-8 

3 0.5 32.2 15.5 1.00 32.0 31-8 

2.4 32-7 26.5 
LO 3 32-0 14.4 2D. 9 

0.25 32-8 34-. 9 
0.8 3 31-7 34.6 25.6 

15 0.50 32-9 Mo 
0.25 32.2 14-7 

4 0-75 32-5 29.4 
0-50 32.2 15.5 

0.95 32-5 32-0 
0-75 32-7 18-3 

26 0.4. An 30-3 33-3 33-3 

5 2.5 An 33-8 12.4 12.4 
17 2.9 s 3P-1 27.1 26.6 

6 0-75 ja2 32.0 12.6 22.6 0.25 32-3 18.4 

7 0.85 An 31.6 2.2 L2 0-50 32-3 22.4 

0-75 32-3 25.5 
9 LOD A21 33-7 23-7 23-7 17 

2-00 32-4 28.0 

2.50 32-3 32.2 
L30 3 33.2 25-9 28-7 

1-90 30-8 33-4- 
20 0-5 33. *2 25-9 

L0 33-9 22.5 0.9 3 32.2 20.0 26-7 

0-25 32.5 23-6 
21 0.90 A12 34.0 25-9 25.9 18 

0-5 32-1 32.6 

0.90 3 33-5 24.5 1"5 0-75 - 32-0 
22 

0-5 Y+- 2 24-5 
29 0-5 All 33-7 0.0 0.0 

23 0-50 S 33-0 2.5 27-7 . 
Bar 2.4 s 30.2 27.9 

0.25 - 26.5 
last 0.25 30-5 33-5 



_u 

Table C12 - Saltnttr and Tenrerature rrcfiles In the I! jt nni NA Nowmber Chmilten" R., Irv 

Station Depth Measurement 

Depth 

Temp Salinity 

00 0 Y"O 

Integrated 

Salinity 

Station Depth Measurement 

Depth 

Tamp 

00 

Salinity 

0 V. 

Integrated 

Salinity 
a 

1 2.02 3 34.2 3-8 4.2 n 0.91 S 33-3 11'3 21.7 

3.0 33-5 4.6 045 33-6 12.1 

2.19 S 33-5 6.2 962 12 0.73 5 34-0 7-4 7-5 

2 0.5 33-6 6.2 0.5 34.2 7-5 

3.0 33-8 23-7 

13 0.89 3 33-0 0 o. 66 

2.29 S 32-6 8-3 27-7 0.5 33-1 2-5 o. 66 

3 (0-65) 0-5 32-9 8.3 

2.0 33.2 27-3 0-83 3 32-8 14 22.0 

0.25 32.8 21.8 
34 

LOO S 31-4 3,5-7 16a 0.5 32.9 22.4 

4 0-5 - 
0.75 33-0 26.5 

3.0 17.2 

1.18 5 32-5 19.0 19.9 

L30 S 32.4 5-8 9.2 15 0.5 32.8 17.5 
(0-85) 0-5 32.4 5.8 L0 32-5 23-1 

0-75 32.2 6-3 

L0 33-2 15.2 16 o. 69 S 31-8 15.6 i6a 

1.25 33-3 17-5 0.5 32-4 16-3 

6 0.6o B 32.2 7-8 9-15 L0 5 32.6 17.4 20-3 

0.5 32.2 3.0-5 27 0-5 32.6 21.6 

0.9 32.6 22.0 
7 0-75 S 32.2 o. 8 2.9 

0*5 32.2 3-0 
0.89 S 32.9 7.6 18.8 

8 0-77 An 32.8 2.3 2-3 
18 0.25 - 19.4 

0-5 32.6 M. 1 

9 0-95 All 33.0 9-5 9.5 

19 o. 68 All 32.7 0.0 0.0 
2.14 3 32.4 14.4 17.2 

20 (0-90) 0-5 33-0 V" 3 

L0 33.4 ? 6.3 

Note - Figures in parw3v-, evis irdicate tho *xtenstan of the upper'mixO layer. 



1. 

Takle C1 3- Salinity wA Temnera tare r-Nfiles In the Qth rpýcember Chawcenro Sin-re 

Station Depth Measurement Tezp Salinity Integrated Station Depth Measurement Temp Salinity Integrated 

Depth Salinity Depth Salinity 

a a 
00 a V. 0 Y. a a 

cc 0 Y.. 0 1.0 

2 0.90 X11 31.0 26.5 16.5 2.0 3, 50.0, 23.0 23-3 

n 0.5 30-0 23.0 
3.40 3 30-2 28.6 20.4 

1.0 30-1 24.2 
2 0*5 30.0 18.8 

3.0 29.9 22-3 
22 0.6 3 3o. 6 Z. 0 21.0 

0.5 30.6 21.0 
2.20 5 29.7 34.5 20.2 

3 0.5 29.6 19.0 13 Ok 3 30.8 0.3 0.3 

2.0 30-2 24-7 
:. 2.0 5 30.6 24.2 Z7.4 

34 0.5 30-3 27.0 
0.9D 3 30-5 21-7 23-3 

0.5 30.6 23.9 
0-. 75 30-3 31-5 

2.5 5 30.4 23.8 17.4 15 0.8 3 30.2 23.5 26.2 

5 0.5 30.6 13-8 0.5 30-4 30-7 

2.0 30-8 21- 0 
U 0.55 a 30-6 22.8 23-3 

6 0.6 S 31-0 26.5 26.5 0.5 30-6 27-8 

0.5 3L2 26.5 
- 1.40 3 30-a 284 8 21ý4 

7 o. 6 3 3LO L4 5.0 27 0.5 30.2 25.0 

0.5 32-5 8.5 LO 29.9 26.3 

18 Mo 3 31-4 19-4. 24.0 8 2 3 32.2 n. o 21.0 

0.5 32.2 n. o 0.5 3L4 28.5 

2.10 9 30.2 23.0 23.0 19 0.40 An 30-3 0 0.0 

9 0.5 30.2 23.0 

2.0 30.2 22-5 

LO 3 32-3 20.2 254 

. 
10 0.5 31-3 22.8 

2.0 30.8 29.0 
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u 

? at,, CJS - 24 ý, mr sttion lotli De-ee-ter- 1976 (Derth lsým) 91fttil'n 3 1-14 1M 

Observation integrated Tomp. Oxygen T Observation Integrated Temp. Oxygen 

Salinity salinity 
? I= Depth Salinity Time Depth salinity 

0 cc P-r-O OC P-P-10 

2LIO s 27.0 23.0 28.8 6.8 22.00 3 17.4 22.4 29.6 7.5 

Ck. 5 29.2 28.6 6.7 0.5 IL2 29.9 7.0 

3.0 2k. 5 29.6 4.8 LO 28.4 3o. 6 ý% 6 

33.25 3 1-%5 22.3 29.9 7-9 M. 15 3 17.6 22-3 29.7 6. o 

0.5 265 30-8 7.8 0.5 17-8 29-7 6.0 

3.0 23.4 30-8 %8 LO 28.4 30.4 6.5 

34- 55 s 25.5 1%35 30.5 - 02-30 s 17.0 22.3 29.2 6.7 

0.5 2, % 6 30-5 - 0-5 18.6 29.7 6-7 

2.0 24.5 33.6 - L0 28.5 30.2 5-0 

15-45 s 25-9 i6a 30.7 8.0 C4.30 s 17.4 22.5 28.6 - 

0.5 26.0 30-8 B-0 0.5 18.4 29.0 - 

LO 1& 2 31-9 S-6 LO 2(66 30-0 - 

28.12 s 16.4 ig. 6 30-3 7.8 06.45 s 18.0 22.7 27-9 6.2 

0.5 26.4 30-4 7.8 0.5 1&0 27-7 6a 

2.0 23.9 31-3 6.2 1.0 29.2 29.8 3.2 

20.20 s 26.5 22.0 30.2 7.6 08.50 s is. 6 22.1 27.4 6.6 

0.5 20.4 30-9 
. 
6-8 0.5 I&S 27-4 6.4 

3.0 25-9 3LI 6.0 1.0 26.9 29.4 4.6 

4 
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Talble A. Ano7ahmalco Siirvey 29th Nrvýrnbrr. 1f)75 

Secchl Reactive Total 
station Depth Salinity Chlorophyll 

D"rth Phosphate Dissolved a 

Phosphorus 

a a !/ yS at P 171 F9 at P I-' g e3 
.0 

I LO 29-39 L76 2-4 

2 

3 0-5 29.53 2.1 2.6 - 
4 LO LO 29.50 2.0 2.5 5-9 

5 

6 (1-7 0-35 2B. 77 2.25 2-75 

7 0.4 - 29.67 3.2 - 
8 0-7 0-30 29-79 3.6 4.3 

Table A. Aýozfthualco I-hirwey 15tb Jmnurrv. 19 76 

Secohi Reactive Total 
Station Depth Salinity Chlorophyll 

Depth Phosphate Dissolved a 

Phosphorus 
0 /. 

o ps at P 171 ug at P 1-1 mg mý, 
3 

1 1.5 LO 40.10 3.4 3-9 7.9 

2 0.5 40.68 1-35 2.7 19.0 

3 0.8 40-48 2.7 5.25 7.8 

4 0.6 40.17 - 1.5 4--5 

5 0-7 40-17 3.8 5.0 8.9 

6 0.4 40.20 3.4. 5.1 8.1 

7 0.25 40.96 3-9 5.6 6.8 

Oo25 42.91* 3 3.8 22.1 

I 



1. 

Table Anozahurtleio Sunrey 29th rcjrqi Uv- 197r, 

St-atLcn Time Temperature Salinity Cxygen Chlor-orhyll 

cc 
P. P. M. mg m73 

1 17.15 29.7 55- 70 6-5 7-3 

3 17-35 29.8 6L 17 3.0 19.2 

4 17.57 29.8 6i. si 6-5 31.6 

5 18-25 28.8 59.23 6.2 19-7 

7 18-40 28.9 59-87 6.7 21.1 

Sea -17,00 - 34-95 - 1.8 

Table A. 4 - Arozahualco Survey 6th Arril. 19'j'16 

Station Temperature salinity Reactive Total Chlorophyll 
Phosphate Dissolved 

Phosphorus 
cc 0 /. F9 at P 1-1 P9 at P 1-1 mg m73 

1 32.8 74.7 4-54 7-35 67-7 

3 - 79-5 6. L6 9.05 - 
4 - 82.2 2-44 5.25 87-8 

5 - 88.5 1-76 4.05 - 
7 - IC4.4 3-08 6.10 72-7 

Tatle M - Apozah, 5nlco Survey 9th Mar. 1976 

Station Temperature Salinity Reactive Chlorophyll a 
Phosphate 

cc FV at P1 -1 mg M-3 

1 33-0 103 4-33 

124 4.71 27-8 

5 127 

ertra - 4.0, 



Tabie )66 - Anonnhimlem Surve%r Irth Jime 1976 

Station Time Depth 

M 

Temp. 

OC 

Salinity 

0 /. 

PH 
Reactive Total 

Phosphate Dissolved 

)Ig at P 1-1 

CHMROFNrLL 

i n. 15 2.0 31.8 11" 7 9.0 0.87 1-7 46.0 

(0-5-) 33-8 28.5 

37.0 - 

40.5 95.0 7-5 21.9 66.0 

2 11-58 0-5 33-0 14.2 8-7 0.81 1-7 61.5 

3 12.07 0.6 33.2 13.2 8-7 1.0 2.2 65.1 

4 12.14 0-7 32.4 13-0 8-7 0.9 L7 48.4 

5 12-35 0-8 32.5 3.3.2 
L8 

1-3 2-3 43-5 

6 12.47 0-5 33-0 2"3 9.0 0.8 L8 33-8 

7 13-04 0.8 33-0 21" 4 8-7 1-5 1; 9 43.7 

a 13-14 0-3 33-8 16.0 8-7 1-7 1-95 36.1 

a 



Table A. - Anonnhunleo 'Survey 17th Jii3y. ! Q76 

Physical Parameters Chemical Parameters Pigments 
station Time Depth Secohi Temp. Salinity rIL ReacUre Total . Ammonia CHL Corot. 

a, 
Depth -Phosphate Dissolved 

Phomnhal-. 19 

Is ps at P 171 pg at N 1-1 mg/,, 
3 

g/, 
3 

1 3B. 05 0-70 - 3LO 32-75 
^8-3-2 

0-76 L25 3-0 0.5 0-33 

2 1& 14 0-70 0-50 34.2 30-5 7.9 0.81'. 1-36 L2 2.26 2.0 

3 1a; 20, LOO bottom 33.4 29-3 8.0 i. o6 1-50 2.0 0.93 1.8 

4. 18.25 2.00 bottom 33-7 29.1 8.0 1-14 , 1.76 1.6 2.6 1.4 

5 18-30 
. 

3-00 C6 80 34.0 25.5 8.0 0.97 1-X 2.5 1.2 2.7 
6 28-35 0-70 0.40 35-0 24-4. 7.9 1-03 1-47 1-7 7.7 3.7 

7 l8o 50 0.80 0.40 33-6 25.1 8.0 1.08 2.55 2. C 2.4 2.5 

a 18-55 0.60 0.40 YO.. 0 25.8 8.0 1.08 L69 3.2 3-3 

sea 28.00 8-05 0-85 1-30 1-5 0-5 
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60 minute exposure 30 minute exposure 

Depth Carbon fixed Depth Carbon fixed 
QM 

mg C M-3 hr-1 .m mg C M-3 hr-1 

15.00 - 16.00. 12-15 15.45 

0.0 377.6 000 374.4 

. 0-5 131.6 0,, 5 67.4 

1-5 8.1 1.5 - 

18.25 12.25 18.40 19.10 

0.0 81.8 0.0 53.2 

0-5 21-5 0-5 - 

1.5- 4.1 1-5 

23.20 - 00-50 

0.0 0.0 

0-5 0.0 

o?. oo - o8. oo 07-15 - 07.45 

0.0 364.2 0.0 481.9 

0-5 62.6 0.5 74.4 

1.5 22.0 1-5 41.1 

11.20 - 12.20 11.45 - 12.15 

0.0 502-3 0.0 382.2 

0.5 236.1 0.5 210.0 

1.5 19.7 1.5 41.5 

Table Pi Productivity study Mitla 8 May 1976 



60 minute exposure 30 minute exposure 

Starting Carbon fixed Starting Carbon fixed 

time mg C m-3 hr-1 time . mg C m-3 hr-1 

69.45 196.0 10-03 142.0 

11-05 145-5 11.25 109.0 

13-05 lo6. o 13.27 122eO 

15-13 47-0 15., 27 71.2 

17-00 21.8 17-17 11.9 

Table P2 Productivity study Chautengo 11 May 1976 



Depth Carbon fixed Depth Carbon fixed 

m mg C m-3 hr- 1 
m mg C m-3 hr-'_ 

07-50 - 08.50 13.33 14.33 

0.0 77.2 0.0 259-8 

0-75 2.1 0.7-5 59.9 

1-5 - 1-5 8.8 

og. 44 - lo. 44 15.42 - 16.42 

0*0 191.8 0.0 336.1 

0-75 25.7 0-75 83.6 

1-5 4-5 1-5. 13-1 

11.32 - 12.32 17.32 - 18.32 

0.0 307-5 0.0ý 102.7 

0-75 55-1 0-75 lo. 6 

1-5 20.8 1-5 1.9 

Table P3 Proauctivity study Chautengo 26 June 1976 

a 



Time bepth 

M 

Carbon fixed 

mg C m-3 hr-1 

09.00 - 10.00 0.0 25-2 

0-75 26.2 

11-00 - 12.00 0.0 23-5 

0-75 24-3 

13-04 - 14.06 0.0 34-5 

0.75 34.2 

15-03-- 16-03 0.0 24.9 

0.75 34-3 

17-17 - -18.17 0.0 15-36 

0-75 7-55 

Table P4 Productivity study Chautengo 19 July 1976 



Time Depth Carbon fixed 

m mg C m-3 hr-1 

og. 4o - io. 4o 000 105-3 

1.0 82-5 

11-50 - 12-55 0.0 64.0 

1.0 77.2 

13-55 - 14-55 0-0 45-5 

1.0 83-3 

17-15 - 18-15 0.0 34-5 

1.0 0ý-'35 

Table P5 Productivity study Chautengo 10 September 1976 



Depth Carbon fixed Depth Carbon fixed, 

m mg C m-3 hr-3 m mg C m-3 hr-1 

18.3o - 19.3o 

0.0 19.9 

0-3 13-7 

100- 0.0 

11-15 - 12.15 

0.0 328. o 

0-3 309-0 

-110- 12.2 

0-700 - 08-00 

0.0 654.0 

0-. 3 110.0 

1.0 0.0 

10.00 

0.0 386-3 

-0-3 350.0 

1.0 8.4 

13. o2 - 14-05 

0.0 b. 0 37' 

0-3 595,0 

1.0 16. o 

16. oo - 17. oo 

0.0 479.0 

. 0-3 :. 398.0 

1.0 0.0 

Table P6 Productivity study Mitla 9 September 1976. 

I 



Depth Carbon fixed Depth Carbon fixed 

m mg C m-3 hr-1 m mg C m-3, hr-1 

16.45 - 17.45 10.53 12.17 

0.0 44-5 0.0 359.6 

0-5 2-3 0-5 67-0 

1.0 

08-03 - 09-03 13.25 - 14-25 

0.0 350-0 0.0 370.2 

0.5 57.4 0.5 57.1 

1.0 6.7 1.0 13-3 

Table P7. Productivity Study Mitla 4-5 Wovember 1976 



Depth Carbon fixed 

m mg C m-3 hr 
A 

Depth Carbon fixed 

m mg C m-3 hr-1 

07-37 08-37 

0.0 330- 

0-5 

1.0 11.6 

io. 42 - 11.42, 

0.0 271. 

0-5 427. 

1.0 47- 

12.37 - 13. ý7 

0.0 4ol. 

0.5 509. 

1.0 91. 

14.33 - 15.33 

0.0 28o. 

0-5 296. 

1.0 11*0 

16.02 - 17.02 

0.0 426. 

0.5 135- 

1.0 12. 

Table P8 Productivity study Mitla 9 December 1976 



Time Depth Carbon fixed 

m mg C m-3 hr-1 

O! k. 45 - 07.45 0.0 32.5 

1.0 4.6 

10-55 - 11-55 0.0, io. 8 

1.0 25.2 

13.25 - 14.45 0.0 17.7 

1.0 24.9 

15-32 - 16-35 0.0 37.1 

1.6 32.7 

17*25 18.25 0.0 1-7 

1.0 0.2 

Table P9 Productivity study Chautengo 11 December 1976 

a 
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Station Carbonate 

% CaCO 3 

Total 
Phosphorus 

ppt 

Insoluble 
Carbon 

% 

Insoluble 
Nitrogen 

% 

1 36.9 7.8 2.9 0-30 

2 4.2 8-5 3.6 0-34 

3 21.9 7.8 3.8 0.47 

4 7-0 5-5 2-3 0-3.0 

.5 
42.2 7-7 3-5 0.42 

6 6.6 3-9 2.0 <0.2 

7 2.2 9-3 4.6 0.49 

8 5-1 10.9 4-3 0.42 

9 9.8 8.7 3.8 o. 48 

10 3-1 8.8 3.6 <0.2 

11 7-5 8.9 3.4 <0.2 

12 8-3 6.9 2.4 <0.2 

13 o. 4 6-7 3-5 0.28 

14 - - - 

15 9-9 4.8 2.1 0.22 

16 o. 4 3.4 1.9 < 0.2 

17 0*9 2.7 1.9 < 0.2 

18 - - -- - 

19 5-7 16.5 3.2 0.31 

Table SI General sediment analyses - Chautengo surface sediments 



Talle S. - kn-Orge-m of' PýItmrnt corem. Mjtl 

Sediwnf Analyses Interstitial Water 

Core Depth 
Water Carbonate cw PO + Salinity 

am Content %%%4 

N% 
pH 

% Dry Weight Dry Weight We. tied Wg. a ed /00 

1 0-10 

10-20 

20-30 

30-40 

40-50 

5o. 6o 

6ow7o 

70-85 

89.5 

92.0 

93.0 

75.0 

65. o 

67.0 

59-0 

- 
3-0 

3-3 

12.7 

27.9 

51.8 

18-3 

20.6 

12.2 

5.2 

6.5 

&32 

9.32 

2.1 

2-3 

2.44 

0.49 

0-57 

0.46 

0-59 

2.72 

1-87 

L46 

1.04 

0.84 

0.87 

0.46 

15.7 

17-3 

15.9 

11.1 

12.1 

8.8 

7.6 

2 0-10 82,5 - 17.4 2.15 7.2 16.7 

10-20 - - - - 
20-30 87-0 - 19-3 1-95 3.47 28.7 

30-40 89.0 - 18.9 2.06 3.25 32.1 

40-50 91.0 4.5 23.2 2.48 3.78 50.0 

50-60 83.0 4-3 15-7 1.614. 3.66 37.4 

60-70 74*5 5-7 EL52 o. 86 3-32 31.9 

70-8D 74.0 6.6 9.01 0.82 3-35 38.0 

80-90 T7.0 6.8 10.9 1.02 3.47 37.7 

3 0-10 26.2 1.78 2.94 27.1 7-5 3 

10-20 ig. 6 2.10 5-11 52-3 7.1 3 

20-30 av*rDZ@ 22.5 2.40 6.69 63-4 7-3 5 

306-40 85 24.1 2.69 6.95 54-8 7.9 a 

40-50 28-3 2.92 6.77 82.4 7-9 9 

50-60 27.9 3-10 7-29 78.7 7.8 9 

6o-7o 24.4 3-01 7.11 82.6 7.8 6 

70-80 - - 7-51 93-2 7.8 9 

60-90 18.3 1.98 6.93 93-9 7.9 

a 



APPENDIX 2 

The use of the oxygen method in assessing primary production in 

coastal lagoons. 

Gross primary production and respiration can be estimated 

conveniently by the method of Odum (Odum 1960; Odum & Wilson 1962; 

Odum et al 1963). This, in common with all methods for productivity 

measurement, is based on the equation for photosynthesis 
fiU 

co 2+H20 ; i* (CH 
2 0) +02a 

The rate of oxygen production should thus be directly proportional 

to the rate of formation of organic material. 

Changes in the observed concentration of oxygen at a 

particular point can be expressed thus, 

'a f0=P-R+D? (1) 4 -IM where Pq R an D represent the contributions due to productivity, 

respiration and diffusion respectively. 

In order to use this equation to assess productivity and 

respiration from observations of oxygen concentration, it is necessary 

to make a number of simplifying assumptions 

1) the term R remains constant over the period of measurement, 

2) the water column is completely mixed, 

3) the diffusion term represents the transfer of oxygen to 

or from the atmosphere, 

4) the magnitude and direction of oxygen diffusion is linearly 

dependent on the extent of saturation of the water. 

The value of D is then, given by 

(100 - S) 

100 
(2) 



where K is a diffusion coefficient (assumed constant) and S is the 

calculated percentage saturation. The diffusion coefficient W may 

be estimated from two values of () [021 ý0, measured during the 

night (wben P is zero). As R is assumed to be constant, the difference 

between these values may be expressed as 
(I 

-fo 21) 10 D-D 
t112 7T 

K (S 
2-S1 
100 

In order to reduce the error on the estimate of K. the term S-S 21 

should be as large as possible. This can usually be achieved by 

utilizing measurements made just before dawn (subscript M) and just' 

after dusk (subscript E). A value for K is then given by 

100 
)[021 )-(D [oil ) 

K 
at JM 

(4) 

C 

Once a value of K has been obtained 9 the value of D can be calculated 

for any observation by the use of equation 2. 

A typical calculation is illustrated by figure A2.1 . 

The data consists of a series. of measurements of oxygen, temperature 

and salinity over a twenty-four hour period at a station away from' 

any strong currents. The average oxygen concentrations (plot 1) 

were used to calculate the corresponding percentage saturation of oxygen 
e 

(plot 2). The value of P-R was then calculated : 

(P - 11) 
lo; 

li Y, (loo - S) 
t 100 

If R is constant (assumption 1)9 the night-time value of (P - R) 

should be constant and equal to -R . This is shown to be 
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case for this example. This value of R can thus be used for the 

day-time period (the 'respiration line' in Plot 3). The shaded area 

in plot 3 then represents the gross productivity. 

Unfortunately, under certain circumstances the value of R 

does not appear to be constant. The example shown in the text (fig 6.18) 

illustrates a case where the total oxygen demand severely reduces the 

amount of oxygen available for respiration and thus the magnitude of 

R decreases. In such situations, assignment of a value to R constitutes 

little more than an educated guess. 

The presence of an appreciable variation of oxygen concentration 

with depth indicates that the water column is not completely mixed (ioe. 

assumption 2 is invalid). The estimation of productivity then requirets 

further assumptions. In his original paper, Odum suggested the use 

of an average oxygen concentration for the water column. Unfortunately, 

if the concentration gradient is large, the amount of diffusion calculated 

from this average value may be seriously in error. The exchange of 

oxygen with the atmosphere must be controlled by the oxygen saturation 

in the surface layer. If the observed oxygen profile shows the presenc*e 

of distinct homogenous la, 7ers, an improved estimate of the productivity 

can be made. This is achieved by considering the layers as separateg 

and assuming that there is no net oxygen diffusion from the surface 

layer to the. 'subsurface layers. An average value for the productivity 

can then be calculated from the expression 

1) 
=PRD surface layer t 

wher d is the depth of the surface layer and z is the total depth. 



In ihe majority of cases where this modification was applied 

(Laguna Mitla), the contribution of diffusion to the amount of oxygen 

in tne system was found to be fairly small. In these cases, the 

contribution would have been assessed as much larger using the method 

of Odum. II. II 



APPENDIX 

The method for calculating the energy required to mix 

a stratified water column considers change in potential energy (P) 

in mixing water layers 1 and 2 of thickness h1 and h2 and 

, specific*gravity 
S 

1, and 
S. 

respectively. The surface area of 

the water column is chosen as unity. 

The masses of water (m 
1 and m2 are 

thus: 

mh1 

C&, m 
Sh, 

2ý2 

and their potential'energies (above the 

lagoon floor) are 

CCr2. p1g6, hl,. (h2 + 
.2 

Pg2 2 

If the water mixes 

m1+m2h1+ 'g2h2 

(Mi. )= 
+ 

S2h 
2' 

h1+h2 

P(Mix) g (9 
1h1+ý 2h2) 

(h, +h2 )/2 

The change in potential energy of the system on mixing is given by 

&p- P(Mix) - (p 
1+p2)- 

Henc e 

+ In ) (h +h2 1+2212 

h (h +h /2) + 
S2ý2 

/2 
1212 

Ot 

F 



Howeverg if h, is chosen to be equal to h 

2 
gh( 

62 
- 

Sj) 
/2 (2) 

where 4NP is the ehergy required to mix the two halves of the 

water column. Values of 
9 

are computed from Knudsen's Tables 

and are converted to S. I. units. The value of P may be calculated 

from either expression 1 or 2. 

6 

a 


